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Department,
GENERAL’S OFFICE,
D. C'., March 2,1868.

Medlca1 Board, to consist ot Surgeon
Brevet Brig. Gen’l U.S. A. SurR.
H.
Wirtz, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A.,’ Surgeon
geon John Moore, Brevet Col. U.S. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodliull, Brevet Lieut. Col.,
U. S. A., will meet in New York City on the 1st ot
May next, tor the examination ot Assistant Surgeons,
U. 8. Army, for promotion, and ot candidates tor
admission into the Medical Stall ot the U. S. Army.

ANJ. Army
B. Brown,

Applicants mustbe between 21 ami 30 years of age,
physically sound, and graduates of a regular medi-

Applications tor permission to appear before the
Board should be addressed to tie Surgeon General,
U. 8. Army, and must state the full name, residence,
and date and plate of birth ot the candidate.
Testimonials as to character ami qualifications
must fe furnished. If the applicant lias been in the
medical service of the Army during the late War,
the fact should he stated, together with his former
of service, amt testimonirank, and date and place
al* from officers with whom he has served should
also be forwarded.
No allowance is made for the expenses ot persons
undergoing examination, as it is an imlispensible
prerequisite to appointment. The number of vacancies now existing in (lie Medical Corps of the Army
is thirty-nine.
6—tilljune st.

J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General, U.
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We invite our friends to call and see the Policies for themselves.
The Policies ofiliis Company' are Non Forfeiting in the true sense ot the term and always have a
cash VALUE, on suriender, while with some other Companies it is not so.
Eiulowmcnl Folicic* payable at any given age, or with Five or Ten ITcar payments issued on
more favorable terms than by any other Company.
All Folicic* Non-Forfeiting, in the true sense of the term.
The lntere*t alone, so tar received by this Company the past years on its .invested funds, considera1 ly exceeds tie amount of Claims by Death,—the amount paid for claims by Death being $914,537$ the
interest on investments in 1867 bcdiig $1,915,701, showtng an excess of $400,000* Noother Company cau show such results.
Vouug Hen especially are requested to exanine the system and workings of this Great Company, which
are worthy 1 he attention ot all who propose to insure; and none should Insure withoui first examining
the advantages afforded over all the various plans presented by the small Companies now in the field, some
of w hose features will not bear a very close scrutluv.
Many of the Policy holdtrs of this Company have recently largely increased their insurance, for the reason they find it the H* st Investment they now have.
We respecttullv invite all who are proposing insurance to call on us before completing arrangements, and
those who are desirous ot information as to the condition ol the various Life Companies, may have access to
the Reports ot the Insurance Commissioueers of tfie different States, which give the most important facts,
necessary for the public to have ou the subject by calling at our office,
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MUTU AL,—\t has no “Ceech-like
This Company is STRICTLY
Stockholder s”—pays no bonuses to officers, nor immoderate commissions
to Agents.
Care in the selection of risks, and economy in expenditure, are the
distinguishing features of its management.

UT-’Kvery desirable or advantageous feature, new or old, has either
been introduced or adopted by this Company.
Dividends can remain with the Company to accumulate and be paid
with the policy. After a few years it will thus become self sustaining.
It has always made Annual Dividends.
It never hazards principal for interests, and has
from investments.

never

lost

a

dollar

It expenses of management have been for a series of years lower, while
its ratio of surplus has been and still is, proportionality larger, than any
oilier Company; from which it necessarily and mathematically follows:
1 st—That this Company having the largest ratio of surplus affords
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In the Senate

OP

OF

MAINE,

of the United States, May 11,1868.

The President is impeached by the House
of Representatives oi high crimes and misde-

meanors, in that on 21st of February last he
issued an order for the removal from office of
Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War, with
intent to violate the tenure-of-offiee act, and
to remove said Stanton from office.
In that on said 21st of February he issued
to General Thomas a letter authorizing aud
empowering him to act as Secretary of War,
there being no vacancy in that office, with
intent to violate the teuure-ot-office act.
In that on the said 21st ot February he did
appoint said Thomas to be Secretary for the
Department of War ad interim, without the
advice aud consent of the Senate, no vacancy
having happened in said ofliee, with intent to
violate the Constitution of the United States.
In that he conspired with said Thomas to
hinder and prevent said Stanton from filling
said office; to prevent and hinder the execution of the tenure-of-offiee act; to get possession of tlio War Office, and of the property of
the United States in the Department of War.
In that, with intent to violate the tenureof-office act, he authorized said Thomas to
act as Secretary of War, there
being no vacancy in said office, and the Senate then being in session.
In that he attempted unlawfully to induce
General Emery to obey his orders, and not
those issued by the General of the army, with
intent to enable him to defeat the tenure-ofoffiee act, with inteut to prevent said Stanton
from holding his office.
In that, to bring Congress into contempt,
and excite the odium of the people against
Congress and the laws by it enacted, he made
-certain public addresses, indecent and unbecoming in the Chief Magistrate, by means
whereof he brought the office iuto contempt,
lidicule and disgrace.
In that he attempted to prevent said Stanton from resuming the office of Secretary of
War, after the refusal of the Senate to concur in his suspension; also to prevent the execution of the act of 2d of March, 1867, making appropriations for the support ot the army. and an act to provide for the more efficient government of the rebel States.
The President answering, does not controvert the essential facts charged, but insists
that the acts complained of arc authorized by
the Constitution and laws; and further, that
if in any respect this plea fails of a complete
justification, he should still be acquitted, as
those acts were all done in good faith in the
performance of public duties arising in the
execution of his office, imposed upon him by
the Constitution and laws aud in Science and
execution of them. Concurring in much of
the reasoning of the Senators who are of
opinion that the answer and defence of the
President as to several of the charges 'ail of
such justification, 1 shall content myself with
a statement of the grounds of my opinion upon a portion of the articles only.
The first three articles and the eleventh relate to the attempt to remove Mr. Stanton
from the office of Secretary of War; the authority to General Thomas to take possession
and to do the duties of the office; the appointment of General Thomas as Secretary
oi war aa interim; ana tne attempt to prevent Mr. Stanton front resuming the duties
of his official office after his suspension had
been non-concurred in by the Senate.
The question arising under these articles
turns chiefly upon the question whether the
tenure-of-oflice act is in conflict with tlieConstitution of the United States, and the case
of Mr. Stanton was affected by it.
Is the tenure-of office act unconstitutional,
and is Mr. Stanton embraced in its provisions
so as to be protected by it?
As to the first proposition as between the
Senate and the President, it is not a new
question, and it is difficult to perceive how it
can properly be regarded by either as an open
question. The act had been fully considered
when it was first enacted in the Senate, was
reconsidered after it had been returned by
the President with his objections fully stated,
and again passed with that unanimity necessary to give it the force of law, his objections
to the contrary notwithstanding, and calculated to leave little doubt as to the confidence
with which the Senate held its opinions.
The legislative and executive precedents
and practice in our history touching the power of the President to remove from office, relied upon by him as authoritative interpretation of the Constitution, were known and familiar to Congress at the time. It is not
suggested that the act was hastily or inconsiderately passed, as it will not be doubted
that Congress had, in the recent examples of
the exercise of this power by the Executive,
abundant opportunity of judging of the expediency of a further continuance of this practice.
The binding force of this practice of removal by the President rests upon the interpretation given to the Constitution
It is not inby the first Congress.
sisted that this
interpretation by that
Congress was authoritative and conclusive
upon succeeding Congresses, and it is admitted that the extent of its authority is as a
precedent only. The question was therefore
open to further legislative regulation, and the
practice which had obtained under the act of
1789 could properly and should necessaiily be
modified or reversed, as experience should
dictate that the public interests demanded.
The Congress of 1867, it will not be denied,
bad all the power over the subject that the
Congress of 1789 is supposed to have had.
Besides it is well known that the Congress
of 1789 were far from having been unanimous in their opinions and* action; that one
branch was equally divided upon the measure
and it finally passed by the casting vote of
the presiding officer; and that from that time
to the date of the act in question the interpretation of the first Congress had been repeatedly the subject of grave debate in Congress, and was believed by the most eminent
of our statesmen, jurists, aud commentators
upon the Constitution, to be unsound.
Indeed the President is not understood to
invoke the Senate now to declare void for
conllict with the Constitution a law which
nau so recently received its
sanction, and
that atter his objections to it had been fully
but
the
considered,
argument presented
is rather in extenuation of his refusal to obey
and enforce it. For the purpose ol these
proceedings, the act in question may properly
and must necessarily be regarded as valid,
unless, indeed, it should be deemed advisable
that Congress should repeal all laws the validity of which may be questioned by the
President, which he may deem inexpedient,
or to which he does not yield a willing obedi-
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Terms

of the unavoidable meaning of language, it
must be conceded, embrace tue case of Mr.
Stanton, then holding the office of Secretary
of War.
llut leaving this discrepancy of deduction
I turn to the construction of the act by Judge
Curtis, which seems to be the generally received interpretation ol those who hold that
Mr. Stanton’s case is not provided tor in the
act.
He concedes that the words “every person
holding any cixil office,’’ Are., include Mr.
Stanton, but insists that the words “except as
herein otherwise provided,” taken in connection with the proviso that lollows, operate to
exclude him horn tLis general description of
persons.
The words “except as herein otherwise
provided,” it is plain, eitht r standing alone or
taken in connection with the proviso are not
entitled to the force of terms of absolute exclusion, but rather are used in the sense of
qualifying some antecedent provision in the
body ot the section. Now what are these
antecedent words or provision to which these
qualifying words relate, and which they ate
supposed to modity I* Do they quality the
provision “every person holding any civil office,” &c., “except as herein otherwise provided,” or the words “is and shall be entitled to
hold his said office until his successor shall in
like manner be appointed and qualified,”
“exc^rt as herein otherwise provided ?”
Do the qualifying words operate to exclude
a portion of the persons from
holding office
under this act altogether, or do they operate
to qualify the condition of
holding} The
former construction, it is submitted, do»s violence to the intent of the act; besides, it is
an obvious
misapplication of the qualifying
words to a portion of the section to which
they do not relate. I; is clear that it was the
intent ot the act to regulate a tenure of office
ot some sort, of all the persons described in
the body of the section, that is, “every person holding any civil
office,” Are.; but by this
construction a portion of those persons tail
to be provided lor altogether; while the adoption of the other view provides tor them a
tenure of office, but different in its conditions, and is thus in harmony witii the objects of the law.
II it be accepted that the Secretaries are
not exccp'.ed out of the body of the section,
and that the ellect of the proviso is simply to
provide and determine what their tenure of
office shall be, the only remaining question is
whether the provision does make sucli tenure lor Mr. Stanton.
It is contended that it
does not, as he was not the appointee of Mr.
Johnson, and that the term of Mr. Lincoln,
whose appointee he was, was determined by
death. It is conceded that Mr. Stanton was
appointed by Mr. Lincoln in his first term of
office, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, to hold during the pleasure of the
President lor the time being; that he was duly holding office under that appointment in
the second term of Mr. Lincoln and up to his
death. He was, therefore, the appo ntee of
Mr. Lincoln, by original appointment iu his
first term, and not less so in his second
term,
in effect, by adoption and continuance in office under the first appointment, the
person
and the office being identical, and there
being
no limitation in the teuure of the
office, exthe
of
the
cept
President for the
pleasure
time being.
Mr. Stanton was, therefore,
properly holding office by appointment ofMr.
Lincoln in his second term at his death. He
continued to hold under such appointment
and commission lrom Mr. Lincoln after the
succession ot Mr. Johnson, and, by his
adoption and continuance in office, and was so
holding at the passage of the lenure-of-office
act.
But it is said that if he is to be regarded as
the appointee of Mr. Lincoln in his second
term, he is still not embraced in the terms of
this act, as that terra closed with the death
of Mr. Lincoln, and that since that eveut he
has been holding in the term of Mr. Johnson.
It therefore becomes necessary to determine what was the ‘‘term” of President
Lincoln. Was it an absolute period of four
years, or was it that period during which he
served in his office; the period tor which he
was elected, or the period he held and occupied his office? Was the term of his office
subject, in the language of the counsel for the
President, to a “conditional limitation?”
The term of the presidential office, by the
Constitution, is four years, and that without
regard to the contingency of holding or period of actual service. It describes .the period
for which the office lasts, and is without limitation. The tenure ot his office is subject to
the contingencies of death, resignation, or removal ; but that relates to the condition of
actual homing or penal ol service, and in no
way affects the term or period lor which he
was elected.
Now, the language of the proviso is, “shall hold lor the term of the President by whom appointed.” Mr. Stanton was
appointed by Mr. Lincoln, whose term of office was absolutely four years, under the
Constitution. The statute adopts the same
word term, and this makes the period of
bolding identical with the period ol the Presidential office, and does not subject it to the
contingencies of the tenure of his office or the
period of his service.

$8.00

He invokes the judgment ol the Scnuie on
the suspension of Mr. Stanton, and after that
judgement has been pronouuced against him,
and under it the officer had returned to his duties in obedience to the act under which he had
been suspended, he defies its authority by his
removal, appoints General Thomas Secretary
of War ad interim, holds him out to the country as the rightful Secretary of War, treats
him as a constituent member ofliis cabinet,
ignores Mr. Stanton altogether, and thus subjects the conduct ol the office of the Department of War to the dangers,embarrassments
and perils which may come if these conflicting pretensions arc made good l»y his acuuital.
If to these be aided the spirit of dcfiauce
mauife>t iu hi* message to the Senate of February 22d last, aud his determination, and determination at any and all hazards to the public interests, i<» cause a personally obnoxious
public offio r “to surrender hi* office,” I am persuaded
the peril to our republican structure of government will have become immiueut
when such eonduct in the President shall
Come to be tegarded and tolerated as slight
and trilling, aud shall not on the contrary, be
held a
hi^h misdemeanor ia office. Mr.
Madison, iu commenting upon this subject,
says, ‘*1 contend that th“ wanton removal or
meritorious officers would subject him (the
President) to impeachment and removal from
his own high office.”
A different question is presented on the second and third articles. On the 21st February, assuming to have removed Mr. Stantou,
the President, iu writing, authorized Geueral
Thomas to act ;is Secretary of War. aud appointed him Secretary of War ad interim, there !
being no vacancy in that office, or pretence of ■
vacancy, except the letter to Mr. Stanton of
the same date, the Senate then being in session and not being advised upon the subject.
The President, in his answer, insists that at
the date of the letter aud its delivery to General Thomas there was a vacancy iu the office
of Secretary of War caused by removal; that,
notwithstanding the Senate was iu session, it
was lawful and iu accord ace with
lon^-established usage to empower said Thomas to act as
Secretary of War ml interim; and that if the
tcuure-ot-office act be valid, in doing so he violated none of its provisions.
v* ueuier mere was or
not a vacancy in mat
office will uepeud upon the effect given to the
letter of removal addressed to Mr Stanton,
which was not acquiesced in, and under which
j
no removal dc facto was effected; and whether
the attempted removal, or order of removal,
was justified
by any usage arising under auv
provision of law. It is not pretended that any
act of Congress expressly confers this power
while the Senate is in session, much less that
the power is drawn from any express provision
ot the Constitution. No parallel in the history of the government is shown or is believed
to exist. The only case at all approaching it
is that of Timothy Pickering, where the removal aud the nomination to the Senate of his
successor were simultaneous, and were essentially one and the same act, which was in and of
itself the mode adopted by the President of
obtaining tlie advice and consent of the Senate to the removal.
But in this case there was
an attempted removal without reference to the
|
Senato aud independent of it, and the appointment of a Secretary ad,interim, aud no nomination to the Senate of a successor. Neither
by the implication of the Constitution, laws,
nor usage was (he removal of Mr. Stanton aud
the designation of General Thomas as Secretary of VVar ad interim authorized.
But it is insisted that the removal of Mr.
Stanton having created a vacancy the President was authorized to fill it temporarily by
the designation of General Thomas, under the
act of 1795, and that that act was uot repealed
by the act of 18(>3. This latter act repeals all
acts and parts of acts inconsistent w ith its
provisions; and it is said that its provisions
are not inconsistent in some one or more particulars with the forme act upon the same
subject, which to that extent at least is not re
pealed. This construction is quite too nirrow.
The question is not whether the repealing act
in any particular uegattves the former act, but
whether in its object aud scope it was a substantial revision of the law upon the particular subject. If so, then, by well-established
rules ot legal interpretation, it does operate
to repeal the former laws upon that subject.
Now it is apparent from an examination of
those statutes that tlie act of 18tt» was such a
statute of revision. The act of 179*2, upon the
same subject, made provision for tlie case of
vacancy by death, and certain temporay disabilities in the State. War and Treasury Departments. That of 1795 provided that “in case of
vacancy,” &e., and both alike in the eases contemplated, provided that the President might
“authorize any person or persons, at his discretion, to perform the duties,” &c. The act ot
18(1*5 provides that ill case
of resigoati id,
death, absence from the seat of government,
or sickness in the heads of any of the existing
departments, the President may authorize any
head of any other department,” &c., to perform
the duties, &c.
xueacioi

the

subject,

i»o.j

is

a

revision

ot

tne law

on

it embraces the objects of both
prior statutes; provides for vacancy by resignation, not provided for specifically, and
changes the rule of both prior statutes as
to the persons to be authorized to perform the
duties temporarily, and makes provision for
the other departments, and adapts the existing laws to the present changed state of affairs.
Can it be doubted that the act ot 1863 was intended to be a revision of the whole law
upon the subject; that it did provide and was
intended to provide one uniform rule for all
the departments, and not in ease of vacancy
by death, resignation, &c., authorize the
appointment ot boach of departments, &c.,
and in case of vacancy by removal to authorize “any person or persons?” That the act of
1863 was intended to have this effect is clear
from the statement of the chairman of the
Committee ou the Judiciary who reported the
act, Hon. Mr. Trumbull, that it was his understanding that it did repeal all former acts upon that subject.
But this precise question of the removal of
of Stanton and appointment of Gen, Thomas
was fully adjudicated by the Senate, and concluded by its action on the 21st February la>t.
This is its record :
as

I pass the question whether Mr. Johnson
is or not serving out his own or the term of
Mr. Lincoln as unimportant in the view taken
of the question. Their terms of office as a
2d—That as it consumes the least of its income in running expenses,
period of time, were identical, and whether
IT HAS THE MOST LEFT EOlt ITS MEMBERS, and is therefore
he is serving out Mr. Lincoln’s term of office,
as Vice-President, upon whom devolve the
to
duties of the office of President by death,
To every man who invests his money in Life Insurance—be it much
can have no influence upon the general fact
or little—these considerations are of paramount and vital importance,
of what was Mr. Stanton’s term of office. In
and no w'here else but in Life Insurance would they ever be disregarded.
either case his term would be the same.
Whereas tbe Semite have received and considered
All persons desiring reliable and accurate information concerning
But if, as is contended by counsel for the the
communication of the Piesklein, stating that he
the standing and condition of the various Life Insurance Companies of
President and those who adopt his views, the
had removed Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War,
this Country, are invited to call at my Office, where access to all the Reproviso failed to provide a tenure for Mr. and had de-ignated Lorenzo Thomas to act as Secreol'War ad interim: Therefore
ports of the Insurance Commissioners, and every possible facility for obStanton, he being conceded to be in the body tary
liesolved by the Senate of the United States,
taining such information as will stand the test of coming years will be
of the section, then as to him the words, “exThat under the Constitution and laws of the Unicheerfully and freely furnished.
cept as herein otherwise provided,” fail to ted States the President lias no power to remove the
have any effect, and leave his tenure unaffectSecretary of War and designate any other officer to
ed, and the same as that provided in the perform the duties of that office ad interim.
Was that adjudication of an act done and
body of the section for the description of
persons mentioned. I conclude, therefore, submitted to tbe Senate for its consideration
that the act did not fail of its object, namely, erroneous? The resolution finally passed the
Senate without division
For
New
and New Brunswick.
to regulate the tenure of office of “every perTo those who would weaken the force of this
23-dtf
April
son holding any civil office to which he has
record, or find excuse for the President in the
been appointed by and wilh the advice and
unimportance of the transaction, it may be re!
consent of the Senatethat Mr. Stanton’s
plied that if tbe Senate would retain its selfcase was not excepted out of its provisions;
FITZGERALD
respect, or command the respect of others, it
that the proviso does regulate for him a tenmust stand by its decrees until reversed tor erure of office; hut if it do not, then it is clear
MANUFACTORY.
ror, and not for the reason that the President
that it is regulated as is provided in the body
defies them, or refuses to yield obedience to
THE
of the section for “every person holding any
them
The President tells the Senate, in his
communication upon the subject, that as early
civil office,” &c., and that his removal was a
!
as August last lie had “determined to cause
clear violation of this act.
Mr. Stantou to surrender the office of Secreare manufacturing and selling
But it is said that it is at least doubtful if
FITZGERALD
tary for the Pepartnieut of War.” That issue
the act did affect Mr. Stanton’s case, and that
is now for the third time distinctly before the
the eff ort to remove him from his office on the
Senate, twice by the action of tbe President,
21st February last was an attempt on the part
and now by the action of tbe representatives
AT
of the President which he might well believe
of the people. A surrender of the record of
!
he had a right to make; that the attempt did
Nos. 184 and 186 Fore Street,
the Senate is a surrender of a public officer
net succeed, and that it would be an abuse of
to tbe predetermined purpose
and perFITZGERALD
AT
power to remove him from his high office on
sonal will of tlie President. It is needless to
grounds so slight.
LOW
PRICES!
But did the President truly believe that ho
say such a result would be tbe deposition of a
had the right, that it was clear, and that the
high public officer without cause, a triumphBy“Tliey pan supply dry painters’ sand and ground
slate for patent roofing.
public welfare justified and demanded its exer- ant defiance of the law of the laud and of the
!
supreme legislative authority of the country.
cise?
He
had
refused
his
assent to thetenureC. C. WHITNEY, Agent.
Whoever contemplates such a result with
of-oflice act, stating in his message, among his
April 30. dim
indifference
FITZGERALD
may prepare for the advent of exreasons expressed for refusal so to do, that its
ecutive
usurpation totally subversive of our
provisions deprived him of control over his
Tilton Jb
cabinet.
system of government.
it only remains to consmer the
Desire to call tlie attention to the fact that more than
Ho had suspended Mr. Stanton under its
proposition
provisions—so stated to the Secretary of the of the counsel for the President that he should
4 O
not
held
on
an
be
assumed
innocent
misguilty
Treasury, as required by its provisions. He take in
Of their Safes t;ave AMPLE PROTECTION Id the
interpreting the law. In judging of
had communicated his reasons for this suspenlate fire. Parties desiring a
the intent with which the President acted, the
sion, agreeably to the terms ot the act, to the
FITZGERALD
public record of that officer, his acts, speeches
Senate. He had been advised of the action oi
FIRST RATE SAFE,
and policy, and the current events of history
thSenate upon that suspension, and ot the
At a MODERATE PRICE,-will please call on
connected therewith, may properly be considerof
General
Grant in its determinacquiescence
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
ed. The quality of the particular act may be r<«
ation of the case, and had witnessed the return
Middle Street, Portland.
fleeted from the body of official reputation and
of Mr. Stanton to his office and its duties in
Or at HO Mmlbury Street, ISoaton.
puldic conduct, good or bad.
accordance with the imperative provisions of
In determining the character of the acts
BSr*Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
FITZGERALD’S
this act. With these acts and this knowledge
Parties desiring Sanborn's Steam improvement atcomplained of, touching the intent of the Presupon the record, it is difficult to believe that
tached to Tilton & McFarland’s Safes, can order of
ident, we may consider whether they relate to
the President was acting in that measure of
are
Finery, Waterhouso & Co.
conduct, whether they
Jan 15—SNlstw in each m os-ad v remainder of time
good faith and in the presence and under the his antecedent official
were purely public and official or private and
pressure ot a public necesity which would justify the defiance of a law ot even doubtful im- personal, whether they arose out of some real
port; and in this attempt to put aside a high or supposed pressing public exigency, or
FITZGERALD’S
officer of the government without charge of whether, asm the case ot Mr. Stanton, from the
real or assumed misconduct of a public offimisconduct in office, and after his purpose had
ZIMMERMAN'S
been overruled by the Senate, it is submitted
cer, or from a settled determination to get rid
of one who had become disagreeable to him,
there is apparent less of desire to consult the
at all hazards, and because it was his pleasure
Street.
270
public interests and faithfully to execute the
ence.
laws, than to execute his own purposes upon no longer to tolerate him in his office. In this
We are then brought to consider the quesa public officer who bad incured his
light consider some of the facts connected
personal
Cheap, Simple, Economical!
tion whether the case of Mr. Stanton was af- displeasure. Nor is it easy to
removal of Mr. Stanton and the deDINNER COOKED lor twenty persons over
adopt the opin- with the ol
General Thomas as Secretary of
the
fected
tenure
of
signation
office
first
act.
The
ion
by
that the charges and proof in support of
ONE hole of the Stove. Can be put. on any
War ad interim. In his note ot the 5th AuFITZGERALD
Stove or Range ready for instant use.
section of that act is as follows:
them may properly be regarded as slight or
„
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
gust last, requesting the resignation of Mr.
unimportant.
That
Buys his goods from importers and manufactur- Leaves the entire house free from offensive odors in
every person holding any civil office to
Stanton, the President says he is constrained
The President may not arbitrarily and withhe
has
been
which
appointed by and with the ader, thereby saving one profit. This coupled cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
to do so from “public considerations of a high
out cause depose a high public officer with imvice and consent of the Senate, aud every person
tor
a
Circular.
IST'Seud
with light expenses enables him to undersell any
The nature of these considerations
who shall lierealter be appointed to
punity independently of the act under consider- character.”
any such office,
For Hale) an also Town
and County
is left to conjecture.
store in the State. Aill goods marked in plain figand shall become inly qualified to act therein, is ami
ation. Wantonly to do it would constitute
in the Miate. by
Rights
ot December 12,18C>7, assignIn
his
be
entitled
to
shall
hold
message
such
office until a successor
the essence of
and unbridled power,
ures;—we ignore the Jew system, and sell at
juiin cousens,
shall have been iu like manner appointed an i
ing the reason for the suspension of Mr. Stanand fend to establish that irresponsible license
ONE PRICE.
lan 3-dtf
Kennebunk. Me.
as
duly qualified, except herein otherwise provided. over the laws fatal to republican
ton, he says he deemed the leply to his note
government, above
Pnmaed, Thai the Secretaries ofState, of the Trea- the
referred to as a defiance aud expression
first appearance ot which demands to be re
sury, of War, ol the Ka.y, and ol the Interior, the
of
a loss of confidence in his superior, and
buked and resisted. The officer and the office
Genet al, and the Attorney General,
Postmaster
Proprietor of ‘The Mart.’
“that it must necessarily end our most imporshall hold their offices respectively for tind during
belong and are amenable -to the law; they are
April 28-dtf
tant relations.”
the term ot the President by whom they may have
its servants and not the “satraps” of the PresiAlso that Mr. Stanton held opinions upon
and
for
been appointed,
one mouth thereafter, subdent. The right of removal is not an arbitrary
ject to removal by aud with the advice and consent right in any respect; and subject to removal the suffrage bill for the District of Columbia
of the Senate.
and the reconstruction acts of March 2 and’
himself, the President could have no right to
which could not he reconciled with
The counsel for the President contend that
complain of the enforcement of a rule against 23,18(»7,
FOR THE USE OF
his
own or the rest of the cabinet, and that
him which he could apply to those in his pow“out of the body oi the section it is explicitly
was but one result that could solve the
there
declared that there is to be excepted a partic- er. The public interest, and that aloue, must difficulty, aud “that was the severcuce of offijustify the action.
ular class of officers, ‘except as herein othercial relations.”
L lie President declares in his answer that so
”
wise
The
horn
As these reasons antedate those assigned for
Senator
provided.’
Iowa,
as August last he had determined to
Issued upon London and Paris,
early
Mr. Grimes, in his published opinion, says:
the immediate suspension of Mr. Stanton, and
cause Mr. Stanton “to surrender his office of
ot
and
the
the
cities
in
all
Europe
by
Available
East,
are the only causes of recent occurrence, it is
“Mr. Stanton’s ease is not within the body of Secretary of the Department of War.” To that
fair to presume that the uote which is declared
the first section. The tenure which that proeud oil the 12th of the same month he suspendRichardson &
to have led to the suspension was induced
vides for is not the tenure of any Secretary.” ed him from his office, on pretence of misconby a
Stale
Bouton.
114
feb27dCm
*«.,
predetermination to sever the relations, renduct in office, as now in his answer claimed,
Other Senators, who agree with Mr. Grimes
dered necessary, in his opinion, by that want
in the conclusion to which lie comes, adopt under the exercise of a power before unheard
of “unity of opinion” existing in the cabinet
the views of the counsel lor the President.— of, and certainly never betore practiced or ason account of the conflicting opinion of
of his predecessors, namely, the
Mr.
These views are the opposites in statement serted by any
Cleansed and Repaired
Foot I aud principle, and cannot be reconciled with power to suspend irom office indefinitely, and Stanton.
in ins answer 10 amine one me President
his
not
until
at
of
the
Senpleasure,
meeting
WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
eaclt other.
that on nr prior to August 5, IH67, “he
ate, as incident to the right of remoral;” and says become satisfied
street, is now located at his new store No 04 FedThe construction of Judge Curtis is that
that he could not allow
eral st, a tew doors below Lime street, will attend
liavin r so
kept that officer out of had Stanton to
suspended,
continue to hold the office of
to his usual business of
the body of the section—the words “every his office and out of the public service for Mr.
Cleansing and Repairing
tor
the
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
Secretary
Department of War withperson holding any civil office, appointed with
many months,^nd long after Congress and
fcy~Secoin I -band Clothing for sale at fair prices,
out hazard to the public interests.”
the Senate had convened, and for reasons stathe advice and consent of the Senate”—nec“That the
Jan 8—eodt.f
relations
between
them no lon*rer permitted
his
ted
in
to
the Senate, wholly inadmessage
essarily includes Mr. Stanton’s case, as he
the President to resort to him for advice or be
in
the
and
equate, unsatisfactory,
was a civil officer who had been appointed
unjustifiable
responsible tor his conduct of the affairs of the
with the advice and consent of the Senate; and judgment of that body, and which if not tri- Department of
War,” and that therefore he
fling, were characterized by personal rather determined
May 8-dtf
to get rid of Mr. Stanton’s case he is forced
that he ought not longer to hold
than public considerations.
the
to
construction
said office, and considered what he”might lawA good Gentleman’s
that the words, “except
It will be observed that he at onco invokes
driving Horse.
years old tins spring, and can road
as herein otherwise provided,” “except him
fully do to cause him to surrender said office.
7]—rf“VSeven
the aid of the teuure-of office act to enable him
twelve miles au hour. Stands H hands
These are understood to lie the reasons for
the
the
out
of
ot
the
sectionwhile
body
to suspend from office a public officer who had
/
i.L.hj weighs about nine hundred and fitthe suspension, as also for the removal or atSenator from Iowa accomplishes the same, reincurred his personal displeasure, and afterHALL’S
tv.
Color, Sorrel. A very handsome and proud
of War.
sult, more directly, but not less erroneously, wards when that had failed, attempts to re- tempted removal of the Secretary
driver. Enquire of
J. W. McDUFFEE’
They are, substantially, that the “relations
move him in defiance of its authority and in
that his ease is includaltogether
by
denying
such in August,
Cor. Union and Middle St, Portland.
ed in the \jody of the section. It admits ot contempt of its validity. He at once invokes between them” had becomePresident to
AND
resort
May 1-dtf
and violates the act of 1795. He professes to 1867, as not to “permit the
no argument that this last opinion is unsound,
be
responsible for his conhave appointed General Grant Secretary of to him for advice, or
Tents.
Philosophical Instruments !
and that conclusions drawn from such preof
War
as
law
reduct
of
the
by
Department
War ad interim under it, and then violated it
For
the best in use tor families and institutions.
FULL supply of Tents, of all sizes, for sale
mises are untenable. The words, “every perand these “relations” are “differhim in office contrary to its provisale by
quired;”
store Commercial Street, head ot Widgery’a
LOWELL & SEN TER.
retaining
by
son holding any civil office,” &c., by the force
ences of opinion” upon the “suffrage bill,” and
04 Exchange Street.
sions.
may4d6m
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Dividend* were larger, both in amount ami in proportion to premiums paid, than those
declared by any other Life Insurance Company.
The phrase Annual Dividends in this Company means dividends made annually fr«m the start.
on the first and every subsequent premium; audnot at the expiration of three, four or five years and
only then annually. It also means that the dividends are available immediately to increase the insurance,
or as CASH in reduction of the premium of the current year; and not merely to cancel notes and accrued
interest on premiums three, tour, or five years old. These dividends being added to the sum insuied give
such results us are sli »wn in the following examples, bv which it will be seen the Policies referred to have
nearly doubled in amount, the additions being from 30 ro 50 per cent, more than the premiums paid thereThe following are cases of Policies now in torce at this Agency:
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who have received nearly ten millions ot dollars in return lor the premiums paid in annual sums, often in
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reconstruction acts of the 2d r.ud 23d
March, 1867, “upon which Mr. Stanton stood
the

the cabiuet, and the difference of
not be reconciled.”
the “public considerations of a
high character,” stated in the note of August
•>, which was a
request for the resignation of
the Secretary, and which led to his
suspension
and subsequent
removal, to prevent his resuming the duties of his office after/lie action
of the Senate.
\\ lieu before iu the history of the government did a President hold that “difference of
opinion” of a cabinet officer as to the policy of
or
its
a law of Congress,
constitutionality,
of its enforcement, were
or
the propriety
“public considerations of a high character,”
which not only “constrained” him to request
his resiguatioii of office”but to suspend him—
aud, defeated in that by the adverse action ot
the Senate, {to remove him, to “prevent him
from resuming the duties of the office.”
It is
certain that dith*reuces of opinion “in the cabiuet” are not unknown iu our history, as to
the expediency, the policy, aud the interpretation of laws; that tuey were marked in the
cabinet of Washington, and that they were not
supposed and were not held to be “public considerations” of a character demanding removal
from office.
The present case is especially noticeabla,from
the fact, of public notoriety as well a* declared in the President's auswer and message, that
the“differeuceofopinioii "complained of wasthat
views of the Secretary of War were in harmony
with those of Congress upon the acts mention*
ed, while those ot the President were opposed.
as had been expressed in his veto message, anu
ihe “d Acuities'* from arising such “differences
of opinion,” and which coulu only be solved by
suspension and removal from office, were such
as are publicly known to have arisen on the
question of the execution of the reconstruction
acts of March 2 and 23.
It isnibaervabie tnat no public exigency is
stated by the President to have arisen demanding action iu Mr. Stantoq's case; no malversation or misconduct in office; no disobedience of, or refusal or neglect to obey orders of
the President, if alleged or suggested. Besides,
the Senate had beeu recently iu session, since
the “relation and difference of opiuion had developed,”in two different periods affording
ample opportunity lor the appointment of
his successor, if the public interests demanded
a change of that officer and were of a character to commend themselves to that body.
Some stress has been laid upou the want of
“confidence” iu the Secretary, which would
not permit a resort to him for advice, aud
rendered it uusafe that the President should
be responsible for bis official conduct.
It is difficult to appreciate the importance
which seems to be attached to this statement.
The Secretary of War is certainly not the constitutional adviser of the President in his general administration, nor is the President eutitled to his opinion, except in the case contemplation ot the Constitution, aud that upon affairs arisiug in his own department, aud iu relation thereto.
Nor is it obvious what i< intended by the
statement in the answer about being responsible
for his conduct of the affairs of the Department of War.
What is the nature of this supposed responsibility, and how imposed? We are uot iulornied in the answer. No such responsibility
is understood to be imposed by the Constitution, and none is believed to exist in the laws
oreatiug the Department of War and defining
the duties of the Secretary of War.
By no provisicu of the Constitution or laws
is it believed that the President is chargeable
with the consequences of any misconduct or
neglect of duty of that officer with which he
himself is uot connected.
The Secretary and he alone must answer to
the violated law for his misconduct and neglect oi duty, and the assumption that the President is responsible for them is to assume that
the War Department is under the direction
and at the discretion of the President, aud not
under the statute creating it, aud by*which it
is conducted.
It is difficult to believe that in the suspension and consequent removal of Mr. Stanton the President was actuated solely by “public consideration*.” and especially does he fail
to make it clear that he was acting on the
pressure of a state necessity or public exigency which justified hiiu in nrst experimenting
with a law of Congress by suspending a publia office r under it, aud tailing of his declared
purpose iu that, namely, “to cause him to surrender his” office, then to defy its authority by
disregarding it altogether,and remove tnu officer so suspended confessedly to prevent his
resuming the duties of the office after the adverse action of the Seuate upou the case submitted to it for its consideration.
The doubts which are invoked to shield the
President tail to protect him, as he fail* to
to show any cause or public necessity for the
exercise of adoubtful power under the Constitution aud taws, while his official conduct
plainly tdicws a spirit of hostility to the whole
series of acts of Congress designed for the reconstruction of the late insurrectionary State*
and the pacification of the country, aud an
intent to obstruct rather than faithfully to execute these laws.
alone

in

opinion could
These

are

±t, inert-run*,

uouocj arise on me

rocuru, Li.oy

belong to the couutry and to the violated
laws, and presumption ot innocence cannot
obtain where the siuister purpose is apparent.
It is impossible to withhold a conviction of the
President’s guilt under the articles presented
by the House of Representatives for usurpations of power not delegated by the Constitu-

tion and tor violation and obstruction of the
laws of the land, and that he is guilty ot high
crimesaud misdemeanors in office, which, as a
remedy for the present disorders which afflict
the nation consequent upon them, and for the
future security against the abuse of executive
authority, demand, iu harmony with the provisions of the Constitution, his removal from
office.
Tlie

Riverside Institute I.ntlery Swindle.

We learn by an article iu thu Philadelphia
Evening Star of the 25th iust., that the managers of this bogus and defunct concern
are to
have justice meted out to them at
arrested
last.
One of them has
been
to
in
bail
and
held to
Philadelphia
answer
at the next term of the Criminal
Court on the charge of conspiracy to defraud
The arrest was made on the oath of only one
ticket holder, who it is understood is backed
by some sixty others each one of whom will

prosecute the managers

on

own responsiobligatory on the

his

will render it

bility, which

part of the managers to enter good security
for their appearance to answer oacii charge.—
It is said to be a fact, and one that can be
sworn to by a score of witnesses, that no one
prize was actually awarded fairly that was
worth over ten cents. The prosecution ot this
case, we

are

assured,

will lead to

some

inter-

esting disclosures, which we may lay before
our readers, quite a large number of whom in
this city and vicinity invested in this concern.
In the meantime a little iusight into the modus

operandi of these swindlers may not be uninteresting and we will therefore quote a few
paragraphs jroni the Star’s expose:
The award of the $40,000 prize, constitutes a
iu itself. One of the managers, we are
informed, so fixed matters that a certain M. D.
should go to Portland, Maine, and there purchase a ticket, which ticket should be so arranged that it should draw the principal or
first cash prize of $40,000. The M. D. aid as
lie was requested, and purchased his ticket, the
number of which was carefully noted by the

history

managers.
Alter it had become known that the M. D.
had drawn the prize, the agent who sold the
ticket and who supposed everything hail been
conducted honorably and fairly, appeared on
the ground, aud after vainly endeavoring to
purchase the ticket from the supposed lucky
man, made the proposition that he (the ngent)
should in behalf of his having sold the ticket
receive at least $10,000 of the $40,000. So determined was the agent that became on to Philadelphia in company with the M. D., and it was
not until his arrival here that the deception
became apparent to him. He soon saw the
whole thing in its proper light, and when applied to by the managers for a large sum of
money iu his possession realized from the sale
of tickets, be refused to relinquish the same,
stating that it had been obtained under false
pretences, and that it was his intention to refund it to those who had
purchased tickets
through him. Of course he did so.
Another difficulty also arose in regard to
the $40,000 prize. The managers in telegraphing the number to the agent at Portland, made
a mistake, transposed a couple of the figures,
and sent the wrong number. This of course
highly elated a party who happened to have
purchased a ticket bearing the number as erroneously transmitted. This party was rendered nearly wild by the announcement, was
about packing up to come on to Philadelphia
to claim his fortune, when the second dispatch with the number corrected, arrived.
The cry ol “something is wrong,” was at ouce
raised, and the party whose number was first
reported to have drawn the prize, and who
certainly did “draw it” as fairly as the M. D.,
shortly after commenced legal proceedings
which thus far have resulted in talk.
What the M. D. received lor his services, or
whether he ever received anything for his representation of the $40,000 has not yet transpired. In this manner all the prizes were disposed of. The numbers which carried off the
principal gifts were prepared and written off
three or four days previous to the bogus drawing, which came oft' at a late hour at night, in
the presence oi some fifteen or twenty persons, all of whom, with a few exceptions, were
in the interest of the AA'ashington Library
facts
Company. The above are a few ol the
that will be
upon the tual ol
to

brought

mew

light

panics.

...

connected with
many other facts
the buying off iff mortgage*, and the power
had
which these swindlers publicly stated they
which we torwith certain officials, etc., of
such things
that
bear to sneak, lireferring
under the sworn tesshoiild only come to light
will be called upon as wittimony of those who
case.
nesses in this interesting
are still at work, having
These swindlers
their headquarters to New York and

There

changed

are

have
many of our citizens

recently

received

certificates assuring them tnat they have hail
prizes awarded them valued at two hundred
dollars which they cau have by transmitting
the
$10 to pay lor packing, &c., and naming
sent.
express by which they wish the prizes
on New
—Many of the factories and mills
to suspend operahad
have
England streams
of backwater,
tions the past week on account

rains.
occasioned hv the copious

was caught in a corn—An Illinois farmer
on but his
sliellcr and came out with nothing
neck-tie.
and
boots

TTJK PRESS.
Monday Morning,

June I, 1808.

'Vhc Towa-Mreli'l Wednesday.
On the 30th of April, 1807, the voters of Portland answered the following question:
Shall the city of Portland loan its credit in

of seven hundred thousand dollars,
or it said sum exceed two aud a halt per cent,
ot the valuation of Portland for the present
year, then the sum which that percentage ou
said valuation wil1 produce, to aid iu the construction of the road ot the Portland and
Rochester Railroad Company, and to that end
issue its bonds to an amount not exceeding
said sum, under such regulat on* as the hoard
of Mayor aud Aldei meu of the city ot I ortland may deem expedient, Provided, that bonds
a!tall not be issued to au amount exceeding two
hundred aud fifty thousand dollars until satto the
isfactory evidence? shall be produced
said hoard that a connection with tome railroad or railroads in the State of New Hampshire leading to the West will be made.
This question was decided iu the affirmative
by 1278 yeas to 495 nays. The sum of $250,000
lias since been raised upon the credit of the
city aud applied to the construction ot the
the

sum

road. The Saco river has been bridged at a
o( about $40,000, the road bed completed
to within half a mile of Alfred, iron and sleepers purchased for the whole distance, and the
work ol laying the track is going vapidly forward. To complete the road bed to Allred,
pay some $20,000 still due for iron, settle up
all other outstanding bills and supply the incost

creased equipment which will be demanded
when this important point is reached, the directors now

apply for $100,000

They

more.

have been before the mayor and aldermen
with evidence which they regard as satisiactory, that a Western connection will he made
above.
The' evias required by the proviso
deuce, though amounting to a moral certainty,
is not legally conclusive, and the board has
declined to take the responsibility of issuing the
bonds without further authority front their
fellow citizens. The question for Wednesday
is, therefore, will the citizens of Portland authorize the issue of bonds for the sum required
to complete the road to Alfred without in-

sisting unduly upon the condition which
Btill apply to the rest of the line?

will

Wc do not understand that there is any serious opposition to a compliance with this request. The reasons for granting it are obvious
and conclusive.
1.

The directors were instilled iu attempting to open and equip this section of their
line on the vote of last year. They have proceeded iu good faith, believing that they had a
satisfactory prospect of making a Western
connection through the State of New Hampshire, It is due to them therefore that they
should not be left half a mile this side of Alfred, embarrassed by liabilities incurred iu the
confident expectation of further aid.
2. The prompt extension of the Portland and
Kochester road to Alfred, will double its business and bring the richest anil at present most
isolated portion of York county close to our
doors. It is therefore demanded by a prudent
regard for the prosperity of the city,
3. There is absolutely no risk to run. If
the additional loan is granted, it will amount
iu all to only $350,000. For this sum tho city
will have a first mortgage on 33 miles of road
in good condition, with the rolling stock, dc
pots, franchise, &c. The property thus pledged is worth at least a million, and could be
sold under the hammer for much more than
the claim of the city.
It is calculated to

inspire confidence both
in the management of the road and in the
professional skill of Mr. J. F. Anderson, to remember that a year ago he estimated the cost
of the track, including superst'.ucture, from
the Saco to Eochester at not
over $700,000. Alfred is*the half-way point, and the
directors ask to

complete and equip their line
to that point only half the aid proffered them
last spring.

The Danger.—Mr. Drake of Missouri opposes the admission ot Arkansas until the constitutional amendment reducing the representation of such States as limit the franchise on
account of race or color is adopted by threefourths of the Slates.
This is a condition
precedent to the admission of any State according to the terms of tho reconstruction
acts, yet it is proposed in the case of Arkansas to waive it and exact in lieu thereof a sort
of pledge that no change iu the organic law of
the State shall ever be made by which any citizen shall be disfranchised except for crime.
There seems to be good ground for apprehend-

ing trouble from this action, if it shall finally
be taken. It has been usual of late t» insert
a proviso in bills admittingStatestothe Union
to the effect that impartial suffrage shall always be recoguieed as the fundamental law.
How this provision is to be enforced it is difficult to see. In Georgia, for instance, where
the whites have a very large majority ot voters
under the new constitution, what is to prevent
the disfranchisement of the blacks by an
amendment, to the constitution as soon as the
State is admitted to the Union? The opponents of equal suffrage in all the Southern
States make no Secret of their hope that this
may he done. To be sure it will be an outrage,
and a flagrant breach of good faith, but what
coercive power does the geueral government
retain after Senators and Representatives are
admitted to Congress? If such conduct would
be revolutionary, a reasonable anticipation of
it should cause Congress to hesitate before

rendering it possible.

Senator Sumner and a
few others hold that the 14th constitutional
amendment having already been ratified by
three-fourths of the loyal States, is a part of the
constitution, but there is a doubt about this
sufficient to render impolitic any action predicated upon it. There is every reason to desire
the speedy restoration of all the States to
their normal relations with the Union, but
such restoration should not be hastened at the
sacrifice of those very principles on account of
which they have lieen excluded
years.

already

like the above. After three years of wrangling with a President with a “policy" to be
crowded down the throats of several millions
of his reluctant fellow citizens who have a

‘policy’’of their own that suits them better,
the prospect of having a law-abiding Executive is very gratifying. No one who has any
accquaintance with the history of Grant

can

have any doubt of the sincerity of his declarations. One of his most prominent characteristics is subordination to his superiors. Johnhas believed that a President of the United States has no superior. Grant, on the other hand, holds that even after his elevation to
the highest elective office in the world the
people are still his masters.
son

Washington charter election will take
place to-day.
The first Vermont Congressional District
is to be warmly contested by the different ReMr. Woodbridge, the
publican candidates.
present member, is put forward by his friends
as
a
candidate.
Col. Veazey and Mr. Dorr
are also mentioned for the
position.
An intelligent Northern Ohio Democrat re-

cently said, in the soberest good faith: “I like
Johnson well enough, but why does he give a
Post office to that d—d fool Nasby?”
It is said that Speaker Colfax, when he
read the result of the third ballot at Chicago
for Vice-President, sat down at his table, and
amid all the turmoil and enthusiasm around
him wrote a note giving the results, which he
dispatched to his mother by a special messenger. He said to those around him: “She is so
anxious to know, and I do not like, to

keep

her in suspense.” The man who thus remembers his mother will not, under any temptation
forget his country.
Senator Henderson testified before the Missouri committee of the House that Reverdy
Johnson told him fl.at if the President was
acquitted he would make a new cabinet, agreeable to moderate Republicans.
Reverdy
Johnson made a multitude of similar stateother Senators, all intended to affect
the final vote.
T. J. Wharton and Fulton Anderson have
ments to

left Jackson, Miss., for Richmond to appear as
counsel for Davis in the approaching trial.
Ex-Senator Fogg of New Hampshire having
been named as a candidate for Secretary of
the United States Senate in
place of Forney,
resigned, he announces in his paper, the Concord Monitor, that he is not a candidate for
that or any other
office, either at
or elsewhere.
The Boston Post has a

Washington

silly story all the
way from Washington by telegraph, to the effect that Mr. Julian of Indiana has
persecuted Vinnie Ream, the
sculptress, and driven
her from the capitol, because she would
not influence Senator Ross to vote for conviction
A wild man, covered with hair and
having
tushes several inches long has been discovered in the woods in Mississippi, and some of
the New York Democrats are after him to
make a voter of.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

State ot Maine—Hearing in Case ot Thos. Thorne.
auction column.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT

passed by
and negative

was

United States

the same vote in the affirmative
a •• the articles of impeachment received.
Gen. Schofield was almost an unknown
man at the beginning of the war, but like
many of Ins associates he has since displayed
both civil and military ability of a high order*

Superior

tbo

91—Jennings Libby
197—Lyman & als. v. Atherton & al.
probably adjourn this afternoon finally.
Judgment was given last week in the iollowing cases,
which were tried by the Justice without the intervention of a jury:
No. 2C—Swau v. Hall; judgment for plaintift lor
$225.
No. G9—Thompson v. Dinsmore; judgment for
plaiutiff for $166.96 and costs.
No. 77—Townsend v. Sawyer; judgment for plaintiff' for
No.

JUDGE KINGSDURY PRESIDING.

Saturday.—State

Noldiere’ Memorial Service a.
On accouut of the very inclement weather
on Saturday
last, the memorial service of

decoratiug the graves of the brave soldiers who
fell in the late war, ordered by Major General
Logan, Commander in Chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic, were postponed uutil
yesterday, when they were all carried out according the programme.
At 8 o’clock yesterday morning the skies betokened pleasant weather aud the very smiles
of Heaven seemed to bless the day, as all ‘‘the
clouds that lowered o’er

town were in the
deep bosom of the ocean buried.” The various stetious ot the order visited all the cemeteries of the city, and strewed wreaths and
crosses of rare aud beautiful flowers on the
graves of all those soldiers who perished in the
Union cause.

Governor Bullock, though at that time considerably advauced toward his eighty-fourtli year.

On Friday the Iiatli Orphans’ Home was
removed to the new and more convenient
quarters in the House mansion on High street.
This excellent institution is now
formally and
fully organized under its charter. The officers
were
chosen on the 20th iust. Hon. John
Fatten is Fresident, and the board of trustees
coinprm s many of the leading citizens of the

city.

Bradley %nd Peter H.

fendant.

Court, Lieutenant Governor, Governor, Member of Congress, Collector of Customs for
the Port of Boston, President ot the State
Senate, President of the Electoral College
when its vote was cast for Taylor aud Fillmore, and Mayor of Worcester. He was Governor nine years, and only upon one occasion
during his long career did he retire from office
otherwise than by his voluntary act. He was
an elector on the Union ticket in 1864.
He
was present at tlie opening of the Massachusetts legislature in 1866 to witness the inaugeratioo of his neighbor and fellow townsman,

COUNTY,

es

Bradley, and Peter H. Bradley not guilty. Detondant appealed to a higher court. Wtbb for State;
Sliepley & Strout tor defendant.
State, by A. Wentworth, hbellaut, v. liquor and
vessels. These liquors and vessels were claimed by
Mr. James Bradley. Defence was that they were
sold out (t the Stale. The liquors were declared lorfeited to the city, and in this case the respondent also
appealed. Webb for State; Shepley & Strout ter de-

at tlie time of tlie separation of this State from Massachusetts. He became successively Judge of the
Supreme

SAGADAHOC

Jan

search and seizure process. This case
Bradley,
had b jeu continued from the 23d inst. Respondents
plraded not guilty. Trial decision, guilty as to Jas.

public property

interruptedly

v.

on

In early life he served with distinction as a member of the legislature and as a member of the constitutional
convention of 1820. During the war of 1812 he
was an ardent anti-federalist and
bitterly opposed tlie Hartford Convention. He was one
of the commissioners appointed to divide the

SOMEBSET COUNTY.

for
re-

Municipal Court.

cester, Friday morning.

A correspondent of tlie Bath Times
says that
a large dam some six miles below Moosehead
Lake, known as Indian Fond Ham, was carried away last Saturday morning—going
by
the Forks at about S A. M. This will be a
great loss to those who drive the main river as
it is used to “hoist” the drive, even to Skowhegan.
The Bath Times learns that tlie P. L. L.’s of
Skowliegau, composed to a considerable extent
of small buys from “Little Canada,” celebrated
the acquittal of Fresident Johnson by
firiug a
salute, but their festivities were
the bursting of the eannon.

Perry; judgment

costs.

_

State News.

v.

No. 9—Aston v. Clancy & trustee; judgment for
defendant for $107.18 and costs.
No. 78—Welsh v. McCarty; judgment for defendant tor costs.
No. 20—Lewis v. Ayer; judgment for defendant for

Death of Ex-Governor Lincoln of Massachusetts.
Ex-Governor Levi Lincoln ot
Massachusetts died at his residence in Wor-

erally suspended.

& al.

No. 132—Lander v. Milliken; judgment for plaintiff
$66.66 aud costs.

sure that the Senate would not
It is said that he would have been
glad to withdraw Schofield’s name, when the
situation changed, but did not like to place
himself in so disreputable a position as he
would have done it that wish had been gratified.

Arkansas. The wheat is of fine quality.
The had weather of Saturday did not prevent the commemorative ceremonies in honor
of the deceased Union soldiers in many parts
of New England. In Boston business was
gen-

our

At the old Eastern Cemetery, the ceremonies were conducted by Bev. E. B. Keyes of
the Chestnut Street Methodist Episcopal
Church. Lieut. Col. Edward Moore read the
order for the ceremonies, after which the
graves were strewn by the comrades, including
the tombs of Commodore Preble, and Capt.
Burrows aud Lieut. Waters who fell in the
action between the Enterprise and Boxer in
the

of 1812. Bev. Mr. Keyes then offered
a beautiiul prayer.
The names of all the sol.
diers whose remains repose in that cemetery,
war

to the number of 10, were then read. At the
Western Cemetery and Forest City Cemetery
Bev. S. H. Merrill officiated. The names of
the dead in each and the general order were
read, after which the graves were decorated
and Bev. Mr. Merrill made a prayer. Eighteen
soldiers rest in the Western, aud twenty-eight
in Forest

City Cemetery, Cape Elizabeth. At
Calvary Cemetery Father Da Bose was prevented from attending on account of the extra
services of Whitsuntide, but the graves of
seven soldiers were properly covered with
flowers by the committee. The lone cemetery
under the oaks on the Almshouse farm, contains the remains of two soldiers who died in
hospital in the early days of the war, and they
were

not

forgotten.

At 10 o’clock

the principal service of the
commenced by the forming of a procession on Fedeial street, consisting of the members of Post No. 2 of Maine, Grand Army of
the Bepublic, under command of Adjutant

day

COUNTY.

Biddeford and will ba offered “the freedom of
the city.”
RAILROAD

MATTERS.

The engineer of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad has nearly completed the preliminary
work. The road will run Iroin Woolwich

through Wiscasset, Newcastle, Damariscotta,
Noblelioro, Waldohoro, Warren, Tlioinaston,
and Roekl and, making a total length of 45
miles. The road will at present use a steam
ferry at Bath unless connecting roads unite to
build a bridge over the Kennebec. The estimated cost of a steam ferry (or car transportation is $80 000.
The Androscoggin Hearld says: We learn
from good authority that there is a lair
prospect that the P. & O. C. railroad will yet go
through to Canton, and that too at an early
date.
We understand that the towns of
Buckfield and Canton will take measures to
a
fund
sufficient to build the road which
raise
will be put into the bauds of the present company oil condition ol its becoming bound to
put the road through.
The Bellast Age says some progress is being
made in the atlairs oi the Newport Railroad.
A bid has been received from Mr. Munson
the chntractor who went over the route a

short time since. He offers to build the road to
Newport for $114,000 cash and $10,000 in preferred stock per mile. This is considerably above the estimate made by the engineer, Mr.
Wildes, and the directors can get it done probably at a less sum. Other parties are making
advances towards bidding for its construction,
and

competition

sults.

may

produce fuvorable

re-

Rev. Dr. Carruthers then followed in a very
aide address, which all wished he had continued for a longer time. It was a happy stateof the relative merits of the European
and American soldier. The Band then played
a strain of music, and
Rev. Mr. Keyes gave

ment

the benediction.
It

expected that other gentlemen would
speak, and it was much to he regretted that
they did not, but as the military had been on
was

duty

iu the heat, without refreshment since an
was thought best not to continue
the exercises too long. The G. A. R. and
Army and Navy Union were then escorted to
their hall by the Blues.
On the whole, as this was the first occasion
of the kind ever observed here, and considering the many unfavorable circumstances under
which the order labored we think that they
may well feel satisfied at the success of this
llrst service of decorating the soldiers’ graves.
Opening of the Public Libbaby.—On Saturday evening the rooms of this institution
were thrown open to the life-members and a few
invited guests, in order that these gentlemen
might see what has been done towards organizing a library for the people. So far as we
could ascertain it was the sentiment of those
present that the efforts of the management
have been crowned with no equivocal success.
The rooms were finely lighted, and the books
to great

advantage

in the main hall,
which is really a beautiful apartment. Just
what was needed, a convenient room for
reading and the delivery of books, has been acquired by the addition of the adjacent room.
The energy by which the arrangements have
seen

are

been carried

through in so short a time and
little expense is worthy of the management, which from the beginning has pushed
on over all obstacles in the most plucky spirit,
and to-day placing more than five thousand
volumes before the reading public, may be said
with

so

to have fairly organized a victory. "SVe believe that these volumes are only the nucleus
of the great collection to come, and that our
citizens have here laid the foundation of a

great public library, which shall be
chief honors of the

city.

one of tho
Now is the time for

everybody to contribute money, books, pic
tures and statuary. Tho rooms are fire-proof,
and books and valuable pieces of art are safer
here than in private houses. We are glad to
see already the beginning of an art
collection,
and we hope that all our native artists and
amateurs will contribute something, if no
more than a sketch. It is satisfactory to kpow
that we shall have a place where we may consult all our hest periodicals, as well as some of
the foreign contemporary literature which
concerns us. We hope the buying committee
will not reject a good thing because it comes
from abroad, or because it is in a foreign language. Give us something we cannot get at
all the counters. Give us knowledge of foreign literature, art and science, as well as the
loads of trash which people must have. Give

us—well, gentlemen,

drum

c®rps and the Portland Band. After marching through a few streets, the column halted in
front of the City Building, and there received
the City Government, with representatives of
the several departments aud the judiciary.
Thence the procession moved to the grouuds
of the High School building on Cumberland

street, where the Lincoln memorial tree stands,
which was appropriately decorated by a beautiful cross and wreath.
The members of the G. A. B. appeared in
black suits with white gloves, and wearing
upon their breasts the emblem of the order
stamped in gold and colors upon a white ribbon. The blue flag of the order and the National flag of the Union, of silk, draped in
evergreen aud black, were carried in the procession. The marching was excellent, and the

supervision of Major A. M. Benson, assisted
by Captains Edward Moore, H. L. Prince and
J. F. Land as special aids, left nothing to ho
desired as far as the movement of the procession was concerned. The procession was preceded by a platoon of policemen, three of
of whom we noticed wore the badge of the G.
A. K., and were under command of Capt. T
P. Beals. Marshal Heald and Deputies Wentworth and Irish preceded the civic portion of
the procession, and the whole police force did
their duty well.
The procession then marched to the depot
of the Portland and Bochester Eailroad, Lin.
coin street, whence tho cars started immediately for Stevens’ Plains. Arrived at the

directions in the large cemetery, and placing the wreaths and other floral decorations
upon the graves of the soldiers. This grateful

ent

service rendered, all now assembled again at
the chapel lot. The. hand performed a dirge,
and Rev. Mr. Merrill, the chaplain, offered an
to which he made
few remarks pertinent to the occasion.
The following hymn, writteu by Mrs. E. B.
Dunham, was then excellently rendered by
the tine quartette choir of the Universalist
Church of Stevens’ Plains, to the tune of
“Boswell.”
We come with sad and chastened hearts,
Oh,'brothers, good and brave,
To lay the tribute ot our love

appropriate prayer, previous
a

On each remembered grave.
Unselfish sacrifice like yours
Can ne’er lorgotten be;
The perfume o» each loyal heart
Embalms your memory.
With these lair flowers and wreaths of green,
Mingled with tears and sighs,
We lay upon your hallowed graves
The love that never dies.

Col. J. Frank Miller then read the
general
order for the occasion and made a brief
speech
and closed with reading the beautiful
poem by
Caroline D. Howe, which we published on
above our sainted dead.”
He then added the following poetical gem:
THE UNKNOWN HEROES.
Others there were, heroes, though all unknown
Their names emblazon’d on Fame’s glorious
No epitaph is theirs, no bronze, no
stone;
Their deeds unsung, their patroit deaths
unshown,
Yet hearts stilt throb that keep their
memory

roll,

green,
silent sighs and solemn tears

unseen.

[C. Cole.
The Mechanic Blues then fired three
volleys
of musketry in true military order,
^ud in a
manner worthy of all praise
for its exactness.
A benediction

Chaplain Merrill,

was

and

then pronounced by
the services were con-

cluded.
The procession reformed and marched to the
station, and arrived back at 3 o’clock.
There was some unavoidable delay, caused
by the immense crowd which desired to take
the cars, and for which there was not sufficient
room, so that the services at the cemetery had
to be curtaled in order to enable the
procession

Good

Invention.—We

Anniversary ok the Bible Society.—A
very large and attentive congregation assembled at the First Parish Church, last evening
to assist in the exercises of the
fifty-seventh

anniversary of

the Maine Bible Society.
order of exercises was as follows:

The

O. T. Moulton.
Small.
Annual rejmrt ot Trustees by Rev. A. Dalton.
Aildress by the agent ot the American Bible Society,
Rev. S. H. Merrill.
Address by Rev, B. H. Bailey.
Address by Rev. .1. j. Carrnthers, D. D.
Address by Rev. K. C. Belles.
Address by Rev. K. R. Keyes.

The speaking was eloquent and earnest, and
the exercises as a whole very interesting. The
music furnished by the First Parish choir gave

furnished for publication hereafter.
Fire at Woodford’s Corner.—A fire broke
out in the store and public hall occupied by
Messrs. Denning & Nason, at Woodford’s Corner,

Westbrook,

about 5

o’clock

yesterday

morning. The greater part of the store was
consumed, and a house near by, occupied by
Mr. Jeffers, considerably injured. The goods
in the lower part ol the store were removed,
hut a quantity of grain in the upper story was

destroyed.

We understand that the store was
insured for $1400 and the grain was fully covered. Three sons of Mr. Reed were injured,
one of them quite seriously, while
assisting in
staying the progress of the flames. But for the
arrival of two steam tire engines from this oity
the loss would have been much greater. The
members of the engine companies were generentertained by Mr. William Mitchell and
other citizens of Westbrook before returning
to the city.

ously

Improvements at the Stone Ware Factory.—If anybody wishes to see specimens of
handsome manufacture sent off by the ship
load, he lias only to go over Deering’s bridge
and look at the stacks of jars and jugs and
bottles turned out there with
destined for all parts of* the
inces. The work being done
best that wo have ever seen.

magic rapidity,
States and Provhere now is the
The material is

accumulating for the erection of two enormous
kilns, to ho used exclusively for the baking of
drain pipe. The whole manufactory, already

the largest in the country, is to be enlarged
greatly this summer, and will employ more
than seventy-five hands when fairly at work.
Such an establishment as this is a credit to
the State and the city, and we are pleased to
see the evidences of its able maLageinent and

growing prosperity.
Accident at Westbrook.—Mr. Sheridan of
the firm ot Sheridan & Griffith of this city
while sitting in his carriage at Westbrook, yesterday, watching the procession, was run into
by another carriage. His horse became restive, and Mr. Sheridan and two men and a boy
who accompanied him were thrown to the
ground. He was dragged along the ground
for some distance, but clung to the reins man-

fully and finally stopped the frightened animal belore he had run a great distance. The
was broken and the horse somewhat
injured, hut neither Mr. Sheridan nor his companions were seriously hurt.

carriage

Portland Institute and Public Library.
The public are hereby notified that the

Library
tho City

in the City building, uider
Hall, will bo opened to the public on and after
Monday, the 1st day of June, between the
hours of 10 and 12 o’clock A. M., and 2 and 0
rooms

o’clock P. M., Sundays and holidays excepted,
until further notice.
All residents of Portlaud, of fourteen years
of age aud upwards, are permitted the use of
the books on the premises, aud upon payment
of two dollars per year books can be taken
from the rooms.
Edward A.

Noyes, Librarian.

Supposed Sudden Death.—Coroner Gould
was called to Ferry Village
Saturday afternoon
to view the body of Miss Annie Osgood, who
it was

died very suddenly at the residence of Mr. Cole at that village yesterday
noon.
Mr. Gould and the physician found the

supposed

body in

we

very peculiar condition, it being as
life with the exception of the forehead. After discussion they concluded to let
tho matter rest for further investigation. Her
relatives at Sebago have been sent for.

Bnsiness.—Saturday morning at the Municipal Court room was a busy time. While
one

important

search and seizure case was

trial, whiskey in large quantities
brought in from the front.

was

on

being

The course of lectures just concluded uuder
the auspices of the Mercantile
Library Association is the eighteentli annual course that
the Association have given in this
city.

SPECIAL

agement,

a

thing nearly impossible.

A Splendid Dry Goods Store.—Stephen& Waterman have opened a store on
Washington street, Boston, where they keep
the most elegant dress fabrics, silks, sbawls,
garments and trimmings to be found in any
bor

city

of our Union. These enterprising young
men, determined to be first and foremost in
the line of their profession, have established

headquarters

their

of

fashion,

and here the

sed the House of

some $75,000 for deepening the
middle
ground and removing other obstructions in our

harbor.

item of the Summer arrangements of
the Portland & Kennebec Railroad there was
our

mistake, the

train leaving for Bath and Augusta at 8.15 P. M. instead of 1.15 P.M., as was
announced.
Shooting Affair

Oxford County.—The
shocking affair which oc-

in

Star is informed of a
curred in the town ofStowe on Saturday May,
23d. Two men, named Meader and Hanscome
quarrelled, it seems, the conclusion of which

brought them to blows and a tussle at Meader’s house, whither Hanscome had followed
him. The fight at the house, it would seem,

dr.

unequal one, Hanscome gettiug the
uppermost position and beating the other very
severely. A son of Meader tried to get Hanscome away and prevent further injury to his
father.

He at last threatened to shoot Hanscome if he did not desist and Went for a pistol
and did shoot him. How many shots were fired or what their immediate effect was, is not

known, but the wounded man died on Wednesday. Young Meader at once went to Fryeburg and offered to give himself up to the authorities, at the same time taking legal advice.

Up

to Friday no arrest had been made. The
Star regards the story as improbable, but gives
it on the authority of Mr. Fowler, driver of the

LovelTaud Paris stage.
Items.

Albion Dining Rooms, 117 Federal street.
Meals at all hours. Ladies or gentlemen well
served.
may29tf.
Dr. Lamb, Mo. 236 Congress street, has
good bouse to rent to a small family.

a

may30d2t
Orin Hawkes & Co. have a great variety of
Grecian, Zouave and Knickerbocker suits for
wear, at 292

Congress

stieet.

Hotel Arrival**.
AMERICAN

May

1.

d&w'uisn
Aitsayer’is Office,
A

Has b^-eii received here, in the
sold in the market,—

HOUSE.

qualities

ot the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best propertieso* Port Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, it should replace the imported wines.

Respectfully,

A. A. HAYES, M.
20 State Street, Boston, l
15th Aug.. 1867.
ieblldtwtisN
S. DANA

}

CITY

nOTEL.

P Donovan, Bangor
W WWorster, do
W H Bradley, New York
W W Winslow, Saco
J B Bancroft, Bangor
W W H. nlev,
do
J R Harmer, Mexico
J F Genn & w, E Boston
G M Cummings, do
T Palmer,
do
J T Lambert, Phillips
J C Resell, New Orleans
L Kinsley, Newbergh
J McFreely, E Cambridge
G R Bea's,
do
E M Custis, Boston

W W Weymouth, Boston
J W Watkins,
t.o
T Johnson,
do
H Johnson,
do
J B Hanson,
do
L Baker,
do
B F Brackett,
do
W R Ray, Gorham
W H Thomas, E istport
J H Wheeler,
do
F B Smith, New York
D C Hall, Springfield
R Boarne, Buffalo
F Baxer, Bridgton
R Taylor,
do

PREBLE nOUSE.

Almonza, Yarmouth

R Trbta,

do
J D Yerrington, N Yor *
Capt H Campbell, do
J OKaler & w,
do
F C Adams,
do
J D Hammond,
do
D W Davis,
do
A H Norris, Montreal
C M Cram & w, Me Falls
J F Jarvis, Boston
Mrs Jarvis,
do
J B Jarvis,
do
u.

J C Rounds, Boston
E Totman.
do
M H Winslow, do
C H Griffin,
do
C Butler,
do
J W Gardiner, Augusta
W Hatch,
do
J I Blair, Detroit
Master Blair, do
Miss Blair,
do
F G Taylor, New York
C R Ayer,
do
E Hale, Ellsworth

s. HOTEL.

E C Townsend, Freeport
A Stevens, Pennsylvania
P O Bogers. Baili
C W Goldsmith, Boston
M A Smith.
do
J P Holmes,
do
C M Waterhouse, do
Miss Perley,
do
J Perley,
do
C D Warren,
do
J A Baker, Montreal
T H Schrlder, do
G Waymond, Saco
C D Warren, do
N D Menken, Tennessee
S F Parcher, Biddeford
M M Davis, Bridgton

11 O Cook, Boston
TAD Fessenden, Lewis’n
G B Cutler & 1, Biddeford
H Blake & Is,
do
J E Wykc Canada East
NE Platt, Chicago
E A Atwood, California
Mrs Drinkwater, do
Miss Chapman, Ottawa
Mr Tilly & I,
do
F B Williams & l,Chicego
F F Stillman, Boston
H Wilcox,
do
W K James,
do
G B Goldschmidt, N York
Du Gruhslif, Parsonstield

SPECIAL NOTICES.
STATE OF

HAYES, Chemist

BRADFORD & RENICK,
Coimtiistgiou
Merchants,
SOLICIT CONSIGNMENTS

OF

Random Spruce Timber, Shingles
and Laths.
Address, 71 Broadway New York.
N. B.—Special Personal
inspection of
sn

all timber

given to
house.

attention

consigned

to

PURE

NATIVE

our

WINES!

At Manufacturers’ Prices.
The

city of

mulersignod having taken the agency (or the

is

prepared to furnish the trade by barrel,
E. i*. IVANON,
gallon.
Corner ot Cumberland and Washington Sts.

May 21-d2w*sN

will be

giauted in the Cooncil Chamber, at Augusta,
on TUESDAY, the 16th instant, at ten o’clock a. m.
FRANKLIN M. DREW,
juueli!2w
Secretary ot Slate.

The best in

use.

April 27.

II- H ALL At

Co.,

Would respectfully call the attention of Traders to
their stock of

Hosiery

Goods!

Dry

Consisting

and

Dress

&|Macnaught,

in

Capsules,
by alltirst
dl6tsn

8A K » APA RILL IAN.
PAREVRA BRAVA.
Newly Bittcovered Virtues— Hidden for 300
year*—'he Biseoreiy ofthe Tine Virtues
ofthe

Boots—Brought

to

manifest iu

Dr. Sadway’a

light

uud made

Saraapaiilian Be'olvent,

By|a new process recently discovered bv Dr. Rad wav.
for obtaining the active properties trom vegetable
substances,
SA ESA PARILLIAN,
Brava,
newly discovered Roo

Pareiru

Associated with other
s, enters into the composition of RADWAY’S RENOVATING RESOLVENT! secures a remedial agent,
that cures all forms ot Chronic, Scrofulous.SkinGlandular, K dney, Bladder and Uterine Diseases, by
communicating its curative, reparative and fruittul
efficacy, through the Blood, Sweat and Ubine.
The

ordinary Sarsaparillia

decoctions ami Syrups
washes, compared with the Sarsaparillian
ot the Resolvent. It is a well known tact that Sarsaparillia as ordinarily prepared either as officinally
or as a proprietary remedy, never possessed the co
lidenceot medical men, aud all the reputation it enjoye 1 was deemed by all well in tonne11 Chemists,
Physicians, and medical writers to be due to other
remedial agents associated with it.
The true curative virtues of Sarsaparilla for 300
years has laid bidden in the Crystaline principle ot
the Root. Under Dr. RADWAY’S New Process.
SARSAPARILLIAN is secured and biought to light,
are mere

and associated with other ingredients, it minis the
most extravagant expectations ami views ot men
One ounce of D--. Kadwav’s Sarsaparillian contains
more of the curative principle than ten pounds ofthe
extracts from the crude roots, as prepared, officinally
or in the popular advertised Sarsapai illas.

PahRTRA Brava—Another ot the ingredients ot
the Radway’s Resolvent, held in high estimation by

the most eminent medical inenot Europe, South America and United States, as the best remedial agent,
fortlie diseases ot the Kidneys, Bladder, Uterus,
and as a lithontriptic tor dissolving Calculi. as a curative tor Jaundice, Rheumatism, Leucorrboea, etc.;
since 1688 has never been properly prepared. Under
Dr. Radway’s process, the Cisampaline principal of
this valuable Root is secured, and associated with
Sarsaparillian and other ingredients in the Resolvent,
makes it.a perfect cure in every form ot disease of
the Kidneys, Bladder, and Urinary Organs—Dropsy,
(iravel Incontinence, or Stoppage of Water, Diabetes
or Urinary Diarrhoeas, and every kind of
weakening,
or purulent discharges, not proper to
mention in an advertisement, is rapidly cured by
I this rented v
So quick does the Resolvent enter into the circulation, that it maybe deteefe4 in the Urine in ten minutes alter it has been taken. In many cases it has
secured a tree discharge ot water—in cases where
Catheters were lormerly used.—Is not this a bless-

ing?

—

BUCHI, Turpentine Junipers, Gin, Copaiba Cubebf, and other direct Diuretics, are in many cases
hurtful, In Diabeates. Urinary Diarrhoeas, Catarrh
ol the Bladder, Dropsy, and in weakness or ulceration of the Kidneys, are unsafe to use as a continued
remedy, and sliou'd never be given unless under the
supervision of a Physician, as the strain these direct

remedies may produce on the Kidneys may, in the
of a lew hours, require Opiates, to change or
modify their actiou; this >act is self-evident to any
medical man, a compensating Remedy like the SARSAPARILLIAN RESOLVENT, is the true remedy to
use in these cases.—Eve 1 as a
diuretic,
Parcira Brava,
as prepared by Dr. Rad way, and one of the
ingredients of the Resolvent, is as superior to all tonus ot
Buchu, etc., as rich cream is to watered milk.

Let all suffering from urnatural drains trom the
system—caused either by self-abuse, depraved habit
of body—bad blood, impure association, weakness of
the genital organs, or skin diseases, scrotula, uncured
Seconuary Diseases, Svphoid Ulcers, Chronic Disease—or from Consumption ot 1 he
Lungs, as well as
degeneration ot the Kidneys—or Chronic Diseases of
the Liver, Spleen, e'e, commence the use of the
SARSAPARILLIAN RESOLVENT. It commences its work of puritication at
once; it repairs ibe
waste ot the body, with new ami healthy material.
It restores functional harmony to every organ in the
system, and secures the natural secretions ot the
proper constituents of each. Ptrsons have been cured, and have children now living that were deemed
incapacitated, by self-abuse, etc., through the use of
this remedy. Ask for Dr. Railway’s
Naraapnrill■an,or Rcuovntiug Resolvent
Priee: $1 per bottle, or C bottles for $5.
May 26-lw sn

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only trne and perfect
Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill efleets 01 Had Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful blackor
broum. Sold l>y all Druggists and
Pertumcrs; and
properly applied at Batebelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond

street. New York.

janlleNdly

“

Buy Hr, nud I’ll do you Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS in evinstance
ery
prove this motto true.
They do good
to every one wlio use* them for
Jaundice, Headache,

Boston, and

all

part ot

Gloves, Hoop Skirts

badly.

SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 6th, ships Shooting Star,
Peck, for Nanaimo; 7th, Grace Darling, Smith, tor

Honolulu.

Sid !m Port Madison 8th
San Francisco.
NEW ORLEANS
Cld

with the humane view of treatment ami cure,

adelphia, Pa.

may 19-d&w3m

jacket,

..Il’.»So'Lh,
dle
Partridge.
Ill Upton, April 10, C. M. Walker and Drusllia L.
Bennett, both ot Newry.
In Cornish, May 19, Win. Bryant Bradley and Nellie Small.

Next to Brown’s Hotel.

eodtfsn

Bamboo Poles SO cents each.
Tront Flies, Lines, Hooks, Baskets, etc.
LIVE TROUT by the Thousand!
Cam, Ui-toN,Cutlery & Sporting Kooda.
Headquarters, 45 Exchange St,
GILBERT L. BAILEY.
niayl3-eodtfSN

•^jJAiLlxJU’HljSTTTA ii] ;t>-»
THE-

Spices!

Their strict purity, delicious
flavors,
unrivaled strength and great
economy,
are attracting a trade from levers of choice
nlavors which is without a parallel.
Their yrcat success is because (hen are the true
rich Jlavors qf the fruits and spices
of remarkable

nuLiBir, a

superior’to

Portsmouth.
Ar 29th, sch

Saco

Dealers treble their sales with them.
Sold in Portland, Me., by

SAMLi
And

CHADWICK, Ti

Market

by all dealers in choice flavors.

ttquare,
Gmlawsn

icbcuh,

BOSTON-Ar

20th, sobs Tookolita, Stewart. Wil

Aurora Borealis. (Brl Bunnel, St John. NB, via
Portland; Clara Rankin, ltankiu, Jacksonville; P L
Smith, Bunker, Macldas.
SALEM—Ar 29th, brig Irene, Cole. Elizab thport;
schs L L> Wentworth, Dean, Bangor tor Providence;
C C Chamberlain, Pratt, Rockland for New York;
William. Brigham, Boston.
N E W B U KY POUT—Ar 2Kth, sh Telegraph .Toole,
Port Johnson.
Ar 29tli, sclis William
George, Tate, Rockland.

Carroll, McGee, Maryland;

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th,sch Chas Carroll, Farnsworth. Rockland.
Ar 2/th, schs Maria Hall. Sheppard, and D Talbot.
Packard, Philadelphia ; Jane Baker, Wilson, do;
Sarah, Hitcher, Rockland.
Ar2sth, sclis Sarah Wooster, Leland, Baltimore:
Fairfield, Verrfll; Aristo, Spear; Bay State, Seahury, and Ocean Belle, Perkins,New York; J K Gamage, Hix, Newbury.
Ar29th,scbs E C Gates. Freeman, Philadelphia;
Sardinian, Holbrook, do ; Siak, Johnson, Jersey
City; Thos Hix, Hall, ami Union, Hamor, NYork;
G W Kimball, Hall, and Corvo. Pickering, do.
KENNEBUNKPORT—Ar2-tli, brig J W Woodxulf, Haskdi, Georgetown. SC.
Ar 29th, brig Sea Breeze, Coombs, Bucksville.
CALAIS—Ar 25th, sch Gen Grant, Winslow, from
Portland.
MACH IAS—Sid 26th, brig Mary C Mariner, Mariner, Matanzas.
FOREIGN

PORTS.

Sid tm Manila 27th ult, ship Endeavor, Doane, fm
New York.
Sid fm Burrard’s Inlet 7tb, ship Samoset, Greenlief, San Fr.ncisco.
Ar at Liverpool 29th inst, ship Great Western,
Bryant, New York.
At (force 3d idst, schs Aid, Pillsbury, and Charles

Russell, McDonald,
At Para Slli lost, sell E G Kuigbt, Whitman, for
unc.

New York.ldg
At St John, PR. 16th inst, sch Elia, Montgomery,
lor New York 7 days.
At Arroyo 13th inst, schs Fred Smith, Smith, ami
E A DeHart, Lowe, tor New York, Idg.
At Caibarien 12th inst, barque Deborah Pennell,
tor Philadelphia 5 days.
Ar at St John, N B, 28th, ship Nunquam Dormio,
Cousins, New York.

j

a
*
o'
Augusta, May 30, 1868.

Would

put in to nearest port.

May 28. S E
Savannah tor

ot

Sandy Hook, sch Redingt.in,

by

by giving m v strict attention to the business,
hope to receive a liberal share ol patronage.
E

Portland, June 1, 1868.

undo:signed having dispose<l ol his Stock
of Cutters, Conductors ami Mouldings, to
THE
HleiMrM. STEVEHH A HIEKItll,L,
would respe tlully recommend my former customers
to them at their wharf, loot of Maple street.
E. I.. GRUEHV.
June 1-dlm

Annual Meeting*.
Annual Meeting ot the Maine Medical AssoTHE
ciation will be held in the Library Room, Mechanics’
Hall, Portland, on
June Itiih, at IO o’clock A. HI.
Session to continue three days.
E. HOWARD VOSE, Secretary.
June 1-eodtd

Tuesday,

from

destination

H ammonia.New York..

Hamburg

Tube

a

S;ot,a.New York..Liverpool....Juno
Europa.New York. .Glasgow
France.New York.. Liverpool

5
June 6
June 6
J une 7
.June jj

...

Nova Scotian
Quebec.Liverpool
Borussia ...New York. Hamburg.
Cltvol Laltimore..New York.
.Liverpool_June ji
Mississippi.New York. .Rio Janeiro..June 23
......

Portland, fraco and Portsinoiitli
Railroad Company.
*N1> No 49 will lie paid dune 15 to Stockor record on May 30,1868.
B / order of the Directors.
K. NOTT, Treasurer.
Junel-<12w

DIVII>
holders

Boarders Wanted.
GENTLEMAN and wile,or two Gentlemen can
be accommodated witli board at 27 Wdrnot St.
References exchanged.
June 1-dlw*

A

(/.midges for Sale!
VERY

PORT OF

NEWS.

PORTLAND^

A

AT LESS TUAN AUCTION PRICE*!
seveoal second-hand
for new ones.

Steamer

towoWrLit

“«■.

Horn

Ueorge-

South Street Livery and Boarding Stable.

May 30,1808. d2w

Found at

sent

lor, which brought

saiely
^»m
Herbert, Crowell, Philadelphia.
S4
H 1!
5®P
Basconi, Corbett,
her

A WASHING MACHINE
Monitor

Washing Machine!

Patented by J. R. MadUon, 01 Illinois, Aug 21,I860,
and one ot the Machines is on exhibit! u at S. C.
RUNDLETT & CO’S, Inventors* Exchange, No 95
federal street. Portland, Me.
It needs only to be tested do convince the most
skeptical of its practical utility.
The public are most xcspctfullv invited to call and
if.

see

County and
may29-d2w#

Town Right* lor sale by
1). J. TRUE, General Agent,
For Maine and Mas.-acta metts.

NETS,
Seines, Weirs, and Netting
EVERY DESCRIPTION
OF

F urn imbed and

Fittrd Complete in the boot
mailer,

Mackerel, Pohagen. Herring

and
Gill Netting.
Co lon Net, Meine and Patent Twine,
SEA ISLAND COTTON, FLAX, AND LINEN
UILL1NO TWINE.

I Seine Rope,Cork Buoys,
Constantly

on

eads, &c9

B

band and inanuf ictured to order l»y

H. db G. W. LOHlPy
Commercial Street, KOMTUiV#
tiT*Agent' lor Breman’s Patent Seine Kings.
NO

May

dGmog

New

Crop
JUST

Teas.

RECEIVED
New Crop

Choice

my

Team,

Ten

Store,

M3 Vrdrrul SI.
WM. L. WILSON.

Feb 29-dtt

Family Flour,
Corn,

l\‘od,

Ac.

G.

CHAU,

OllerM for Male at No. 150 Commereiiil

Mt,

Family Flour,

Dress

Fellow and Mixed Corn,
Meal, Cracked Corn,

Fabrics,

TRINIDADJVIOLASSES.
RA

SHAWLS,

t/v
50

50
For sale

And

GS-arments !

IN

Al.l.

POPULAR

THE

MAKER.

Trinidnd

superior article tor fam-

lly

use.

25

dlw*

lapboards A Shingles.
■*—*'•

30.000

100.000 I'KUAK MHIN6LES.

STAND OK

Will
sold low il culled for soon.
Spruce Dimensions furnished at short noli* o. by
L. T, DROWN St 150.,
Head of Brown’s Wharf.
may25dtt

June l-eod6t

JEW

by

Choice

IjIj, K1IER1 A (50.,
120 Commercial Street, head Central Wharf.

C

FABRICS,

IIOfiUHEAbM
itloInMHCM. Also
Barren* and
I A
Hair Barrel* J
KA1YDA

May

ALIO,

MOURNING

Feed, Salt, Hays, die.

May 18-dtt

SILKS,

I’iicilic Hills

STOKES

California Flour.

NEW ROODS.

halves, of
QAC^ACKS
OI Flour, which

WV
ion last

satistacl

year.

Just

this famous brand
gave such universal
ived and for sale by

rec

E. L. STANWOOD & CO., O’B^ion, Pierce A
(5©.,
Havo taken the
15*^ Commercial Street,

Nos. 47 & 49 Middle Street,
liaving purchased

an

entire

new

And

all

the

stock

usually kept in

First Class
Can

J. M. ROLMTO\,

a

Drug House,

now otter to the trade ot
on as reasonable terms

goods

wnidoweU^Where,and

as can

be

parti''" be,ore

Steam’s

PAINTER!
-and

this City and State,

—

bought in

Call and Examine Our Stark mid Frier. !
Junel eod&wtf
ACENCV

April 28, 1868. dtr

stock ot

Drugs, Chemicals, Potent Medicine, Fancy Hoods, Paints,
Oils Varnishes, Ac.,

i»ai>i:b

hanger,

No.ai union
FOR

street,

PORTLAND,

Patent

ME.

Gutters and Conductors!
undersigned having purchased ot E.
THE
GKUEBY his stock of Gutters, Conductors, Ac.,
have
the

removed
same to their wlmrr, where
shall continue the agency, ami Im glail to supply 14,1
who will lavor us with a call.
STkVkNa A NKKBlhhi
st.
Nmilb’» Pi«*r, toot ol Maple

rfr IVhilrning, Colorinjj nnd Tinlinu
nfOalln.
IV.ml imti JVIurblr Imiluled,
Wo«,|. lillrd in Will nr Oil.

»■•<*

May

f

of the Executive CouncU will
be held at the conn' d Chamber, in Augusta, ou
Tuesday, the sixteenth
FRANKLIN M. DREW,

AN

adjourned session

Attest-

juuel-ilw

dlw

ANOTHER LOT

1
EyEOIITIVB DBI ARTMEKT.
June let, 1868.

Augusta,

28.

Button Itoots !

June 1-dlru

into

Philadelphia.
Sen Ontario,
\errill, Jersey City,
^UKlgc, Pierce, New York ior Yarmouth.
a »
Bob B D Pitts, Vail, New York for Baugor.

Fast!

'PHAT will wash clothes perfee'ly clean without
X the use of the wash board. It is the

N.

ELEGANT

State ol Maine.
was

room

W. KOBINMON.

J.

WATERMAN,

we

30.

covered cariiages^o make

Japanese

h

Saturday, May

ARRIVED.
Dirigo, Johnson. New York

CHEAP.

FEW nice, new, round cornered, side spring
Wagons and Monitor Buggies. May be seen at
J, W. Robinson’s Riding School Room, Soul Ji Street.
Also, the subscriber will sell,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

RECEIVING DAILY, AND PER EVERY

Miuiature Almanac.June 1.
rises. 4.25 | Moon sets. 'j.30 AM
Sun sets.7.30 ! High water.8.15 AM

MAKINE

June 1 U2w#

Selling Cheap at the

Moro

..

Brown street.

STEAMER,

2

Bremen....New York. .Bremen.._Juno 4
Castle.New York.. Havana
June 4
Santiago do Cuba. .New York. .California June 5

Laundress and H‘useor both of

a

these branch* s.
Enquire at 27

Some

BOSTON,
ARK

Young Lady

A
is

very capable
WHO
keeper. desires situation in either

234 and 236 Washington Street,

And

Arizona.New York. .California.... Tune 1
Etna.New York. .Liverpool
lune 1
Hermann.New York. .SouthamptonJuno 2

II. CLARK.

dtf

Gutters and Conductors.

spacious store,

Glen Rose—120 tons plas-

CLARK
STR'JUT.

E. h. Clark continues the business at 112 Congress
Street, and settles all accounts of the latt firm.
1 shall keep a lull assortment ot the choicest

IMPORTS.
Sch

fl.
F. H.

from

Boston.

NEW

Kenuebunk,

CHEVERIE, NS.
ter, to older.

a’ Huy«i iulendenl.
junel-dtl

Dissolution ot i opaitners.liip.
firm ol Clark «& Strout is this day d ssolved
rjlHE
1
mutual consent.
E.

SPOKEN.

May 7, lat 38 07 N, Ion 73 48, baroue William
Brown, irom Buenos Ayres f .r Sew York.
May 26, off Cape Hatteras, brig Louisa, ot Bucksport. Irom Cardenas lor Philadelphia, with loss of
lore and maintop masts, foreyard, toremast bead &c.

Williams & Everett.

Hinds.
In
May 4, Miss Louisa Brown, aged
21 years.
In York, May 4, ot paralysis, Mr.William
Bcnnell,
aged 62 years.
In East DixBeld, April 24, Mr. Gilbert L.
Tainter,
aged 42 years.

as

rat

Bedabedec, Allen, Im Jersey City lor

mington; A P Howe, E.lis, So Amboy; Game Cock,
Langley, Calais; Venus, Small. Pembroke.
Ar30th, brig K M lieslin, Jones, Trinidad; sclis

f*

vicinity,”

c.

uru;

nuor.—letii,

Mills, Philadelphia lor-; sobs J V Wellington,
Chipinan, and N Jones, Richardson, do i'or Boston;
Annie Freeman, Reed, tm New York ter Booth bay;
Boaz, Brown, do lor Belfast; Express. Conant. do
for Bangor; (fen Meade.-, do lor Boston; Martha Sargent, Clos-on, Bangor lor Newport; Mary
Alice. Perry, do lor Fall River; J Patten. Erskins,
Providence; Statesman, Cole, Shulee, NS, lor New
Haven; Mary Langdon, Hingham, New York lor

—

strength.

Ex-Gov. James Y.Smith, ot Providence R I
says: “My wdo pronounces them
any
Havering extracts she has ever used
Ex-Gov. WM. A. Buckinoham, of
Connecticut,
says: “dor a long time we have used them, and
And them very line,
Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) author of
.Hr.
“Katrina,” Are., the weil-known author or Springfield, Mas8., say t>: “They are the standard in tins

Crockett,

Louisa

Machiasport.

bun

Choice Fruits and

scb

Rich. Doughty, Portland.
Cld 29th, brig H S Bishop, Webber, Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 28tb, ship American Eagle,
Moore, Liverpool; sebs St Cr<»fx, McGregor, Cardenas; Ida Richardson. Bedell. Baracoa; G W Pierce.
Prout, Eleuthera: Harriet Fuller, Willard, and F A
Sawyer, Reod, Calais; Don, Kieeman and Lyndon,
Shacklord. Eastport ; Transfer, Bunker. Bangor.
Star, Cole, Gardiner tor Newark; Rlcbd Bullwinkle,
French and Juno, Metcalf, Rockland; S K Lane,
Fuller. Yarmouth.
At 29th, steamer Chesapeake, Henderson, Portland; ship Am Eagle. Moore, Liverpool; schs K S
Hodgdon, Hall, Rockland; Henry G Fay, Prescott,
Bangor.
Cld 2-*tli, ship Pactolus, Tobey, lor San Francisco;
barques Fann e, Hinckley,Remedies; Lucy Frances,
Allen, Trinidad; brigs Addie Hale, I>ailey, Cardenas; Persis Hinckley, Foster, Boston; sebs Del mar,
Lake, Newborn, NC ; Frank Walter, Corson, Indianola.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 29th, sch Statesman, Cole.

OLD

DEPARTURE of OCEAN STEAMERS.

Fishing Tackle.

28th,

C d 28th, sch David Babcock, Getchell, Mat inzas.
Ar 2sth, ship Thos Harwurd.Strickland. Liverpool;
barque Amie, Reed, do; sch Marion Draper, Meady,
Portland.
Cld 28th. schs Jos Warren, Willey, Boston; Kate

DIED.
In Harrison, Elijah H. Hall, formerly of this citv*
aged 67 years 5 months
l Funeral services at 101 o’clock this forenoon, at the
bouse of NT. Ellsworth, 177 Cumberland
street.]
In East Madison, May 15, Mrs. Anna
Hinds, aged
97 years 2 months
widow -ot the late Capt. Beni

6.50

low by this rouu fo Lewiston, Wuterville
Kendall’s Mills and liangor as by the Maine Cent
tickets purchased in Boston tor Maine
ami
road,
Central Stations are good tor a passage on this |in.*.
Passengers j'roin Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall's Mills only, and alter taking the cars oil this road the Conductor will furnish tickets ami make the tare the same through io
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central mao.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; ami :• r Belted at A ugusta, luavin
daily u: arrival ol train In ni
Boston, leaving at7.30 A. M.; and tor Solon. Ails*
Norridgewock, Atheim ami Moose ft- ! Lake :.t
Skowhcgan, ami lor China Hast and North Vassalboro’ at Va-»salboro*; for Unity at Kendall’s
Mill’s,
and tor Canaan at PishouY Ferry.
Fare

Bangor.

MARRIED.
In this city, May 28, by Rev. Dr. Carruthers, Thos.
T. Saw yer and Miss Lucy N
daughter of A. N.
Haskell, all of this city. [No cards.|
In this city, May 28, by Rev. A. K. P. Small, John
H. Morton and Miss Hattie E. Hull, both ot Portland.
In Brunswick. May 27, Wm. E.
Dunlap, ot Topsham. and Mary J. James, oi BrunswickParis> May 2, A. E. Follet and Miss Ad-

»!»i‘p Mion“'c,,,>n«t"‘B wi"‘ •«*<“
leiving
trains are due at Portia,,,|
daily, at 8.30
A PjMonisrr
M,aud 2.03 P M, Freight trains at 2.5U and

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, sch Ionian, Kendall,

sn

For Coughs, Colds aud Consumption,
try the old
and well-known Vegetable
Pulmonary Balaam, approved and used by o«r oldest ami best
Physicians and families tor forty years. Get the genuine. REED, CUTLER He CO., Druggists, Boston
*
Proprietors.
may 2 eod-SNlm

Hadley and utlier Spool Cottons,

Handkerchiefs, Edgings, Ituttiings, &e.,
1,10 Middle, corner of Union Street,

brig Altaveia, Reed.

Philadelphia.

sent

Ulotk Patches, Freckles nod Tan.
The only reliable remedy tor those brown discolorations on the tace is “Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion." Prepared only by Dr. B. C.
Perry, 49 Bond
St., New YorA. Sold everywhere mar21d&w6msN

Maine Central road.
This train
m Boston leaving 7.3a A. M.
'!a,ly at * 13 P M, lor Bath.Aucus-

23d, ship Lammergier,

STEPHENSON &

by mail in sealed letter nvelopes free of charge.
Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P., Phil-

on

C0?pll.tn

Family Groceries and Provisions,

FORTRESS MONROE-Passed up 28th, brig Kit
ty Coburn, from West Indies for Baltimore; sch Red
do for do.
BALTIMORE—Ar

at 1

dally
line,
l.i-wifttoi1, p'arn,iij^t"ii ami Stations on the
Androscoggin iUiad; aho lor Bangor and inteimeuiate stations

and

WILMINGTON—Ar 26th,

Crockett, Arroyo.

I Mis.

inst. brig Deacon, Reed,

KEY WEST—Ar 29th, barque It G W Dodge,
trom Trinidad lor Philadelphia, leaky.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 21st, sch Vaudalia, I,ord.
New York.
Cld 19th, sch C E Hillyer, Mitchell, Boston.
Cld 21st. sch Martha, Smith, Saco.
FKRNANDINA—Shi 24th, brig Prentiss Hobbs,
Snow, Matauzas.
SAVANNAH—Cld 281h, brig Josle A Dovereux,
tor Baltimore.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 20th, sch Ella Fish, Willey, Nortolk.
Ar 21st, brig Julia E Arey, Babbage, Portland.
Old I8th,*brig Webster Kelley, Haskell, Searsport;
sch Union Flag, Maloney, Rocicland.
Cld 20tli. sebs Island Home, Carver, Damariscotta;
23d. S E Woodbury, Woodoury, Baltimore.

Advice to Young Men

Trimmin{rs,

-OF

from Portsmouth, It I, for
Portland, which got ashore on the Middle Ground,
off
on Sa unlay and proceeded.
was towed
Baique It G W Dodge, Hooper, from Trinidad tor
Philadelphia, put in to Key West 29th iust, leaking

Eddy, I>ay,

I,

June

an»i tor

DISASTER*.

Sch Col

Kennebec R. R.

Passenger Trains leave Portlaml
JMHBp
tor all stations on this
‘^PT-rwS^P. M.

Sch Kato Aubrey, (of Portland) Fletcher, trom
Saco lor Bangor, in ballast, went ashore Saturday
morning, about 1 mile South ol Cape Elizabeth Light
and is a total wreck. Crew saved. (The K A registered '>9 tons, was built in 1843, and was owned in

Druggists.

ABOUT TO MARRY.
Essays for Young Men, on the Errors. Abuses, and
Diseas, s, incident to Youth and
Early Manhood,

Portland &

Mamnier Arruugeimal,

The personal effects ol the late Cant Chandler,
of barque Eureka, which were picked up on the
English coast, are undoubtedly Irom ihe wreck ot
tbe May Whitney, in which vessel they were shipped
to be returned home. There is no reas u to suppose
any disaster has happened to the Eureka.

Costiveness, Liver Complaints, Humors, impure or
Bad Blood, General Debility, and all Bilious Diseases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,

marlgdtjygsn

who wishe* to «o iut,. the business

man

The a' ove pro|*erty will be lor sale thr. e weeks.
Terms fkvoiable.
Apply to the subscribers on tin'
premises.
I III It V & I.IIIHAIH.
juneldiw

Launched—At Machias:>5th, bv J M Wiswell &
Co, a sebr ol 190 tons, named Beta.” She is owned
by tbe Last Macluas Navigation Co. and is to be
commanded by Capt J <3 Brown, late ol sebr Koret.
She is all tigged and ready tor sea, and is chartered
to loaJ for Nuevitas.

Hooper

without taste.

Use no others. For sale
class Druggists.

jl

city*-

S E Jones.

Smire, Liverpool.

Castor and Cod Liver Oil!

TO Trt.tniJMlS.

Fancy

Arthur,

—

Dundiis, Dick & Go’s Soft

SALE.

TMEretaerihets

Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston, to
haul up for repairs.
SAILED—Brig Martha A Berry; sells Ruth Shaw,
D A E
Keliey, Charm, and E A Cutting.
Also sld 28ih,
barque A W Singleton; brigs Emma.
Caroline E Kelley. J I) Lincoln, Emma L Hall, and
Choice; scbsS L Stevens. Delaware, Warren Blake,
Mary D Haskell, Louisa Gray, A Heaton, William

DOMESTIC PORT*.
Wine*,

now

Etc.,

Shop !

otter ,or .ale their Machinist's
Ul"'e'‘. Manor, Drills, Holtralrt r
Cutter,
Luieiy Wheels, and Small
TooL in the shot,
now run by them on 1 nioii
This shop
the oldest stand f
a Machine
in the
i
Shop
connected with a Foundry, Pattern sh
and on er
mechanic .-Imps. it js well lurnished with shaltine
Belting, Um hxturasdltc; has always had a uowi
ruu ol custom and offers good indueenn nts tor
an\

ARRIVED.

»

SECRETARY’S OFFICE,
Augusta, June 1, 1868.
Notice is hereby given to all persons interested
that
therein,
petitions for the pardon ot Thomas
Thorne, a convict in the State Prison under sentence
for the crime ot murder, are now pending betore the
Governor and Council, and that a bearing tbereon

*IS?Erk-SSS

Portland for

D»w’m Celebrated Native

l'OK

—

Portland.]

MAINE.

———

roarl9

1). State Assayer.

course

Cambridge

No.

it is

found to l»e an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing tavorably with the choicest
samples of ‘-Sambuci Wine,” and containing even
more more of the acid salts, astringent and valuable
was

_

L A Witliam, Belfast
L Cotren, Boston
M E Pierce. Bootlibay
I« Wetler, So Paris
R Gage, Bridgton
W Merritt Jr, Boston
H O Cook,
do
J W Fowler, do
I) M Boswortb, do
EH Dodge, Salem
A C Richards,
do
E Carier,
do
do
*M Smith, Maine
RG Latham,
G Way,
do
T E Smith, Scarboro
C W Land, Lasalle
E B Howe, Westbrook
C Means, Bangor
C W Moore,
do
G L Hanscom, Limington G Sanborn, do
R Whitehouse, Limerick I M Thomson, Maine
C F Jellerson, do"
A K P L .rd, Buxton
J J Emerson, do
S Haii'on,
do
B B Poore, Salmon Falls
J F Cole,
do
G L Devine, St Albaus
O B Williams, Dexter
W H Blood, Boston
C Hopkins, Mt vernon
E N Parker,
W Bearce, Lewiston
J H Stan wood, New York J J W Reeves, Westbrook
B
N
J Lovgjoy, Waterford
Mullin, Spnngvale

Orrs

state in which
for analysis.

Machine

—

OF

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”
It

Eliza, Willey, Bath lor Virginia.
CLEARED.
Steamer Carlotta,
Magune, lialilax, NS John
Porteous.
Sch Ruth Shaw. Shaw, Philadelphia_l it kniriit
Sell D A K Kelley, Kelley,

O’Donoliue, Smith, Bangor.
Sch Frank Pierce, Graut, Ellsworth
Eastern
Packet Co.
Muuilay« May 31.

HohIoii, ftlana.

BOTTLE

MISCELLANEOUS.

A

Sch

Nlatr

‘

Mary

Sawryer.
Jas

irritating,

HOUSE.

T Edwards, New VineyardW Elder, Winthrop
J LG rman, Paris
J A Swaffer & f, Halifax
C Barney, Brunswick
J M Reid,
do
A L< wis.Boolhbay
D E Tuttle,
do
T L Slanton, Monmouth
A Boselike, Boston
M L Stewart & 1, Michg’n
A Both,
do
C Lamson, Marshfield
S D Weeks, Paris Hill
C H Kimball, Hopklnton
R C Metc alf, Canton
A U Edwards, Birmiug'm
W R Howe, So Paris
S Wcderkind, Albany
E 1) Loverence. Boston
N D Piper, Bethel
V M Abbott. Mexico Me
J W Richardson, Ports’th
J Paine, Standisli
Miss House, Bethel
C D R binson, Maine

C.

KlOxiIDKNCE,

Ao 73 Free Street.

—

IJusiness

P

Sch

MORSE

IiW NKW

Sch J S Bragdon, Newcomb, Boston, to load Washington.
Sch Eliza Ellen, Fogg. Boston.
Sch Yantic, Deland, Boston.
Sch Delaware, Keller, llostou lor St George.
Sch Empress Thompson, Boston for Bristol.
Sch Win A Dubosq. Rich, Boston for Bangor.
Seb Maggie Vuudusen, Corson, Ipswich.
Sch Glen-Rose. (Br) Thompson, Cheverie, NS.
Sell Arkansas, ('andage. Rockland.
S« h
Sterling. Roberts, Wise asset.
Schs Willie
Smith, Coombs, and Abbv A Snow,
Snow, Hallowed.
\-Ta,u’ ^ ^rtjw, Bangor lor Dauvers.
t
F,lsbi‘i? Bangor lor Newark.
!‘“d "ret m' FuUI‘U11’

BSSlJd l»r‘^to^,ioCh

has teiuoved to

was an

boys’

patronage

liberally bestowed upon me.
niay26dtt
ANDREW OEVER.

so

case or

The petitioners for the pardon of Thorne,
whose case has heretofore been discussed at
length in these columns, will be heard by the
Governor and Council on the 16th of June.
The formal notice of the hearing «ill be found
in another column.

a

sonal attention to business to deserve the

joint resolution has pas-

a

Representatives appropriat-

ing

In

city.
Framing Business, but shall continue my Stationery Business at the old stand, and hope by a per-

the

May 2J-d3mo

Deepening the Middle ground of the
Harbor.—We are happy to notice that
through the influence of our efficient Repre-

sentative, Mr. Lynch,

There seems to be an impression amon* my tiicnds
that 1 have disposed ot my business and am about
to leave the
1 have disposed of my interest in

the

ladies do love to congregate.

NOTICES.

CARD.

A

fully

a

warm as

using

now

endorse:
Among the numerous inventions as substitutes for the use of the cooking stove in warm
weather, where ouly a trifling amount of fire
is needed, we have seen none which has given
us a more favorable impression
of its good
qualities than a little cast iron article bearing
the appropriate name of “Summer Cook” just
introduced here. It is so constructed as to be
placed in one of the front holes of a stove, and
the fire made in it without the smoke or gas
coming out into th« room, the draft being
down instead of up, as in stives. Unlike any
other arrangement we have seen, a small quantity of charcoal is put in, and on top of this a
fire of shavings is made, the smoke and gas
passing into the stove. More coal may subsequently be added, and after the fire is well
conditioned, which requires hut a few minutes, the tea kettle can be boiled in about fifteen minutes, a steak broiled, flats heated, &c.,
without the room becoming uncomfortable,
which is certainly a great consideration, to say
nothing of the trifling expense in the way of
fuel, a quart of fuel doing the whole work.
The simplicity and usemlness of the Summer
Cook commends it at once to every housekeeper. for the principle upon which it is constructed renders its failure, under proper man-

can

COMMERCIAL

Reading of the Scriptures by Rev.
Prayer by Rev. A. IC. P.

are

greatest iuventious of the day.
The following from the Springfield Republi-

are

future with you, convinced that your opportunities will not be wasted. The hours, regulations, &c., of the Library are to be fully explained in the advertisements.

Saturday, commencing
“Strew flowers

A

Bond’s Patent Summer Cook. Boiler and Flat
Heater, and find it is fully up to what it is
represented to be, and consider it one of tbe

delighted with
what you have done, and willingly leave the
we

profouud attention. We have not space today to present the report of th ; trustees, hut
an abstract of that document will
porliaps he

a

been erected with a flag staff, lrom which
floated “the star spangled bannei” at tlireel'ourths staff. The comrades of this Post, after
the City Government and guests became seated, then divided into sections going in differ-

YORK

Mr. Kotzschmar set this ode to music and

accompanied tlie choir.

Cant. Geo. W. Parker, attended by

J He Gardiner Reporter learns that
Capt. J.
C. Harward, a well-known citizen of Richmond, left his home on Monday last, since
which time his whereabouts cannot be ascertained by bis family or friends. A person answering to bis description was traced to the
United States Hotel in Boston, where he took
breakfast the following morning, but here all
cieu is lost. Capt. H. is a man of some 60
years of age, anil was never subject to any
mental derangement.

George, the Count Joannes, in response to a
courteous invitation of the citizens of Alfred
has been graciously pleased to signify that lie
will address them this evening. The Count is
fulfilling a professional engagement at Alfred
The Saco Courier is iniormed that he will visit

-“flow sleep the bravo who sink to rest
By all their countries wishes blest,”

great satisfaction. The interest of the occasion was much heightened by the presence of
Rev. Dr. Holbrook, of Homer, N. Y., who delivered an address, whiclt was listened to with

Westbrook station, an immense concourse of
people on foot aud in carriages were assembled. The line of march was again taken, and
they proceeded to Evergreen Cemetery, moving to the beautiful open space which lias been
reserved for the erection of a chapel, and
called “the chapel lot.” Here a platform had

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

explanatory statement of the object of the
meeting, and Rev. Mr. Frink, of Central
Church, offered prayer. The choir of the First
Parish Church then sung that very appropriate and familiar ode by the poet Collins, known
as “The Hero’s Requiem,” commencing:

Henry
Meek, the Portland Army and Navy
Union, under command of Dr. S. C. Gordon,
aud a few invited guests. The procession was
escorted by the Portland Mechanic Blues,
M.

Shipbuilding seems to he quite active in
Hichmoud. A barque of 600 tons is now being
finished by T. J. Southard and Mr.
Clarke,
and will he ready to launch in about two
months. Messrs. Theobald and Harwood are
buildiug a ship of 1200 tons. Mr. T. J. Southard will commence putting up a ship of 1200
tous as soon as the timber arrives from Vir-

The Machias Republcan says Mr. Stephen
Elwell of Northfilil met his death at Holmes’s
Falls on the Machias River, last Tuesday. He
was on a jam of logs at work, and a
log struck
his piekpole while the lower end was fast
bringing the top end against the back of his
head, breaking, it is supposed, his' neck. He
fell into the water, hut was
immediately taken
out. Mr. Elwell was about lort.v years of age
and leaves a wife and nine children.

to commence at 2 o’clock, hut it was past 3 before all was ready. Chaplain Merrill made an

early hour, it

tor

confirm it.

Harvesting has begun in Mississippi and

83—Cummings

•

plevied.

President felt

News Items.—Kit Carson, the colebrated
pioneer, guide and hunter, died at Fort Lyon
on the 23d iust., from a
rupture of an artery
in ihc neck.

$100 and costs.

plaintiff' for $1 and costs and to retain the goods

the

on Monday
evening last:
Mrs Albina Knights, wife of Horatio Knights,
and Miss Ellen M. Cary, both operatives in
Janies Felton’s woolen mill, proposed the exploit of crossing the mill pond in a boat, the
water being high and the current strong from
so large a flow over the dam.
Being ready to
start, they urged other friends to ride with
them, who not only refused but earnestly
urged them uot to make the attempt. They
did uot, however, share in ttie fears of the:r
friends, and pushed off their boat, waving
their handkerchiefs in salutailon and bidding
“good bye” to those on shore. Then followed
one of the most painful and thrilling scenes
whichever occurred in Vermont. They had
got hut a short distance when it was perceived
that tlie current was carrying them down, but
they did not appear to notice it. Nearer and
nearer they approached the dam till Miss Cary
rose and jumped out of the boat.
The strong
enrrent immediately carried lier over. Mrs.
Knights remained in the boat, and just before
it made the fatal plunge seemed to faint and
fall back as it went over, carrying her to a
watery grave with lier friend, or possibly she
may have thrown lierselt into the bottom oi
the boat with the possible hope that in that
condition she might escape. Both were seen
once several rods below the
dam, the current
carrying them very rapidly down into the
known
as
Cavendish
Falls. The
rocky gorge
teeliugs of those who witnessed this scene, who
were utterly powerless to render
assistance,
cannot he described.

& trustee.

v.

Court will

a

dish, Vt.,

Jennings & trustee.

No.

that
that

The Appalling Tragedy at Cavendish,
Vt.—The Bellows Falls Times of Friday contains the following details of the fearlul death
of two young womeu by drowning at Caven-

v.

No.

very
prominently to tlie attention of the public. He
has been quite popular with both factions at
Richmond, and the papers of both parties in
that city express regret at his removal to a

It will he observed that he was horn the same
year with Webster, Calhoun, Cass, Van Buren and Benton.
Enoch Lincoln, who was three times Governor of Maine and who died at the
age of 41,
was a brother of the Massachusetts statesman.

allowing

cases:

No. 87—Lord

mm

is

Court.

TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
Saturday.—On Friday evening, May 29tli, Court
adjourned over till this morning at 9 o’clock to hear

a construction to the law in harmony
with its design, but in direct opposition to the
views of the Attorney General.
Since that

sphere of action. On the whole he
far better man than it teemed possible
Johnson would appoint. The truth is
his nomination was made at a time when

Court.

procession from Evergreen Cemetery, the exercises had to be greatly shortened. They were

MAY

giving

new

AFTERNOON SERVICE.

The meeting at the City Hall in the afternoon attracted a very large congregation, the
services at the churches being generally omitted. Owing to the delay in the return of the

ties for his appearance at that time.

to the rebels that Congress intended to exclude therefrom, Schofield
issued au order to the hoards of registration,

Dring

the streets under the bright and unusual
(of late) light of a June sun to place them
upon the graves of their fallen comrades.

CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.
case ot William
Skillings and
William Tret tliron, for plundering trom the wreck
ot the brig Annie
Ingraham, there were two complaints. T c defendants were held in the sum of
$1000 each tor the r appearance at the September
term ot the Circuit Court, and each iurnished sure-

acts, opening the polls

nas occurrea lo

UommiMMiouer’*

along

WM. U.

bracing tlie States of Virginia and North Carolina, his administration has been eminently
He bus not identified
wise and judicious.
himself very distinctly with either party, but
has never shown tlie slightest hesitation iu
yielding implicit obedience to the laws, both in
their spirit and letter. When Stanbery issued
his first opiliiou respecting the reconstruction

coming

COLUMN.

Saturday.—In the

11 is services rendered iu the West and in the
“March to the Sea” will not be speedily forgotten by a grateful people. Since he has Leen
in command of the first military district, em-

unit

the soldiers who have survived the shock
battle and returned home- bear upon their
arms the wreaths and crosses as
they passed

ol

Dress Fabrics-Stephenson & Wateiman
New Siore—E L, Stamvood.
Portland & Kennebec Railroad.
Noiice—E. L Grueby.
Gutters and Conductors—Stevens & Merril“.
Dissolution-Clark & Strout.
Dividend P. S. & P. Railroad Company.
Annual Meeting Maine Medical Association.
Situation Wanted by a Young Lady.
Boarders Wanted.
Meeting ot the Executive Council.

by
explanatory resolution declaring that
the Senate does not concede the President's
right to make such removals' but it appearing
that Mr. Stanton lias
relinquished the control
of the department, the Senate consents to the

sight

see

Estate—K. M. Patten & Co.

Rial

an

nomination. This resolution

the city in time to attend the afservices at the City Hall.
Much credit is due to Mrs. Bean, Mrs. Oleson, Mrs. Lindsey and Miss W'iuslow for efficient service in arranging the floral decorations!
and it was a touching and beautiful
to
to return to

Vicinity.

New Advcrtiiieiiieiilff thin Way.

the President bad no authority under the constitution and laws to remove the previous incumbent. But this little difficulty is obviated

ginia.

Political Notes.
The

and

ternoon

Stanton, removed,” inasmuch as tbe Senate
solemnly declared on the 21st of February that

three

The Acceptance.—“I assure you, gentlemen, that I shall have no policy of my own to
enforce in opposition to flic will of the people.”
Gen. Grant is said to have uttered these words
very gravely ami earnestly in reply to the
committee that formally announced to him
his nomination by the Chicago Convention.—
It is worth while to wait months for the utterance of a candidate's views, if at the
expiration of liis days of reticence, he makes pledgi s

Portland

The New Secretary of War.—Tbe Senwisely in confirming tbe nomination
ot Schofield as
Secretary of War. It would
have been done at once but for the lau
guage in which the nomination was coached.
There was a natural hesitation about confirming him as Secretary “iu place of Edwin M.
ate did

taajMit.

Sec.etary of State.

OF

HIGH CUT BVTTOX BOOTSk!
or double soles, with or without lips, for LaMisses and Children, fust received and tor stile,
or retail, at No. 1 2 Middle Street.

single

dies,

wholesale

w. «. PAi.niiK.

May 29.

dlw

NEW

LATEST NEWS
BV

TELEGRAPH

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

ATTEMPTED MURDER AND SUICIDE.

E. J. Clark, an insane policeman, nearly
beat his wife to death yesterday and then attemDted suicide.

Monday Morning, June 1. 1868.

POLITICAL.

[Special Dispatch

Ex-Gov. Seymour and other prominent
Democrats are seriously convassing the availability of Judge Chase as a Presidential candidate.
A Richmond letter says that General Rousseau will succeed General Schofield in coinman i of that department.

the Daily Press.]
HUME.
to

MEMORIAL EKRVICE8

AT

AUGUSTA.

Augusta, May 30.—The graves of all soldiers were appropriately decorated to-day by
citizens and members of the army.
[To the Associated Press.]

M.
The

$2,347,845.

RATIFICATION MEETING.

CELEBRATION OF GERMAN CATHOLICS.
New York, May 31.—The German Catholics here celebrated Whitsuntide to day by a
long public procession, which passed through
the principal streets of the city. Societies
from Newport, R. I., Pittsburg, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Chicago, and other cities took part in
the procession. The celebration terminated
with religious services at the Church of the
Redeemer. The procession numbered from
Several military companies
8000 to 10,000.
The festival will conwere in the procession.
tinue till Tuesday or Wednesday.

Bangor, May 31.—A great ratification meeting was held Saturday evening for Grant aud
Colfax, which was addressed by Hon. John A.
Peters, Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Hon. S. H.
Blake, and others. The best and most enthusiastic feeling exists here for the ticket. Mr.
Hamlin, after speaking very strongly for Grant,
testified to the integrity and anility of the Republican candidate for Vice President, Schuyler Colfax, and said that lie was a true man

whose
purity of public life is
that lie will do no public
one

a

wrong.

guarantee’

memorial services.

EXECUTION OF BROWN

The

ceremony of decorating the soldiers’
graves Saturday alteenoon was attended at
Mount Hope, three miles from the
city, by
tliousauds of people, notwithstanding the unpleasaut weather. The procession consisted of
a military and
firemen’s escort, the Grand
Army of the Republic, soldiers of the war of
The exercises consisted of prayer by
Rev. B. A. Chase, reading the roll of the dead,
and ehHjueut remarks by Rev, J. B. Gould and
Hon. John A. Peters. The graves were beautifully decorated by the ladies.

WASHINGTON.

OHIO CONTESTED ELECTION CASE.

Washington, May 31.—The

House will take
up the Ohio contested election case this week
The majority of the committee
give the seat
to Delano, the
contestant, stating his majo ity
to be 81. The
minority of the committee
claim that Morgan, the
sitting member, is
elected by 742 majority.
WITHDRAWAL OF MR. COOPER.

Hon. Kdmund Cooper
yesterday ceased to
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
by expiration of his six months’ term of appointment, the Senate having some time a°o
re"
jected his nomination.
be

Hudson, May

,10.—Joseph Brown, a
Conn., was hung at noou

of Hartford,
Canaan child

confession.

The

Impeachment Managers intend to exto-morrow Gen. Adams, whose name
appeals in connection with testimony heretofore taken.

RECALL OF MR. LAWRENCE.

Accompanying the nominationof G. P. Mott
Minister resident at Costa Eica are letters
of the Secretary of State
explanatory of the
reasons for the recall of A. G. Lawrence. The
first is addressed to Lawrence. After
stating
the facts in reference to his duel with an attache of the Prussian legation, in violation of
an act of
Congress, and that in the opinion ot
the President it reuders it
unbecoming that he
should any longer represent the United States
iu
Costa Eica, recalls him, giving him the
or nor not, as he
desires, of leaving
Costa Eica before the arrival of his successor.
The second letter is of the same date to Baron
Von Gerolt, Prussian
Minister, calhug his attion to this violation of the act of
Congress
Oil the part of Baron Von
KuBsern, Secretary,
and Count Lottum, at attache ot his
legation,
lor which they are protected from
prosecution
by the law of nations, and asking him to bring
the matter to the attention of his Government
that they may in a proper manner be made
sensible of its displeasure.
as

privilege

XLth CONGRESS—Second Session.
SENATE.

V ashington, May 30.—Mr. Wilson
present'
ed a memorial from a number of mercantile
firms of Boston,
remonstratiug against the
passage ot the proposed amendments to the
bill to
amend section five of the act
concerning the
regis.ry and recording of ships or vessels,
passed December 31,1792; also a bill to amend
the act to extend the warehousing
system, by
establishing bonded warehouses and for other
purposes, which were referred to the Committee

on

a

Commerce.

The joint resolution to extend the time for
the completion ot the Northern Pacific Bailroad was taken up, and on motion of Mr. Barnsay was amended and passed.
At 10.05 the Senate, on motion of Mr. Anthony, went into executive session, with the
understanding that it was to be short. Before
five minutes had elapsed the doors were
again

opened.

The Arkansas bill being before the
Senate,
M r. Wi Ison took the floor and
spoke in its
lavor, opposing any ameudments to the House
bill.
Mr. t relinghuysen called attention to the
fact that the House bill requires of Arkansas
to never place any restriction
upon suffrage,
thus forbidding her ever
establishing educational qualification or changing laws in
regard
to female suffrage. He dissented to such theory, and also opposed Mr. Drake’s amendment,
and arguing that the States which have ratified the 14th amendment cannot recede therefrom, and that the said amendment was al-

ready adopted.

Mr. Williams opposed the
admission, on the
ground that the 14th amendment waa not

adopted.

Mr. Buckalew opposed the
bill, and particularly the clause exempting a certain amount
of property irom execution and
disfranchising
certain persons. He closed by saying that he
believed such frauds had been committed that
a proper return would show that the
people
of Arkausas had rejected the Constitution.
Messrs. Harlan, Thayer and Pomeroy defended Mr. Bowen, Judge elect in
Arkausas, who
had been accused by Air. Buckalew of
having
been dismissed from the Federal service for
immoral conduct.
Air. Thayer said he was dismissed without a
hearing and had been reinstated after an investigation by the War Department, and subsequently brevetted Brigadier General.
Mr. Doolitile denied that the citizens of
New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, &c., could take
the test oath prescribed in regard to the denial of suffrage. He* argued that the States
were not
self-governing or Republican in form
it they could not make qualifications for their
own

voters.

Air. Trumbull replied briefly to the arguments of Messrs. Buckalew and Doolittle, and
said he would vote for the House bill in case
Mr. Ferry’s amendment, for which he would
first vote, should be rejected.
Air. Edmunds’ amendment was rejected
without a division, and also Air. Ferry’s amendment-yeas 20 nays 21.
The question then recurred on Air. Drake’s

amendment.

Air. Henderson gave notice of an amendforbidding a discrimination against race
or color or denial to a class of
participation in
the benefits of funds raised for educational
purposes.
Mr. Drake took the floor with a
prepared
speech, hut yielded to au adjournment.
ment

HOUSE.

He

made

a

Foreign Markets.

London, May 30—Forenoon.—Consols

American Securities—United States 5-208 72$;
nois Cemral shares 97; Erie shares 47$.

GEN. SCHOFIELD.

Richmold, May

30.—Gen. Schofield accompanied by a portion of his personal staff left
for Washington this morning.
Richmond, May 30.—Gen. Schofield will return to this city in a few
days, to turn over the
command of this Military Department to his

Richmond, May 31.—It is now probable that
the trial of Jeff Davis will be
postponed until
October, as the counsel on both shies have
agreed to that time. Witnesses had been subpoeued for next Wednesday. Davis has not
arrived here in view of the probability of a

postponement.

CALIFORNIA.
RATIFICATION MEETINGS.
San Francisco, May 20.—Ratification ineetngs are being held throughout the State.

1867

Hartford, May 30.—S. P. Buell,

of

....

oad.’

EUROPE.

BE

SOLD

Regard

to

Cost I

4

money is to be added in case of a walk over
the course. The third and last race of the
meeting was for the Epsom two year old plate
of 200 sovereigns, colts eight stone ten
pounds,
fillies eight stone seven pounds; a wiuner of
plate or sweepstakes to carry five pouuds twice
or more than seven
pounds extra; the horses
starting twice without running allowed four
pounds. The race was won by T. V. Morgan’s
chestnut filly Electricity. The
betting before
the race was three to one against the winner.
The Prime Minister of England has written
a reply to Mr. Gladstone on the
subject of the
Irish Church. He admits that further resistance is hopeless. He will not oppose the passage of the Church bill.
The weather is very fine and favorable for
growing crops.
n*£ht adjourned over the
Whitsunday holidays, or until the 14th of
Juue. Whitmonday will be observed as a holi-

AT

day.

from

If

any

are

storm.

rapid sale

and not
reason

FRANCE.

Paris, May 30.—The French Senate passed
law for the regulation of public
meetings.

fect

a

received with great ceremony and

rejoicing by the authorities and citizens. The
Emperor made a speech, in which he particlarly returned his thanks and the thanks of the
to Mayor Rouen for the
energetic and

Empress

efficient measures of relief which had beeu
provided by the municipal government for the
poor of the city during the past severe winter,
and expressed the hope that
they were now
ended. In reply to an address irom Cardinal
Rouer, the Emperor declared, we will not sever
our love of God from our love of
country. In
the evening the Emperor and
Empress returned to Paris.

this line, this is

in

them. In order to se]*ossible, these goods will be of-

to obtain

as

designed to deceive purchasers. The only
doing it is to enable the proprietor to per-

contemplated change.

Gold and Silver Watches,

Gold, Silver & Plated
CHAINS,
SIUJES and KEYS.
Ladies’ and Gents’

PINS AND FINGER RINGS,

BRACELETS,

Lockets, Neck Chains,
Sleeve

FRANCE.

Paris, May 30.—The Emperor Napoleon and
Empress Eugene visited Rome to-day, where

bargains

Buttons, Studs,

Gold Spectacles, Gold Pens, &c(/ &e.

Silver
Though

Pie

not

Ware !

large

is of

the best quality.

Knives,
Knives,

ANOTHER FENIAN SCARE.

New York, May 30.—A Montreal
special
say that the utmost alarm was caused by the
Commanding General receiving telegrams of
Fenians gathering at Buffalo and St. Albans.
A battery of artillery has been ordered to the
front, and volunteers on the frontier were un
der arms all day Friday. Two companies have
left for St. Johns. It is understood that the
two hundred Fenians at St. Albans will receive arms and uniforms from Boston.
A case of blasting fuse was seized at one of
the wharves Thursday night, the man in
charge escaping after attempting to stab a policeman.
It is rumored that many of the volunteers
are Fenians, who will fire
on their officers on
getting into battle.
Desertions are taking place at Prescott, and
the garrison there is reported disaffected.
BRUTAL OUTRAGE.

Ottawa, May 30.—A frightful

case of rape
and intended murder is reported fromArthaA girl named Maria Person, aged
13 years, while passing through
bushes, was
attacked by a man named Provincheur, who
violated
and
then
brutally
beat till he supposed her dead. Provincheur has beeu arrested.

boscaville.

MEXICO.
MANIFESTO OF GEN.

MARQUISE.
Havana, May 30.—Gen. Marquise has issued
a pamphlet manifesto address to the Mexican
people defining his position. He states he is
resolved to retire forever from public life, and
denies and disproves many of the allegations
of cruelty attributed to him. He says the
statements that he was the author of the Tacubaya massacre are false, an dclaims to have|always acted under superior ordeis. He also attacks the statements made by Baron Lago,and
gives a history of the siege of Mexico. He
concludes by expressing the wish to die in the
defence of Mexico against foreign invasion.

The Speaker asked for instrucvlous from the
House as to the construction to be
given to
the order of the House yesterday, giving him
authority as to the communication to be allowed with the recusant witness, Mr Wolley.
It gave rise to a lengthy and animated discussion, the result of which was to relieve tho
Speaker of the duty entirely, and to impose it
on the Sergeant-at-Arins. and
to direct that
no sealed papers shall be delivered to him except through his counsel.
The resolution was subsequently modified,
SANDWICH ISLANDS.
on motion of Mr. Blaine, and agreed to withMISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
out a division, so as to place the witness in the
San Francisco, May 28 —The United States
sole custody of the Sergeant-at-Arms, subject
steamer Uackawana arrived to-day from the
to the order of the House, and that the counsel, family and physician have tree access to Sandwich Islands, and is reported as having
left Honolulu because of the intimation that
wituess.
the King regarded her presence as a menace.
The House went into committee of the whole
Considerable sensation prevails in certain ciron the Indian appropriation bill, and after discles in Honolulu relative to American doings.
cussion the section authorizing the issue of
Smoko front the Hawaiian volcano still fills
five per cent, bonds to the amount of $1,832,the air for several hundred miles at sea.
580 to the Choctaw Indians was stricken out.
The committee rose and the House passed the
bill as amended.
HAVANA.
Air. Schenck gave notice that he should on
ESCAPING SLAVES RETURNED,
Alonday, after the morning hour, move to go
into committee on the tax bill, and make an
Havana, May 30—The steamship Rapidan,
which arrived yesterday from New York,
explanation of its features.
The Senate amendment to the bill declaring
brought two slaves, st?vedores, who left here
on the Bienville, and were delivered
St. George and Booth bay, Alaine, and San Au
by the
of
touio, Texas, ports
entry, and authorizing captain of the Bienville to the captain of the
the establishment of bonded warehouses at
Rapidan cn the high seas.
Bueksport aud Viualhaven, Maine, were concurred in.
J he speaker presented a message from the
COMMERCIAL.
President relative to the naval force at Hayti,
which was referred to the Committee on ForDo menlic Markets.
eign Affairs.
New York, May 29.—Flour—receipts 2850 bbls.
The House again went into committee of tha
and
8849
bags; sales 5800 bbls.; State and Western
whole, when Mr. Ashley, of Ohio, introduced dull and 10
@ 20c lower; superline State 7 20 @ 830;
a joint resolution presenting an amendment to
extra do 8 00 ffi 9 00; choice do 9 65 @ 10 25; round
tile Constitution of the United States, provid- Hoop Ohio 9 40 @ 10 00; choice do 10 05 @13 00; Suing that a President shall not be eligible tor perfine Western 7 90 @ 8 35; common to good extra
re-election, abolishing the office of Vice Presi- Western 8 5 @ 9 00; choice 9 35 @ 1015; good to choice
extra 11 25 @ 13 00; Southern dull and
dent, and for a thorough revision of the mode White Wheat
sa.es 350 bbls.; common to lair extra 9 50
of electing a President. Mr. Ashley made a drooping;
10
@
88; good to choice do 10 90 @ 14 75; California
speech ill support of his proposition and in lower ; sales 600 sacks at 1100@ 1300 Wheat dull
to tiie present system of voting by
and nominally 2 @?c
lower; safes7500 bush.; Chicaopposition
electors.
go Spring No. 2 at 218; 7300 bush. White Canada,
free,
at
2
maton
Corn
dull
Mr. Morgan spoke
00$.
and 1 @ 2c lower; sales 62,general political
000 bush.; new Mixed Western f 03
@ 1 07 afloat: old
ters, declaring the Republican party responsi- White
Western 1 16 in store; new do 1 13 afloat. Oats
ble for all the evils that curse the land. Durheavy and declining; sales 48,000 bush.; Western 84$
ing his remarks a colloquy ensued between
” 8t0re
80*c afl°at. Beef steady; sales
ooi'm
Messrs. Morgan and LawreDce, of Ohio, as to
220 bbls.; new aiil
plain uiess 15 00 ® 20 50- new extra
wliat the Democratic party proposed to do if mess 20 50 @@ 24 75. Pork firmer and
dales
1250 bbls.; newmess at 28 25 @ 28 35, closing at 28 30
it got into power.
At the conclusion of Mr. Morgan’s speech regular; old do 27 62 @ 27 70, closing at 27 76 rintar■
00
23
23
25.
Lard a shade firmer i safes awi
@
the committee rose and the House adjourned. prime
bids., also 250 bbls. steam seller last )mlt Juno at
ln$c; blank bbls. at 17| @ lg| for steam and 18| to 19c
lor kettle rendered. Butter quiet; sales at 25to30c
PKNlffNVI.VANIA.
for Ohio and 30 @ 33c lor State. Whiskey quiet /CotREUNION OF PRESBYTERIANS.
ton without decided change: sales 900 bales, includin t ansitu; Midd.ing Uplands 31c. Rice
Harrisburg, May 2X—The Presbyterian ing 200sales
Carolina at 11 @ 114c. Sugar firm; sales
quiet;
Convention (New School)
adopt900 hhds. Muscovado U$tol2$c. Cortee quiet and
unanimously
ed the basis of union
members risfirm. Molasses quiet. Naval Stores dull; Spirits Turyesterday,
iii}i ami suiting the Doxolo^y on the annouiicepentine 48 @ 49c; Rosin 3 12$ @ 7 10. Oils heavy; Linxnent of the vote.
seed 1 10 @ 1 15; Lard, Spei.u and Whale quiet. Pepolitical.
troleum firm; crude 13 @ 13$c; refined bonded 30c.
quiet; sales 55.000 lbs at 12@12$c. Wools
Philadelphia, May 30. Two candidates for Tallow firmer
with rather more doing; sales 490,000
have
been
officers
nominated by the "Bovs shade 48
city
lbs. at
@ 57c tor domestic fleece; 31 @ 33 for uuin Blue,” subject to confirmation by the Rewashed; 37 @ 48c for pulled; 52c tor tubbed; 23c tor
publican Convention
Texas; 27 @ 3 Jc for Mexican; 18 @ 34c for California;
also East India and Fort Phillips on private terms.
ratification meeting.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; grain per steamer 6$<1.
A Republican mass ratification meeting was
Buffalo, N. Y.. May 29.—Flour very dull; sales
held here this evening and largely attended.
125 bbls. city ground Spring at 10 25.
Wheat inactive and nominal at 2 06 @ 2 15 for No. 2 and No. 1
Spiing. Corn unsettled, and it is impossible to give
OHIOquotations; sales car lots at 1 00. Oats dull and lowA PET DEMOCRATIC MEASURE DECLARED UNer; sales 13,500 bush. Western at 77c. Rye nominal
and market bare. Bariev
entirely nominal. Mess
CONSTITUTIONAL.
Pork dull at 29 00. Lard dull at
19$c.
Columbus, May 30.—The Supreme Court
Mo., May 29.—Tobacco firm at 7 00 @
ft ST;
last evening decided the visible admixture bit
9 25 lorL.OUI8’
9 50 to 16 50 for dark
lugs;
leaf; 15 00 @ 40 00
to he unconstitutional.
lor medium to good
bright leaf. Cotton-low Mid-

&c», &c.

Plated Ware !
Pitchers,
Cake Baskets,
Butter Coolers,

Castors,
Tea Sets.

Syrup Pitchers,

Goblets,
Spoon Holders
Cups,
Napkin Ring's,
Spoons, (Rogers)
Table and Tea Knives,
Tea Bells. &c., &c.,
_

desirable and first, quality goods.

All

Miscellaneous Articles I

dr

GRIFFITHS

COUNIZANCE OF THE
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR.
Navy Department.
)
Bureau of Construction and Repair, J

Eye-Glasses•

Two Counters about 9 feet Ionic, and
Wbow-Case six feet long.

one

ED WARD P. BANKS
23-dtf

CARRIAGES !
GRAND OPENING!
OF THE-

CARRIAGE SEASON
-AT-

J. M. KIMBALL & CO'S,
303

and

304

Street,

Congress

THE
the largest and best

hand and for sale

now on

Carriages ever offered in Mew England, comprising in part Carryalls of all descriptions; Coupes and Cabriolas,
both Platform and Perch. The finest lot of Top
Buggies in the world.
“JUMB SEATS,"
Side Spring Wagons, Open Baggies, (9un
Shades, Rockaways, Cut-uuder
Bnggies, Arc., Are.
Light and heavy carriages ot all descriptions made
to order. Being the oldest carriage establishment in
the state, (the senior
partner having had over thirty
years experience) ana ‘'knowing our business" ana
giving it our personal attention, we can safely say
that we defy competition as to qualify of work, style
and elegance ot finish, and our low prices
bring
these
stock ot

desirable Carriages within the reach ot all.
{Udi^'Call and examine and be satisfied.
J. M. Kimball.
Z. Thompson, Jb.
April 28-eod2in&w
very

Fishing Tackle,
For sale in all its

W, D.

variety by

Exchange
May 4 eod3mo
E. B.

Cle"

St.

WADSWORTH,

316 Congress st, up stairs,
OPPOSITE

MECHA

TCS’

Over One Hundred &

HALL,
codlmo*

POKTI/ANL

Machines

use

atm

never

“Juts''“wor'iT tK wiShdeorf„‘9anny°

that

ca“

All kinds ot Sewing Machines Nkillfa||.
paired by the very best Mechanic and as Heaaaaable

aw

elarwhere.

OTA11 kinds ot Sewing Machines tor sale.

W. 8.

DYER,

ISO Middle Slreet,Psrllnd,Me.

May 26-eodlm

If you

such reined
a

es

of face

Powdeia

close up the pores

short time destroy the

would have

youthful appearance,
Sabsapab lla.

com-

Iresli, healthy and
Helrbold’s Extract

use

a

pain, however severe.
It is prepared by MISS SAWYER, who has used
it in her town extensive treatment of the
sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principle diseases for which this Salve is re
commended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles,
Scrofula, Old Ulcere, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns,
Fever Sores, Felons, Pimples. Erysipelas, Sore
Eyes, Barber’s Itch, Deafness, Bui's, Ring-worms,
Corns, Bites of Insect*. Cancers, Toothache, Earache, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Breasts,
Itch, Scald Head, Teething, Chapped Hands, Scalds,
Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips, and Sores on
children.
It will never fail to cure Rheumatism it
properly
applied. Rub it on well with the Hand three times
cases it lias cured palsied
V? ®fveral
limbs,
For PILES
it has been discovered to be a sure remPersons who have been afflicted for years
edy.
Fe,leve<1 by a few applications. For fcR Yefowr
Mr
ELAS it works wonders, allaying theinflamm ithe Patle«t.
For CHAPPED
a cure
Let those
with PaSJiU,£riuoe’4
SALI RHEUM obtainimmediately.
this Salve and apply it
freely, and they will find it invaluable. It is good
In case of SCROFULA and
TUMORS.—CANCERS
have been cured with ir.
The best Salve ever Jnvented for SWOLLEN BREAST and SORE NTPFBES. No way injurious, but sure to afford relief.
SOKE or WEAK EYES—Hub it on the lids
gentlv,
once or twice a
day. Cures deafness by putting it
lathe ears on a piece of cotton.
Fur PIMPLES
this acts like a charm.
For BURNS and SCALDS
apply the Salve at once and it gives immediate
relief. For OLD SORES, apply once a day.
For Horse* and Cattle.—For Sores or bruises
on Horses or Cattle this Salve is
invaluable, and
has astonishing effect in curing scratches on hordes.
This Salve has worked its own wav into
notoriety,
and is a safe and sure remedy tor ail the above ail-

ments.

me

NOT A FEW of tlie worst disorders that affect
mankind arise (rom
bold’s

corruption of iheblood.

Extract Sarsaparilla is

2Scts, SOcts.

the Treasury.
The classes of this Bureau are numbered and
designated as follows:
No, 1, White Oak Logs; No. 2 White Oak Keel
Pieces; No 3, White Owe Curved Timber; No 4,
White Oak Plank; No 5, Wnite Oak Boards;No 7,
Yellow Pine Logs; No 8, Yellow Pine Beams; No 9,
Yellow Pine Mast Timber; No 11, White Pine Logs;
No 12, White Pine Mast Timber; No 13, White
Pine Plank. Boards; No 15 White Ash, Elm, Beech;
No 16, White Ash Oars; No 17, Hickory; No 18,
Black Walnut, Mahogany, Maple, cherry; No 19,
Locust Timber; No 20, Locust Treenails; No 22, Cypress, Cedar; No 23, Black Spruce; No 24, te Whi
Oak Staves and Headings: No 25, Lignumvitse: No
30, In>:ot Copper; No 32, Wrought Iron, round and
square; No 33, Wrought Iron, fiat; No 24,Iron, plate;
No 35. Steel; No 37, Iron Spike*; No38Iron Wrought
Nails; No 39, Iron Cut Nails; No 41, Lead, pig; No
42, Lead, pipe, sheet; No 43, Zinc; No44. Tm; No
45, Solder; No 48, Locks, Hinges. Bolts, ot brass and
iron; No 49. Screws, ot b ass and iron; No 50, Files;
No 51, Augurs; No 62, Tool' for ship stores; No53,
Tools for use in yard and rhops; No 51, Hardware;
No 56, White Lead; No 57, Z’nc Paints; No 58, Oolored Paints, dryers; No 59, Linseed Oil; No 60, Varnish, Splits Tr -pontine; No 63, Sperm and Lard oil;
No 64, Tallow, Soap; No65, Fish Oil; No 68, Glass;
No69, Brr«hes; No 70, Dry Goods, for upholstering;
No 71, Stationery; No 73, Ship Chandlery; No 74,
Acids; No 75, P inn, Pitch Crude Turpentine; No 77,
Belti ig, packing; No 78, Leather,
Pump, Rigging,
Lacing; No 80 Junk; No 81, Oakuu); No 82, Bellows,

A

remedy of the

a

Proposals

will be tor the erection of the

building

'cording to the plans rid specifications.—
Proposals will also be rec eived for the erection of the
r

wuh exterior walls of the best hard-burned
brick above the water-table, except the cornice, door
and window sills which must be ot granite
as required by the plans and specifications.
The
door trimmings, sills and steps, window sills and
cornice t > be of No. 3 hammering; the ashlar and
water table ol No. 4, as per standard sample.
All bids will be accompanied by the Bond of two
responsible persons in the sum of Five thousand
dollars ($5000) that the bidder will accept and periorm the contract if awarded to him; the bond to be
approved by the U. S. Dist. Judge or U. S. Dist. Attorney. Blank forms for proposals and bond can be
obtained on application at this office or to the officers
above named.
The Department reserves the right to reject any
or all bids if deemcl tor the interest of the government to do so, and no bid which does not conform
In aU respects to the requ' -ements ot ibis advertisement wi be comidered.
Pavments will be made monthly on the estimates
of the Superintendent, ten (10) per cent, being ret'iiu
ed until the comple Ion of the contract.
Bidders wil1 s4-,te the time required to complete
the work, and will submit a sample of the granite
they propose to * u.nish.
Proposals should be enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed “Proposals for U. S. Custom House and P.
O. Wiscesset, Me.” and addressed to the Supervis-

ing^/

chitect, Treasury Department, Washington,

M.

graham,

one

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and renovates the blood, Instils the
vigor ol
health into the system, and purges out the humors
that make disease.

QUANTITY V. QUALITY. Helsbold’s Extract Sarsaparilla. The doee is small. Those
who desire

a

large quantity and large doses

medl-

of

cinfi ERR.

name

XN sition

meeting.

Second—To determine whether the citv will raise

by tax or loan the sum oi One_Hundreu Thousand
Dollars, and appropriate the same to the Portland Sc

Roche uer P' I road Company, to aid in the construction of the road ot said company to A1
provid'd
that the aid to be exended to said Company, under
any past or future vote shall not exceed the arm of
Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars.
Third—To determine in what manner the same
sha" be raised and whether by tax or loans.
Fourth—To determine in what manner and upon
what rege'ations and restrictions the same shall be

appropriated.
Heroof tail not. and

have you there then this warrant, with you" Goings thereon.
Given under or *: hands and Leals, at the city of Portland, this twenty-sixth day ot May. in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hunured and sixty[L
[L.
IL.
[L.
[L
[L.
[L.
[L.

JACOB McLELI IN.

s.l
8.]
8.]
8.J
8 ]
8.J
► .J

8J

EZRA

CARTER,

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,

DEERING,
WM. E. GOULD,
ALBERT MARWICK,
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
WILLIAM

ai

RUSSELL LEWIS.
Aldermen of the City of Portland.

d

Cumberland,

ss.

City

Portland, May 26,

1868.
Pursuant to the warrant to me directed, of which
the above is a true copy, I hereby warn and notify
the inhabitants ol the said city ot Portland, qualified
according to law, to meet at the time and place and
lor the pc poses herein specified.
GEO. T. INGRAHAM,
Constable.
may27dtd
of

_City

that the subscriberhas
and taken upon himself
ot the estate ot
NANCY JENKS, late ot Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH E. GILMAN, Adm’r.

Portland, May 5,1868.
is hereby given

NOTICE
the estate

taken upon
of

maylldlaw3w*

that the subscriber has

It EX NETT,

Director ot Misericordia Institute,New Haven,Conn,
healing by laying on hands, ami collateral tonics,
scientific, medlca', relig ous, etc, illustrated by
a

Universe.

Chart of the

ON

family relinquishing house-keeping, consisting

WINE

Retail

oi

Solas, Chairs, Lounges, What-Nots, Tables, Washstands, Chamber Sets, Mirrors. Paintings,Crockery,
Glass and China Waie, Carpets, Beds, Bedding, Ketrigerator. Stoves, Kitchen Kuruiture, Ac.
At II o'clock one 7 Octave Piano, a
superior instrument, ma le by Geo. M. Guild.
May 30-dtd
n.

PATTEN

CfcT AMItemn,

*

KFICE t4 EXCHA N OK ST.

O

1i*V?trator,«
<

fettle of Valuable
state, orner of Congress
and chestuut Streets.

0Nur«m ^tUwm’

» o’clock,

12,3*1-

»old the

on the
end valuable

large

RS£a££T.
^*SLS5ftJ,g,SK
Chestnut Street,
in*
,qulVe ?e

on
real
7 We
t ui.ou
which Is a l.rge two storied l.rlcko
wellrne
with a two storied brick I,, and brick
ailjoining, which has been used since the tire as a store
Dig dwelling and addition contain good niz, d
lor, sitting room, dining 100m, kitchen-, China etas
ets, with pantries and store room on the first or entrance story, with large sleeping apartments
anove,
tine cellar underneath the whole, furnace, gas fl t*ngn,
the whole being in excellent condition and ready fi>r
o cupancy.
This is a very desiratde property to be used as a
dwelling house, or tor improvement for business offices or stores, being in the heart ot the
city, on the
corner of two important avenues, and in the midst
of a neighborhood which is being rap dly converted
to the purposes ot business.
Can be examined one
week previons to sale,
'terms cash.
A deposit ot
live hundred dollars at time ot sale.
SAMUEL KOLFE, Adm’r.
Juneldtd

Vou°S
buildfnir
wr'

JM.

E.

PATTEN & CO., Auctioned*
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

Cigars. Groceries, &c.
June
Fore Street
ON178FRIDAY,
C. C. Mitchell &

6th,

we

at 10 o'clock A. M., No.
shall sell the stock of Messrs

Son, consisting of one hundred aud
titty thousand Cigars, foreign and domestic, a part ot
hem the highest grade and cost in :he market.
Al>o, Ftench Fruits and Cordials, Cuiacoa, Maraschino, Clarets, Aunisette. Boker, Absynthe, die..
in glass, Sauces, Pickles, Ketchups. Sardines, Can
Fruit and

Vegetables, Spices, Oil, Cocoa,

Lemon and

oilier Syrup-*, with other choice condiments.
With the exception of the Cigars, the stock is not
large but choice, and we believe that the old name
ot Messrs. Mitchell & Son will induce the public to
alt nd this sale.
may30dtd

Horses, Carriages, &c., at Auction
Saturday, at 11 o'clock a. m.,
Every
market lot, Market street, I shall sell Horse
on ne

Carriages, Harnesses, <Sfcc.

_A pi 29._

p. o.

BAILEY, Auctioneer.

o7w7holmes,

may9dtf

AUCTIONEER

BITTERS!

300 Congress Street.
kind ot property In the Ctty or
,^-Salw ol*any
attended to on

cintty, promptly
tcrm«-

Tl.

the most favorable
October 12. d!

Hoff’s

Malt

Extract.

ONWARD, ONWARD!
Onward, beverage ot health;

In thee shines the surest Fountain of the
Soul’s and Body's wealth!
Its popularity is kn >wn to every
being in Europe
and many in America—its use is not confined to
any
partii u'ar class; in Eurot*e Impelors and Kings
drin\ it ns well as the people. The first have confe red tipoo Mr. JOHANN HOFF numerous decora• dinlo as, and the lalt^r have sent him
thons tiids of letters in which
they I4fcl in the highest terms the benefits ot this tonic
beverage on the
stomuch; amt physicians both here and abroad unite
in pronouncing it a s do and efficacious
remedy for

Druggist,

Who is Miss Sawyer ?
Miss Sawyer lives in the city of Rockluul, Knox
County, Maine. She has devoted the bes^yeai s of
her life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience in the cure ot obstinate diseases, old Sores
and Ulcers, and has also been consulted in more
cases of accidents,such as Bums. Scalds and Bruises

than any other person in New England, professional
or otherwise.
She '‘as competed successfully with*
the most able physicians in the States, as well as
with nurses and Indian doctors.
From time to
time she has compounded remedies tor the use in
certaiu diseases in her own practice. Among other
compounds she has for many years made a Salve
which soon obtained an extensive Sale, and is
low in great demand abroad, as well as
in private thmilies and among the hundreds of men engaged at Rockland and
in the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burning
lime, and also
among the seamen along the coast oi Maine. So popular did it become that while it was only put up In
old mustard boxes, without labels or the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received orders for it
from nearly or quite every State in the Union. Tlie
demand finally became so extensive that she was unable to meet it, and she made an arrangement with
L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of Rockland, to take
charge of the business ami supply 1 he trade. The
agent is so well satisfledwith the merits oi the Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and anv one who
gives it a
trial according to directions, and is not satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the contends, and
the money will barelunded. Full directions with
each box.

FOR THE WEAK,
FOR THE PALE.
FOR THE SICKLY.
FOR THE AGED,
FOR FEMALES,
FOR SPRING USE ! I
1C?* No Billers; Equal la them !

Recommendations.
The following are a few
tude of recommendation*

THOSE WHO DESIRE BRILLIANCY |OF
COMPLEXION must purify and enrich the blood,
which Helmbold’s Concektbati d Extract of
Sarsaparilla invariably does. Ask for Helmbold'a
Take no other.

selected from the multiiu the possession of the

it to be all and even more than y'u recommend it to
be. We have hail It in the family 5 or 6 years, and I
have used it for everything and can truly say we
have never found its equal. I use it for weak back
and it acts like a charm. Mr Coombs has had a Fever Sore oh his leg for thirty years and would be a
cripple to-day if he had not found a remedy in your
Salve. XI keeps itliealed,and takes out the inflammation, proud flesh, and swelling, and does for him all
that he can ask. X can recommend it for a
good
many things you have not, tor I use it for everything.
I consider it invaluable in a tamily. It you can put
this testimony together, and it can be of service to
you, you are welcome.
You can send me large boxes it von please, and a
tew little ones. lean do better with the large ones.
Yours, Stc., ELIZBETH COOMBS.
the

Rev.

E. A, Jlelmershausen,
Bucksport, Maine.

now

CONCENTRATED

SARSAPARILLA,

ip the Great

EXTRACT

Blood

urifier.

WIVE, HERBS

[From S. M. Stetson qf Freeport, Maine)
Freeport, March 20, 1865.
hereby testify that Miss Sawyer’s Salve has cured
a swelling on my heel qf several years'
standing. I
gladly recommend it to the public as an invaluable
remedy lor swelling aud lameness of any kind.
STETSON.

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass.)
This is to certify that X have known Mbs Sawyer’s
Salve tor more than five years, and ot its having
been success ully used in many cases. I consider it
a superior article, and well worthy the confidence of
those requiring such a remedy.
K. RICHARD CLAY, M. D.
Boston, Dec. 10th, 1867.
[From Mr. & Mrs. Wm. R, Kendall, Freeport, Me.)
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stands pre-emiuent for almost ail the aches and pains
the human family are afflicted with. For Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, it gives in-

stant relief
We have used li tor several years, and
find it an unfailing reined for burns, scalds, sore
salt
throat,
rheum, swelled joints, &c., &c. We
cheerfullv recommend it to the public as being persafe
and
good tor many more aches than we
fectly

HELMBOLD’S
HIGHLY

ROOTS.

Speer’s Celebrated Wine, so well known,

with

PERUVIAN BARR,
CAMOMILE FLOWERS.
SNAKE ROOT,
WILD CHERRY BARK

GINGER,
HERRS and ROOTS as will In all
assist Digestion, promote the Secretions of the
in
tho
natural
System
channels, and give

and such other

Freeport,

MR. & MBS. WM.
March IT, 1867.

[From Rev. W. H.

Ulceratire
sf the

mud

Dis-

TONE AND VIGOR
TO

and Old, Male and Female!

Young

it with

use

TUB

wonderful Success.

Brings COLOB

pale while lips,

Bloom
to

and

the thin, pale, and

Beauty S

care worn

countenance.

Cures, Fi ver and creates APPETITE. Try them.
Use none other. Ask for SPEER’S STANDARD
BITTERS.
Sold by Druggists and Grocers.
Sec

signature

that my

is

over

the cork ot each bottle.

ALFRED

tiPEBB.

Passaic, N. J., and 243 Broadway, Now York.
HF”For sale by H. H. HAY. Trooe supplied by
E. L. S PAN WOOD & CO., 47 and 49 Middle street,

Portland.

May 30,

1868.

to its merits as a healing,
of Salt Rheum or Inflam-

ation.

and Skin!

REV. W. H. CRAWFORD.
JULIA A CRAWFORD.

so

disfigure the

PURGING

appearance,

the tvii effects of mercury and
removing all taints,
the remnants of
DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and is taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN

[From John O. Dillingham, Freeport, Maine ]
This is to certify that I had a tumor on my thee.
was there about three years
It kept increasing
in size, till I was advised to trv Miss Sawyer’s
Salve. I bought a box and carried it with me, and
every time X thought of it I would rub the tumor
with the Salve, and before I used one box the tumor

with perfect SAFETY.
TWO TABLE-SPOON FULLS of the Extract of
Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, Is equal to the
Lisbon Diet Drink, and one bottle is
equal to a gallon of the Syrup ol
Sarsaparilla, or ihe decoctions as
usually mide.
AN INTERESTING LETTER
is published in the

Medico-Chirurgical Review, on the subject of the
Extract of Sarsaparilla In certain
affections, by Benjamin Travers, F. R. S., &c.
Speaking of those
diseases and diseases
arising from the excess of

cury, he sta'es that

no

remedy

i,

mer-

equal to the Extract

Of Sarsaparilla; its power is
extraordinary,
than any other drug l am
acqu tinted with.

more so

It is, in
strictest sense, a tonic with this
invaluable atribute, that it is applicable to a state of the system so
sunken, and yet so iritable as renders other substances
Of the tonic class unavailable or injurious.
the

HELMS OLD’S
CONCENTRATED

EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA!
Established upwards af 18

yrs.

entirely disappeared

JOHN O. DILLINGHAM.

Wc, the undersigned have sold more of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, within the last six months than any
other kind. Parties who have tried it speak in very
high praise of its excellent virtues.
C. P. FESSENDEN,
8. E BENSON,
L. M. ROBBINS.
Rockland, Oct. 12, 1867.

[From Moses B. Tibbetts, Jefferson, Me.)
Icanreommend Miss Sawyer’s Salve.highlv.—
For healing
I have never used so good an article.
purposes
*

it is without

an

equal.

MOSES B. TIBBETTS.

[From Rev. Nathaniel Butler.)
It is simply an act ol justice and perhaps it will
be a tavor to the public to say that 1 have used
Miss. Sawyer’s Salve tor ten years, and believe ft to
be a most valuable remedy for the purposes for
It is mostefiective for
which it is recommended.
animals in cases where a salve is ever used for them.
It has proved an alinoBt certain cure lor ordinary
scratches in horses.
NATH’L BUTLER.
Camden, Nov. 15, 1867.
We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer tor many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and askilliul nurse, and having used
her salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure
in saying it is the best general medicine we have ever

used:—

Rev. E. P Cutter,
Hon. N. A. Burpee,
Francis Cobb,
Rev, W. O. Holman,
Rev. Joseph Kalloch,
John T. Berry,
Rev. George Pratt,
Wm. H. Titcomb,
Gen. J.P. Cilley and wife,Mrs Charles Snow,
Capt. J. Crocker and wife,Mrs Alex *now,
Capt. David Ames & wiieDr. E. P. Chase and wife,
Wm. Wilson and wife,
J. Wakefield and wife,
Wm. Beattie and wi»e,
a
a
Jacob Shaw and wife,
John
S. Case and wife,
JJjmball,
C. R. Mallard,
H. W. Wight and a ite,
Ephraim Barrett,
W. O. Fuller and wife,
Launder Weeks,
Thomas Colson and wife,
Dea. Henry
Ingraham and wife,
Joseph Farwell (mayor of Rockland) and wife,
M. C Andrews (P. M. oi Rockland) and wife,
I. K. Kimball and wife. William McLoon.
..

PREPABED

H.

T.

BY

JI1JLMBOLI),

Druggist

and

Chemist,

594 Broadway, FI* V.
B3r“Sold by Druggists everywhere.
Prlee 11.11

per

Feb 20-eod&eowly

bottle,

or

6

for g« SO.

Office of Co)le*.'lor ol Internal Revenue.

Firat Coll.iiioia ni.trict oftlair omiaiae.

Portland, May,

18flR.

is hereby given that, pursuant lo the
XJOTLCE
Li
laws ol the United States relating 'o Infernal

Revenue, I will, by myself or deputy, attend to the
collection of taxes and special tuxes assessed and
enumerated on the annual list tor 1868,and payable in
the County of Cumberland, in said
at my
office on Plum Street, in said city, from
Monday, the
25th day of May, 1868, to
Saturday, the 6th cayol

district,’

June, 1868.

And 1 further give notice, that I will in like manattentd to collecting the taxes and
special taxes
assessed and payable in the County of York, hi said
district, at the following designated times and places, via:
SACO, at the American House, Tuesday, May 26,
1*68, Horn 8 o’clock, A. M. to 1 o’clock, P. M.
BlDDEPORI>, at the Biddeford House, Wednes27, 1868, from 1 o’clock, P. M. to 6 o’clock,

If you desire more information, write to any citizen of Rockland anti they will take pleasure in recommending this Truly Wonderlul Salve.
W. F. Phillips & Co Wholesale Agents. Sold at
retail by all Druggists in Portland.
April 29. d3m

da^May

KENNEBUNK, at Hotel kept bv W. A. Hall,
Thursday, May 28, 1868, from 9 o’clock, A. M. to 1
o clock, P. M.
KITTERY, at Kittery depot, Friday, May 29, 1868
trom 8 o’clock, A. M. to 10 o’clock, A. M.
SOUTH BERWICK, at the Newichawanlck House,
Friday, May 29, 1868, from 11 o’clock, A. M. to 4
o'clock, P. M.
Persons in York County,desirous ot so
doing,can pay
their

neglect

t >
pay as aforesaid, fbr the issuing and service of which a fee ot twenty cents will be
charged, as
provided by law.
Post Master to whom this notice is sent,
ease post litis up in some
conspicuous place in
his office, as require*! by Internal Koveiiuo law
above referred to.
NATHANIEL J. MILLER,
M
May 13-d till June
Collector.

KThe

6_

City of Portland.
Tbotuas A. Roberts,
WHEREAS
flie City Council to lay

lias i>etilsoiied

out a new street or
way in said city,—by extending Congress
through to Deering street, and whereas Hold peH'iou has been referred by the City Council, May J 1th
186*, to ihe undersigned, for llieni to cons' der a ml
act upou, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested that
the Joint Standing Committee of tlie City « ouucit
on laying out new
streets, will meet to hear the part os and view the proposed way on the thirtieth dav
oi May 1868. at 51-2 o’clock in the
afternoon, at the
nor hern terminus ot
Congress Place, and will then
and there proceed fo determine and
adjudge whether
the public convenience requires said street or
way to
be laid out.

public
Place

The Great Quieting Remedy for Children.
NO MORPHINE OR POISONOUS DRUG; sure to Regulate the Bowels;
allays all Pain; corrects Acidity of the
Stomach; makes sick and weak children
STRONG and
hbaltht; cures Wind Colic,
Griping, Inflammation of the Bowels, and
all complaints arising from the effects of
Teething. Call for Mother Bailey’s Quieting
Syrup, and take no other, and yon are safe.
Sold by Druggists and all dealers in MedContains

icine.
A.

RICHARDS, New London, Conn.,
Agent for the United States.

Portland

Riding Academy

STILL

LIVES!

*1VHR subscriber would take this opportunity to say
X he is ready to lorm classes and give

Equestrian Lessons!
cn

the

he

can

road, and with liis well trained horses, thinks
make it equally sate and ni'*ch pleasanter
the ring.
Also GOOD SADDLE HORSES

than in

and

JACOB

let at reasonable rates.
S. W. ROBINSON.

maySOd I in_South Street.

Rare

Chance S

subscribers intending to close tbeir present
business, offer at private sale their entire stock ot
GRantKVEN, including 150 thousand “Choice
Brands” of Cigars.
It not sold in ten days, the

THE

whole stock will be closed ai public auction.

C,

C. MITCHELL At SON.,
178 PareRlreet
may'ild lOd

May 19, 1868.

To Tax

Payers.

City of Pobtland, I
Treasurer’s Office, May 26.I8*i8. f
Notice w hereby giveu that the time allowed
by law
after which real estates upon which taxes
remaining
unpaid, can be advertised for sale lor non-payment
of such taxes, interest and costs, will expire June
1st next.

H. W.

HKBSEY,

Treasurer and Collector.

may2Gdtjei

Seed

Barley,

EZRA CARTER,
J. F. LEAVITT.

Committee

Moy 23.

Rowed
FOB

Seed
SALK BY

KENDALL Ai
Portland, May 30-d2mf8

Barley,

WHITNEY.

Notice.
a-e

forbidden harboring

or

persons
the
of the British Brig Talbot.
ALL
H. CAMPBELL,
crew

may3fldlw

trusting

WHEREAS,

by

JACOB McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK
EZRA CARTER,

T

Laying

LEAVITT,

JAMES NOYES.
(1EO.H. CHADWICK,
May 23-dtJ

on

out

New Stmit8'

€ityot Portland*
W illiam Ross and 11 others have
petitioned the City Council to
lay out Henry
Street from Peering to Cumberland Street, and
whereas said petition was referred by the City Council, April 6th, 1868, to the undersigned, for them to
consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interest'd,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Connell on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way ou the thirtieth
day of May, 1868, at live o’clock in the aiternoon,
at the corner of Henry and Peering streets, and
will then and there proceed to determine and
whether the public convenience requires said sueet
or way to be laid out
Given under our hands on this twenty-second dav
J
of May, A. P. 1868.

WHEREAS,

adjudge

JAOm McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,

LEAVriT,
JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHAPWICK,
J. F.

May

Committee
on

La\IngOut
New
Streets

23-dtd_’_

Sale

of Forfeited

Goods.

Collector's office, )
District of Portland & Falmouth,
J
Portland, May. 9,1868.
)
H E following described merchandise haring been
forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws ot the
United States, public notice of said seiaures having
been given, and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at public auction, at the
office of the United States Appraiser, 198 Fore street
on Wednesday, June 3d. 186*. at 11 o'clock A. M,4 Bottles Brandy, S Bottles Braudy, 1 Bottle Bum,
300 Cigars, 400 Cigars, Lot (about 100 lbs) old Junk,
2 Bbls. Molasses, 3 Bags Sugar. 2 Bottles Brandy,
3 Jugs Cordial, 2600 Cigars, 4700 Cigars, 18 Prs.
Woolen mittens, 1 II If Bbl. Molasses, 1 Bbl Molasses,
300 Cigars, 37S Cigars. 2 Packages Playing Cards,
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jk„ Collector.
Portland, May 9, 1867.
dtd
..

Notice.
Stockholders
the Portland Steam Packet
THECompany
hereby notified that their annual
will be held
of

Manufacturers andIm-

to buy new
olmnce
watches at half price.
Everybody thould send for
an<* Fr'ce M**t,
mil particulars, which
giving
will be SENT fkee on
application to SAVORY &
CO., 18 Hanover st, Boston, Mass.

H:ar

inaytttdlm

for Sale.

stone 111 the cellar on the corner ot Middle
and Franklin Street* w ill be sold low.
adpIv
*0
WM. H. JKRRIS.
May 18. dJw

THE

J F.

*

Committee

are

I/NQUIKE of
Hi
S. C. RUNJ>LETT & CO.,
No 95 Federal Stree*.
niay-JOdti

Cellar Stone

of Portland.

John C. Proctor and 15 others have
petitioned the City Council to lay out a new
Street or Pubii YWay in said
city,—beginning at the
present southerly terminus of Henry street and extending to Congress Street, and whereas said petition was refered
the City Council, April fitb,
1868, to the undersigned, for them to consider and
act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Connell
on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the prooosed way on the thirtieth
day of May 1868, at 51-2 o’clock in the afternoon, at the corner of Henry and Deering streets,
and will then and there proceed to determine and
mljudge whether the public convenience requires said
street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-second day
ot May, A. D., 1868.

Master.

Hack for Sale.

MALE— At
WATCH
porters prices.
A

dtd

City

JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHADWICK,
Laying Out New Streets.

on

T„

700 Bushels

Two

McLRLLAN,

ALBERT MARWICK,

First Class Livery Teams l
to

It

Which

_

taxes at this office at
any time prior to June 6,
1868, except during tbe time herein s|ecial y desigcollection elsewhere, and tax fpayers
m Brunswick, can make
payment at First National
Bank of Brunswick, at any time within the
present
month.
Special notice will be mailed to all persons who

Maine.)

East Corinth, Feb. 19,1868.
This may certify that we have used “Miss Sawyer’s Salve” in our family eight years and we can

Throat, Nose, Eyes, Eyelids, Scalp

ffMIE Proprietor* ofMoiae Wharf arebereI by notified that their Annual Heetiog, will
be field at the fflce of G. A. Thomas, No 4 1-2 Exchange Street, up stairs, on Holiday, June 1st,
186M, *13 oVl* ck I* M, lor the choice of officers and
the 11 an actiou of any other business that
may legally come beiore them.
GE EGE A. THOMAS, Clerk.
Portland, May 25, 1868 eod ljunel

nated for their

R. KENDALL.

Crawford and wife, East Corinth

cheerfully heir testimony
soothing Salve iu all cases

_May

cases

have mentioned.

Concentrated Fluid Extract

Agents

TVotice.

AX It

qf

X

S. M.

and finds liL resources taxed to their utmost to
supply the demand from private consumers.
For sale at the depot and
by druggists and grocers.
ter Maine W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portend30 eodlw

MADE OF

—

This certifies that I have used Miss Sawyer's
Salve and consider it superior to any other. I cheerfully recommend it to all in want of a good Salve.
E A. HELMER8HAUSEN.
January 25,1867.

HELMBOLD’S

Dysi*pels, toughs Colds, Bronchitis, Hoarseness,etc.
At the depots in Europe hundreds ot letters in six
difleient languages, aie recehcd daily, Htliile Mr.
Lo uird H*»ti, No 542 Broadway, N. Y., alter bis immense success in this city and State
has extended
ihe b siuess to the West, where HOFh’S BEVERAGE has met with the most unbounded am
cess,
U creating a special ageut in
every city in the Union,

ner

Agent.
[From Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick.)
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
Miss Sawyer.—I received your letter last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let me ’ake vour
Salve. I think I can do well with it, and it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot get along without it. He has tried
everything
elso and has never lound anything that healed bis
leg as that Salve of yours, and we have both found

[From

M*

Speer’s StandardWine Bitters

to the

herself the trust ot administratrix of

LEONARD W. BRADLEY, late of Westbrook,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all ittrsons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
LOUISA S. BRADLEY, Admin**.
Westbrook, May 5,1869.
may28 law3w*

c.

on

All

Inot

INVALIDS
And others interested are
cordially invited to attend
a course of Free Lectures
by

c.

AUCTION,

AT

WEDNESDAY. June 3rd, at 10 A. M, at No.
7 Elm street, will be sold the ftiruiture of a

each.

vicinity

Sarsaparilla

ot tlie State of Maine, upon the
requiof sixtv qualified voters ol the City of
Portland.vou are hereby required to notify and warn
the inhabit** its of said city, qualified by law to vote
in city affairs, to meet at the City Hall, in said
City,
on Wednesday, the third day of June, A. D,
1868, at
ten o’clock ri the lorenoon, for the
following purpose. to wit:
First-—To choose a Moderator to preside at said
the

May-2.dt.

IJ’Ha

eases

T.

Lecture.

Rockland, Maine.

EradiMletEriplire

Constables ol the City

ot the

I. Lombardi.
Song, Now 1 lav me down to Sleep. .Walmidge.
Chorus. Strike the Cymbal.Pucitta.
Mrs. C. B. Blanchard will preside at the PlanoFor e.
Tickets 25 cents.—For sale at Bailey & Noyes'.
Carter & Dicsser’s, Short & Loring’s, Hoyt & Fogg’s.
Doors open at 7 o’clock.
Concert commence at 8
o clock precisely.
may27dtd
19.
20.

BOBBINS,

Wholesale and

A. B. MULLETT,
Supervising Architect.
May 27-2aw till June 25.

State of Maine.
CITY OP PORTLAND, 88.—To Gbohok

$1.00

great saving ia made by taking l.uge box.

L.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
)
Office of the Supervising architect, J
May 23d, 1868. J
SEALED Proposals will be received at Ibis office
O until 12 o’clock M, June 25th, 1868, lor the erection ot a United States Custom House and Post Office building at Wiscasset, Me., in accordance with
plans and specifications at this office, copies oi which
and standard srmples of granitej work can be seen
on application to the Collector of Customs, Wiscaaset, Me., Henry Kingsbury, Esq., Supt. Custom
House, Portland. Me, and Jrmes H. Cochrane, Esq,
Supt. Custom House, Bangor, Me.
ent*~e

11. Song. My Trundle Bed.Baker.

12. Chorus I flippy and Light.B diemian girl.
13. Song Peace oi mind,.Sponholtz.
14 The American Hymn. Speed our Republic O Father on nigh.M. Kreller.
15. Scotch Ballad, Katie Strang.Wallace.
1G. Chorus ••The Echoes”.Root.
17. Trio The Mermaid’s Evening Song.Glover.
18. Pilgrim Chorus, From our home gracious Lord.

nit.

sold

Ka m. PAlTfci\ Sc €30.,
Auciieuevra,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE ST.

AND PUT UP BY

90.

18,18, 23 30, 32,33, 34, 36,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56. 57, 58,
64,
73,
59,60, 63,
C8, 69, 70, 71,
75,77,78, 85, 87, 88, 89.
NORFOLK.
Nos. 7, II, 13,15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 33, 34. 39, 42, 43,
44, 50, 52, 53, 54, 58, 59, 60, 63, 64, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 78,
85, 86, 87. 88, 90.ma>26dlaw4w

PART BROOM D.

MISS C. SAWYER

No 86. Semi-Bituminous Coal

Nos. 1. 3, 7,12,13, 15,17,
38, 39. 42, 44, 45, 48 49,

and

PREPARED BY

No 87, Bitum'nous Coal; No 88 Charcoal; No 89,
Wood; No 90, Patented Articles.
The following are the classes, by the numlers, required at the respective Navy Yards:
KITTERY.
Nos. 1 "2, 7, 8, 13,15, 24, 34. 42, 43,44, 48, 49, 53, 54,
56, 57, 58, 59, GO, 63, 64, 68. 69, 70, 71, 74, 78, 85, 87, 88.
CHARLESTOWN.
Nos. 1, 7,13, 23, 25, 32, 33, 34,35, 39, 42. 43, 44, 48,
49, 50, 53, C4, 56, 58, 59, 60, 63, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 77, 85,

PHILADELPHIA.
Nos. 1, 2, 4,7, 12. 13, 15, 17, 18, 30, 32, 33, 34, 37, 39,
44, 45,48, 49, 52.53, 54, 57, 58, 60, 63, 64, €\ 69, 70. 71.
73, 74, 77, 78. 85, 87, 88. 90.

.!!.!

lovely

Free

••

10 Partlea who are
article aold without reF °- BAILEY, A act.

Eveiy

«
K«al
1-

ics Hall.
N. B.—Dr B will heal the sick without medicine at
Room No 23 U. S. Hotel, daily from 16 to 12 A M and

utmost ralue.

wno

and their responsibility must be certified to the satisfaction of the Navy Department.
As additional security twenty per ceotum will be
withheld irom the amout of the bil s until tlie contract shall have been completed, and eighty per centum ot the amount of each
bill, approved in triplicate
by the Commandant of the respective yards, will be
paid by the Paymaster of the station designated in
the cont' act, within ten days after the warrant for
the same shall havo been passed by the
Secretary ot

3

ThtoStale 1“*

June3.

SPEER’S STANDARD

contract,

Coal;

Z®®*?18» Cottons, Linens, O l Clothes, Clothing,
JK* FJjjni thing Goods, Houtek eping Goods.
CuBerJ1
;re- Gla8s au<> P'a<ed Ware, Jewelry,
Faut> Ooode, Ac. Sale to commenc^Sa1,,,','!”6"'
*¥
sell escrv !
May 23d, at 74 o’clock, and
uutn tbe

E.

6 Song.
7. Duett. Sweet Morn How
Is thy fare ..Root.
8. National Hymn Le; every heart rejoice and
Sing.
9. Song Come buck to Erin.Claribel.
10. Chorus, Night's Shade no longer.

Helm-

may deem exorbitant.
Sureties in the full amount will be required to sign

No 85 Anthrcite

%

UAR“

HALL,

2 to 4 P M.

by

the

<1

15th Lecture Friday Evening,
Junfdli, at 7} o’clock, at Library Room, Meehan

PUT UP IN BOXES AT

is
been
trust of

in
in this city and all
ncrlcct
ARE
satisfaction, and
have conmtoSlv Sn
now

All

the skin, and in

plexion.

hereby given,
NOTICE duly
appointed
Seventy-five the
Administrator

FLORENCE
Sewing

Washes.

peison
makes the lowest bid and gives the guarantee
required
law, the Navy Department, however, reservthe
ing
right to reject the lowest bid, or any which it

Mayor

TAIEORE NN,

may13

LADIES BEWARE'.-

INJURIOUS EFECTS

of the respective yardB.
The proposals must be accomjpanied liy a certificate
from the Collector of Internal Revenue tor the district iu which the bidder resides.that be has a license
to deal in the articles for which he proposes; and he

eight.

ROBINSON,

49

and

OUNO

)

the forms of Proposal, or guarantee, and of certificate of guaiantors, with printed
forms of offers, will be furnished to such
persons as
desire to bid, on application to the Commandants of
the respective Navy Yards, and those of all the yards
on application to the Bureau.
The Commandant of each Navy Yard and the
Purchasing Paymaster lor each station, will havo a
copy of the schedules of the other Yards, lor examination orly, in order ttiac persons who intend to bid
may judge whether it is desirable to make application tor any ot the classes of those yards.
The proposal must be for the whole of a class; and
all applies..ions for information or for the examination of samples, must he made to the commandants

Portland, Greeting.

PORTLAND, ME.
subscribers have

no

bidders, giving

10

\v

1. Chorus “Kind friends one and all”.Root.
2. Bird's Nest Son
..Cherry.
3. Chorus, The Hills of New England..*.
4. Balia I, Come in and Shut the Door.Calicott.
5. Solo and Chorus. Departed da vs.

a

Sealed Proposals to furnish Timber and other Materials lor the Navy lor the fiscal year ending June
30th, 1869, will be received at this Bureau unlil 12
o’clock M; ot the 24th of June next, at which time
the proposals will be opened.
The proposals must be addressed to the Chief oi the
Bureau o' Construction and Repair, Navy Department. Washington, and must be endorsed ‘-Proposals for Timber, &c., lor the Navy,” that they
may
be distinguished from other business letters.
Printed Schedules lor such classes as parlies deal
in end intend to bid lor, together with instructions

awuruca

OILY

remedy

at band for the many pains and
aches, wounds and bruises to which the flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than
many other remedies,
never producing a bad
effect, hut always relieving

ol

for materials to be supplied TO THE NAVY YABDS UNDER
Proposals
THE

win uc

*

L V B

salve combining soothing and
you have
HERE
hea ing properties, with
dangerous ingrediA

1

March 31-eodti

to

School Children!

Wednesday Evening,
enf.

OF THE

1868.

S A

a Vitalety Store at Au<
tion, Evenings.

HoiiMlield Furniture

OI tLis city under the direction of Mr. G
DIN KU, at the

Helmbold's Highly

and

dressings

ALSO,

May

change,

Concentrated Extract of Sarsaparilla is
an assistant ot the
greatest value.

Street

building

Pocket Books, do. Cutlery, Teeth and Shaving
Brushes, Kazor Strops,Meerschaum and Brier Pipes,
Scissois, Cases Mathematical Instruments, Pocket
Compasses, Thermometers, Rubber and Cornelian
Rings, Scotch and Rubber Napkin Rings, Opera
Glasses, Shell and Horn Combs, Chess Meu,

Spectacles and

a

re-

WASHINGTON.

Ice

ally undergoes

500 Sabbath

MISS SAWYER’S

THE SPRING MONTHS, the| system natur-

8AI.E8.

store 229 Congress Street, next to City BuildATing,
the entire stock in said store, consisting of

1* It « « K A m Ifl B
PART FIRST.

BROOKLYN.
Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9,13,15,16,17, 18, 22. 24, 32, 33 34, 37,
38, 39, 42,43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53,’ 54, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 03, 61, 65, 68, 69, 70, 71,73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 85, 86, 88,

Napkin Bings,

CANADA.

solid foundation is

6ATLBY,SHBRlDAltr

87, 88,

Sugar Spoons,
Butter

a

n«

10 A. M. till l p jj,
may 30 dlt

Fit-’cM*-

for

No. 6 South
promptly attended to.

Left

RYAN,

1st.

Floral Concert!

IN

Stock of

busy
duriiig the
hied®
DU9J aunug
day.

GRAND

they reside.

for

PORTUGAL.

Lisbon, May 31.—The U. S. squadron with
Admiral Farragut on board, sailed
yesterday
from the Tagus for Antwerp.

in want oi

opportunity

cure as

Bombay

in which the Emir of Bokhara was
killed, and that the victorious Russians subsequently captured the capital of Bokhara bv

Street.

fered at prices that will satisfy any one who will take
the trouble to call that the proposal is an honest
one,

reports that the Russians in Central Asia
have defeated the Bokharians in a
pitched

battle,

Order*

BELVIL

Box Sheet open from
py°~
®yPrices, etc., as usual.

Floors,
for any place where
quired.
And

*U6

a rare

use

Campbell,

popular Comedian,

Commencing Juue

must turtber show that he is a manufacturer
of, or a
regular dealer in, the article which he offers to supply. The guarantors must be certified bv the Assessor of Internal Revenue for tne district In which

Congress,

Corner of Oak

\1^>?r^ament

were

OUT

For Cash!

347

in

Washington, D. C, May 22d,

&c., &c.,

Without

London, May 30.—At the Epsom summer
meeting yesterday, the second race was for the
great Surrey foot stakes of ten sovereigns each,
$100 added for foals of 1865, eight stone and
ten pounds, and fillies
eight stone and seven
pounds; the winner of the Oaks six pounds
extra. Mr. Salmon’s “Vale Royal” walked
over the course. By the rule established for
races at Epsom only one half of the
public

they

105$
100
100
140
M3
1 pa
120

JEWELRY,

TO

MR.

SidewalkS'Garden Walks, Carriage
Drives, Cellars, Warehouse

—

GREAT BRITAIN.

a

109$
111?
112

WATCHES,

caused by ill health, from which he has suffered
for a fev days, which affected his miud. He
was formerly a
merchant, but of late has been
en6aged in manufacturing wrapping paper.

London, May 31.—A dispatch

109*

tress,

And the

Concrete Pavement,
cheapest

MUHHAY.

beautiiul aud accomplished Ac-

oi the

Hiss Isabel

March 31-eod3m

Is the best and

JOHN

Lessee anil Manager,

®ngagv.*meQt

AUCTION

TDEaV^E.

PORTLAND

COMPLEXION lotions t’te use ol Helhbold’s
Cohcenthated Extbact Sarsaparilla.
It removes black
spots pimples, moth patehes,
and all eruptions of the skin.

still continue tbe manufacture of all other
kinds of carriages at my old
factory on Preble Street
Portland, Me.
CHA'S. P. KIMBALL.

STOCK

Hebron,

SKIN and BEAUTIFUL

C. P. KIMBALL CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

139$

109$

emtbbtawm KNT8.

Eown

U7I

Rutland 1st Mortgage 1 winds 7s
Eastern Kai 11
Michigan Central Railroad.
lSales ai Auction. 1
York Manufacturing Company. 1300
Franklin Company,Lewiston.'. 143
New Hampshire State Sixes. 1870
1004
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1874.
97

OP

MISCELLANEOUS.

01

persons. We have made a great number of
these Carriages the past four years,
ranging in weight
from 335 to 425 pounds, capable of
carrying four
persons, and we believe they are universally
;ed better than any Carriage ever before offered to
tbe public.
In addition to those heretofore
built, which we
have gready improved, we haveinveuted and
patented and arc now making an
New Style
entirely
Jump Seat, with Buggy Top to fall back or take
oft,
making six diftetent ways the same Carriage can be
used, each perfect in itself, and manufactured by no
other concern in the United States.
Finding it impossible to supply the demand for
these desirable and popular Carriages in the old factory, we have built a large and commodious factory,
oorner Preble and Cumberland
streets, Portland,
lor the manufacture of these
Carriages exclusively,
and we are now prepared to fill all orders at short
notice and ou reasonable terms.
We have letters lrom nearly One Hundred
persons
owning and using these carriages, all stating that
toey surpass anything ever belore invented for a
family cariage, and recommending all to purchase
them in preference to any other kind. Cuts of the
carriages, price list &c., sent by mail, on application to the subscribers.
All persons are hereby cautioned
against making
or selling the Kimball Patent
Jump Seat, as our inevutions and patents cover
every possible luovement
of both seats.

139*

Ten-forties.

Ogdetisburg 1st Mortgage Bonds.
Rhode Island State Sixes 1882.
Boston and Maine Railroad.

prominent business man and a Republican
politician, 60 years of age, committed suicide
Saturday by cutting his throat, probably
a

us

Illi-

Silver & Plated Ware,

CONNECTICUT.

to call your attention to the Kimball
ALLOW
Jump-seat Carriage—as used for two
tour

CLEAR SMOOTH

TH E

30.
American Gold.
United States Coupons. May.
U S Coupon S:\os, 1881.
United Slates 7-30s, June.
July.
Umted Slates 5-20s, 18C4.
July. 1865.
44

FIGHT WITH INDIANS.

San Francisco, May 27.—An official
report
from Capt. Munson announces the result of a
conflict with a party of thirty or forty Indians
in the vicinity of Parad'se
Valley, north eastern
California, May 7th. Capt. Munson’s force
consisted of 50 men belonging to the 9th infantry and 8th cavalry. The Indians occupied
a position in the
mountains, but were driven
out after four hours
fighting with a loss of several killed. The troops lost one killed and two
wounded. Nearly all the Indians were armed
with rifles.

Patent Jump-Seat Carriages.

Bestoi Stock LUl.
Sales at the Brokers* Board, May

United States

A

KIMBALL

lor money

Liverpool, May 30—Forenoon.—Cotton firm;
sales 8,000 bales. Bed Wheat declined 12s 3d. Other
articles unchanged.

SUICIDE.

amine

Maine, iutroduced

murder.

native
for the
written

VIRGINIA.

IMPEACHMENT.

Morrill,

THE CHILD MURDERER.

successor.
TRIAL OF JEFF DAVIS POSPONED.

REGISTRATION OF SOLDIERS.
\\ ASHINUTON, May 30.—The number of soldiers registered in this
city is 279. Parties
who applied for a writ of mandamus on the
of
election to show cuuse why their
judges
names should not be stricken from the list of
registered voters of this city, which application was to-day refused
by the Court in general term, have si-lit a copy of the decision to
Gen. Grant, with an application for the issuing of an order by him to restrain all soldiers
in this city from leaving their barracks on
•♦londay while the election is in progress.

bill.
bankruptcy
Mr.
ot

SHIPMENTS OF SPECIE.
shipments of specie
1
to-day amount to

f2

miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.

extra

New York, May 30.—The ship Carle, from
Bremen, lopt 25 childlen on the passage from
measles. The vessel was very filthy.

to the

Flour dull; choice Fall superfine 7 75; double
8 50 @ 10 50; treble extra to fancy 11 00 @ 13 75.
Wheat—choice Red Fall 2 46 @ 2 60; do White 2 60 @
2 03; suit
Spring 190 @195. Corn firmer; choice
White 91 J@ 93c; Mixed and Fellow 89c. Oats declining; sales at 78 @ 81c. Rye firm at 1 85 @ 1 87J.
Provisions quiet. Mess Pork at 28 50. Baconshoulders 131; clear sides 171 @ 17Jc; sugar cured
Hams 20jc. Cattle quiet and unchanged at 8 50.
Sheep at 2 00 @ 6 00.
1.0('IBVII.LK, Mav 29.—Tobacco—sales 167 hhds.;
lugs to selections 7 90 @21 00;75Hart county wrap@9 00. Wheat 240
per 16 76. Flour—superfine8
4*. Corn 94 @ 95c. I.ard 18Jc. Mess Pork 28 00.
icon—shoulders 14c; clear rib sides 16Jc; clear sides
17j. Bulk Meats unchanged and dull.
Memphis, May 29.—Cotton—receipts64 bales; exports 12 bales; receipts of the week 362 bales; exports 696 bales; stock 844bales Flour quiet; superfine 8 0 • @ 9 00. Mess Pork 29 50. Bacon—shoulders 14c; clear sides 18c.
Lard 19 @ 21c. Corn 95c.
Orleans, May] 29.—Cotton quiet but firm;
Middling 2S$c; sales to-dav 600 bales; receipts 195
bales; sales of the week 5850 bales; receipts 1281
bales; exports, to Liverpool 8853 bales; to the Continent 2079 bales; coastwise 133 bales; stock
18,398
i3, T?terl*,1g Exchange 152 @ 154$; New York
oight Exchange $ per cent, premium. Gold 139$.—
Sugar and Molasses quiet and unchanged. Flour
dull; superfine 8 50 @ 8 75; choice 12 25 @ 12 50.
Corn easv at 1 07$ @ 1 10. Oats firmer at 85c. Hay
18 00 (6) 21 00.
Mesa Pork dull at 29 25. Bacon quiet;
shoulders 13 (&133c; clear sides 17$ @ 17$c. Lard
quiet; tierce 19$; keg20$c.
New Orleans, May 30.—Cotton firmer and advanced; Middling 28$ @ 29c. Sugar dull; retailing
at 15$ @ 15$c. Molasses—lair Cuba 40 @ 50c.
Savannah, Ga. May 30.—Cotton—ncthing doing;
Middling 3Uj @ 31c.
dliug.

YORK.

MORTALITY ON SHIPBOARD.

on
meeting
Wcdaesday, the 10th flay

tfJsse

1868,

at their office on Atlantic Wharf at S P. M„ tor the
choice ot officers for the ensuing year and to utske
auch alterations in tho Bye-Laws as they omy deem
business
necessary, also to transact any other
come before ttie
may
9coretary.
L. BILL1I*
25-dld
May 25,1868,
._.--

lefially

.neeUn^

Caterer.
A

—.r.bls

services to wait and tend

part.es, Weddings &c.
^'!*'{^n°fr.tbllo
ol
at his residence
0,1‘^Lo'louii'l
°ln
""'^KUWARD R CARTER

mHE

on

corner

HOTELS.

WANTED
A Young T.ady
is

Hotel

desires to ob-

very callable Scuiustret-s,
tain
WHOweek.
custodies lo sew; lor, by the
A. W. D. Portland P. O.
Address

day

a
a lew more

small

PRESS._May 2il-dti__
Wanted.

BY

situation

Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M Plummer, Pro-

as

piietor.

Leach’s Hotel,
J. B Leach, Proprietor.

can

B

Amr ui« an House, Hanover ht. S. Bice Proprietor.
Parker Housm, School St H. D. Parker & Co.,
Kev erk House, Bowdoin
Bultir.cb, Bingham, Wrisley & Co., Proprietors.
Tremont House. Tremout St. Brigham, Wrisley 1
& Co., Proprietors.

the raie
of two children. None but those accustomed to
need
333
children
apply.
Congress Street.
May 26. d3t*
take

PERSON in every respect well qua
A eral
in
manager, clerk

iiied

as

gen-

tor.

Ch andler House, F. S. Chandler & Co., rrop’rs.
Chatman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

Bridgtou Center, IVIc
Cumberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor

—

may23dlw*

DamariKcolta.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprietors.

Wanted.

any kind of office business or a wholesale house,
where good character and ability will ii sure constant employment. Address M Press Office.

IN

Wanted!
or

introduce the GENUINE IIV!PR VE
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem
fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a most superior manner.
Price
only $18. Fully warranted for five years.
We will pay $1000 for any machine that
will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or
more elastic team than ours. It makes the
“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch*
and still tlie cloth cannot be pulled
can be cut,
We pay Agents from $75
apart without tearing It.
to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission
from which twice that amount can be made. Address SECOMB & CO., PITTSBURG, PA., or BOSTON, MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imjiose l upon by other

>

WANTED—AGlENT«-$75

parties palming off worthless cast-iron machine-!, unuer the same name or otherwise.
Ours is the only
genuine and really practical cheap machine mauu-

Hotfl,

House,
Proprietor.

Albion

I

Immediately

At the old stand and tried office

STREET,
Street*,

Employers! Girls! Men! Bojs!
Agents! Everybody!
IVK,»

having spared no pains in advertising, &c.,
we have daily arriving by the St John boats,
and from all quarters, Urge numbers of first rate
Provincial and Amencan Girls, and arc confident
that we can upply a’l persons wanting Girls for any

AND

respectable employment.

We have the custom now of more than 1500 Families, 100 Hotels, &c., in this city and throughout
New England.and guarantee satisfaction.
Particular attention paid to supplying

Summer Houses and Hotels
Everywhere with good, RELIABLE HELP.

Summer

Old General Ayeney and Employment OjJIce.
right place.

Enquire for

J.

COX & CO.,
351 1-JJ Congress Street,
May 16-iltfPORTLAND, ME.
VESSELS

to

load

“Guano”

“Sombrero.” “Swan Island,” “Itodon‘‘Orchilln,” lor Ports North ol

do.” and

Also vessels lor coal from
New York to Aspinwall and Deals
from St Johns NB, to Ports in the United Kingdom.
Apply to
INGRAHAM & WHITCOMB,
86 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
ap28dtt

Furnished House to be l et.
story brick house No 54 State st,
be let. lor G mouths, to a tensmall family. For terms apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange St.

three

furnished,will
a

dlw

Boarders Wanted.
LET, with board, suits and single rooms, lurnished and unlurnislied, at 5G F ee Street.
May 18. dtl
[Argus and Mirror copy.
Boarders Wanted.
FEW

A

wife,
May 12.

gentlemen boarders, and

a

gentleman and

be accommodate 1 at No. 4 Locust St.
d4w*

can

r

ut*

!*aie or

ro lci.
brick house, with treelive High street.
at the house,
fel9dtf

first-class, three story
rjlUE
X stone
number
For

trimmings,

thirty

particulars inquire

gentlemen
Clapp’s

12

rooms can
or

Danforth street.

be obtained

for

single gentlemen,

gentlemen

at No 57
mar2Gdtf

A Cure for Drunkenness!

Union St. Also 2
3 stories Hopkins’ Block 1491-2 Middle St
ONEand
to

ST. JOHN SMITH.

greatest
IS tlic discovered
it

tor the love of strong drink
do not neglect this awful disto your friends secretly if you
per bottle. Sent to any address

ever

;

ense,yon can give
wish. Price $1.00
witli full directions.
J. II. BOSWORTH, Gea’l Agent,
93 Hanover st, Boston, Mass and 180 Itace st, Cincinnati, Ohio.
For sale by Geo C Goodwin & Co. M. S. Bnrr &
Co, Carier & Wdev, ami John A. Burleigh, Boston,
Mass and W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me
may22 'lb, S, Tu lmo

A SAFE,

Hotel for Lease.

Magical•
all

unfailing remedy in

To Let

cases

of Neu-

Even in the severest

general

April 21-dtf

who give ittbelr unanimous and unqualified approval.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, and postage.
One package,
Six packages,

$1.00, Postage 0 cents.
27
5.00,
Twelve packages,* 9.00,
48

157 Tremont

May 12-2tawly

St., Boston,

BILLIARD

Mass

High,

Building,

BY

BILLIARD TABLES.
E. CAME & CO.,

174
eod3iu

Sudbury Street,

Boston.

For

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

particulars, &c, apply
W.

marl2dtf

That

can

and

W. THOMAS, JR.,
On tbe premises

be found in the market.

Particular attention paid to cutting garments
made up elsewhere.
mayl2-d4w

CEE AM SIM Cr.

new

FOSTER

A

Proprietors

of the

MRS.

goods

our

LEWIS &

w. &

prices.

Oity Dje House,

Portland and Forest

facilities for cleansing Carpels. Leave
HAVE great
orders at No.315Congress Street, and your
vour

Carpels will be sent for and returned, free of charge.
oo.ltm*

me.,

we claim
consum-

common

Fine Pocket
(Largest assortment

Cutlery !

MANASSEH SMITH, )

in the

HOUSE

Proof

Chests. Vault

Safes !

Doors, Shutters

and

Safe has been tested with safes of every other manufacture, and the result has been to<al
destruction to contents of all save the Steam FireProof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of any size, with or with-

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,
SQUARE,

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where lie hopes that his old Iriends will drop
in
Him 14 out-” He is also prepared to serve
w'1
Wedftiug Parties and Families with every variety in
ot

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,

Burglar Proof Boxes,’and lifted up to
purchas. by
CHAS. STAPLES & SON,

one

announce

(Tailor's, Barber's

and

Trimmer’s.)

Fishing Tackle,
Trout,
(For

Pickerell and

Sea'Fishing

At BAILEY’S GUN

>

city

March 21,

)

45 EXCHANGE ST. 45. mr'jteodt

dtl

*"AAC

the’

v

who has for
Public Par-

(.|n|ty

Notice,

STORE,

Great Inducements Offered,
parties having from $200 to $2000 capital. Sate
TOinvestment,
which parlies can be convinced of
by applying to the N. E. Novelty Co., 99 Middle St.,
up one flight.
may 21-dtf

t!vi0F*"f

n
u
well
known t*rkncii Cook
J, the
go many years Offl. iatai at most of
ties, Dinueia, <t<in linn
au,i

Order

the County Comuiissioner.s, the PortBYland Foreof River
Bridge, will be> taken up tor

pairs

Piles,
length, and not less than 7 inches iu diameter at top
end, to be delivered in Portland on or before the
20tli day of June, 1838.
RUSSELL LEWIS.
mv25dlw
Portland, May 23d, 1868._

No.

re*

on

MONDAY, Iflny 18th.
Will be up tor about ten
days.
a. PENNELL,
Mavy i^-a3w
i-uhi
Chairman Co,. Commissiouerg.

Free

Ml

Street.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing
PACKING AND SHIPPING FURNITURE,

Varui.hing

JPoli.hing

ztud

OAK

LEATHER BELTS.

_A NEW^
Great

V.

IDEA!

Inducements!
OFFERED TO

Milliners, Bress

Makers and

Ou said wharf, 1 am now able to offer to the
good assortment of Long and Short

FIIEEMAN.

trade

a

—AT

THE—

York

Millinery

Branch I

Sashes and Blinds !

Commercial Street, Hobson’s Whart, foot ot
febl3dtf
High Street.

No. 262

REMO
H. M

Goods i

Hat

Frames,

and

Bounet

to

A

V

B It E

WO.

130,

in

Goods !

GREAT VARIETY.
AU Leading Styles and Shapes!
IN

Flowers,

SILKS AND

VELVETS.

full line ot black ami colored Velvet Ribbons of
tbe best brands. Black ami colored Dotted Laces
Edgings Ditto. Plain and Frosted Silk Illusions,Ac.
As we are connected with a large Jobbing House,
at Canal st in New York, and as we purchase all our
goods either at the large auction sales or direct ot
importers and manufacturers, thus we will be enabled to sell them at the Lowest New York WholeHale Price*. Milliners and Merchants will find it
to their own advantage, l>y purchasing their goods of
us
As we will sell to them by tbe yard or any
LENGTH of a piece, ami by the single Hat at the same
price as Jobbers would have charged by the DOZEN
A

FULL PIECES,
jgjp*Remember the place:
New York Branch. 335 Cougre** Nfrcet,
Between Casco and Oak sts, Portland, Me.
M. M. Kridel.
F. Latner.
May 11 dim

STORE.

OIL

Sewing Machine

and Wliale
Of best quality.

Lard

Oils,

LUBRICATING OILS of various kinds,
such as are warranted to give satisfaction tor Hear}/
and Light Machinery, at less cost than common Oils.

Sperm, Adamantine, ami Paraffine tFax Candles,

best in tlio Market.

April 18-eod.3m

Will. A.
217 Fore

!

Invention.

Wonderful

$5$

CHANDELIERS,
f

AND

Gas Fixtures
OF

All

(■as

Kinds I

Piping

at short

J.

done

uotiee*

KINSMAN,

EXCIIAi\'«R
April 30-dtt

GAS

STREET, PORTLAND.

FIXTUBES

L
s
April 2!Mtl

TI1E

FIRST AND ONLY

Button-Hole

Making

HIDE,
St., Portland.

KINDS OF.JOB PRINTING Neatly and
promptly executed this Office.

or

any other

coun-

nnquestion

BROWN.

Gas Fixtures !

OILS.

our

UBRICATING,
BA dRAFFINE,
ELAINE,
SBINDLE,
MACHINERY,
SBERM,
WHALE, and
LARD

low

cle for

Foam

none

in use,

for

FULLER,

cleansing, polishing

OPEN !

AGAIN

Exchange

Street.

FURNITURE

and

-AND-

CKOCKERY

WARE I

CARPETINGS

THE

Also, constantly on hand good work horses and
entlemen’s driving horses lor sale.
SaTGood Teams to Let.
n>ar21dtt_ J. A. MATHEWS.

!

BUSHELS TIMOTHY,
and Western Clover.

Pounds Northern

Top.

Bushels Golden Drep Spring Wheat.
Bushels Millett.
Bushels Hungarian Seed.
Also a larfce and select assortment ol Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and Retail, at
Portland Agricultural Warehouse and

all kinds,

Window
the

Shades I

cheapest lot iu Portland.

Nice Gilt Shades at 75 cts.
ALSO,

Glass, Tin and Wooden Ware !
In fact every nameahle thing in the house famishing
line at

Hooper
130

&

Exchange

Eaton’s,

Street9

Gk3P*Ca»h paid for second-hand Furniture

Carpeting*, Store*, Ac.,
AprlSeodtf

D. W.

fe27d3mis

ICE

Ac.

Are prepared to make liberal advances or. all kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports ot the Island, and their connections with the
first class Houses ot the Island, make this a desirable mode toi parties wishing to ship Goods to that

1867,_dc!6tf

PARLOR SUITS,
Lounge*, Spring Beds and Kcdding
Manufactured to order at short notice.
Mar

31

Free Street.

21-dtt

COMMON

Spiral

Egg

SENSE

Beater !

and best, easiest cleaned, costs less, works
easier, and is tile best ECU BEATER ever otter-

LATEST

ed to the

public.

CHIIBBEN’N

CARRIAGE*!
large assortment just received.

REFRIGERATORS,
Schoolev <fe Winshims patent, upriglit and cbest
torm, Water Coolers, Ice Cream Freezers and Moulds.
Also a large assortment of Tin, Japan and Wo den
Ware.

REAL GERMAN CANARIES,
splendid singers,
Nquare*
May 14.

dim

can

be

found at Wo. 99 Market

C. C. TOLMAW, Agent.

By order ol the President.
mar 25-dt!
19, 1868.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Moutluy, May 4th, 18t 8*
rrammvfgn

■

Kxprc^trahf TrmJflSoston, turftte’bi?

arrival of
import touching at Rockland, Canine iK er ls
Sedgwick, Mt Desert. Milibridge and Joiiesnorte,
Kcturning, will leave Maehiaaport even Alomluv
and ThurMdny illoruiug, at So’cliw k.
The Lewiston usually connects with Samliurd’n
Boston and Bangor steamer at ltockland.
ROSS & 8 TU RDVI ANT, Oeneral
Agents,
179 Commercial Street.
on

Portland, May 13,

Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
lor Sooth Berwick
Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A. M,

excepted)
**ww^^HS(Sundays
Portsmouth and

and 2.55 and C OO P M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00
and 6.00 P M.
Biddelord tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 and 10 00 A.M.,
and 5 CO and 8.00 R. M.
The train leaving Portsmouth tor Portland at 10.00
A. M does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mondays. Wedn* sdays and Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
& Maine R. R., stopping only at Saco, Biddetord,
Keunebunk. South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
On Tuesdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Railroad, stopping only at Saco, Biddetord, Keunebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Newbury port, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FRANCIS CHASE. Sunt.

Portland, April 25,18C8.

Semi.W.ckly
MONDAY

follows:—

Express Train lor Lewiston and South Paris at 7.4C

can

Paris,

he received
as

Yt

Local

and
or

Montreal, Que-

intermediate sta-

checked after time

CLARK,

SEASON

lbs.

a

PRICES FOR 18C8:

Irom June 1st
day,
..
«

«

to

October 1st.
•«

for

«

.<

8 00
I000

FORTY CENTS PER ONE HUNDRED POUNDS.
Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st
June, and later than 1st
October, at the same rate per munth as
during the season.
U not taken lor the lull season, the
price will he
10
15
20

tbs.

a

82 00

day
per month,
(■«.(’

“

2 50
3 00

«

Nptice of change of residence, if given at the Office
instead of the driver, will always prevent disappointment.
Any customer leaving town tor two weeks, or more
at one time, by giving notice at the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
Complaints against the drtvirs for neglect, carelessness, or any other cause, must be made at the office, and will be attended to promptly.
May 26. dt>w___
__

Hard and White Pine Timber.
on

hand

and sawed to dimensions.

HARD PINE PLANK.
HARD PINE FI.AORINO AND STEPBOARD*. For Sale by

J.

Portia111*

Skowlicgan, and for China, East aud North Vassalboro* at Va^salboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's,
and tor Cana in at Plsnon’s Ferry.

Arrangement t

The

ami superior uea-goina
JOHN BROOKS, and
MONTREAL, having been lined
at great expens,
with a large
^numbtr oi beautilul Stat- Rooms,

STETSON & POPE.
Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street, office
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
may27d»m

new

steamers

sA

will

the

run

season as

follows:

((Leaving Atlantic Wlmrl, Portia,,a
7oVlu. k
and India Whart,
Boston, every day t7 •’.•h,ek, P,
M, (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin tare,...
ti

i>eck.iS,

Freight taken as

usual.
L. BILLING;,,

May 8, 18G8-dtt

Inside Line to

Agcnf.

TRIES

mm MYrm

WEEK.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY,atui
f""77T*every
KIDAV Evening at 10
clock
the arrival

r

o

or

on

? [L"m UoHto", touching at Rockland,

iie

ta8t' hearsiwrt, Wlnterpolt and UauipReturning, will leave Bancor, everv MONDAY
WEDNESDAY and
touch in 4 at the above named
landings.
For particulars enquire of
ROSS & STURDIVANT.
Agents, V9 C ommercial St.
m
Portland May
12,1-.U8.

dui|UUeU'

FRIDA*?'momtogatBokfJk

GREATLY KEUDLIU KATIN

TO

CALIFOHMA!
Passage Tickets tor sale at the reduced rate, on early application at
the
UNION TICKET OFFIC E!

40 1-1 Exchange Mtrex I. I’oMIbimI.

W. 1>. LITTLE .1 CO.,

13-dtt

Mar

Agents.

r.

r.

and alter Monday, April 15tb,
{$fe#>Ba8iW>ircurrent. trains will leave Portland lor
Bangor and all intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 P. M daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at
On

7.40 A.M.

OP-Frcigbt trains for Waterviile and all intermediate stations, leave Port hi ml at 8.25 A. M,
Train from Bangor is due at Portland at2.15 P. M,
iu season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES,Supt.
Nov. 1.1866
uoddtf

Dft. J. B. HUGHS.

Line.

Stoniiiffton
great

ki: diction

in

farcn

BETWEEN

-V

& Hew York A

p

-h^VIvv

Cabin 00.
SHORTEST AND MOST DIRECT ROUTE!
I oniric I. iue, rin Stoniuglon !
Connecting with the New and Elegant Side-Wheel
Steamers

NARRlGANSETT,

and

STONINGTON,

Capt. Geo. B. Hull.
Capt. Wia. M. Jones,
Passengers will take Steamboat Express Train at
Railroad
Boston ami Providence
Depot, Pleasant
Stree’, at tt P. Ill#,connecting at Stouinglon with
in
time
for an early supthe above splendid steamers
per, and arriving in New York the following morntrains.
ing in ilmo for all the early
N. B.—The steamers o this line touch at loot of
19th Street. East Kiver, to land passengers for the up
town Hotels, and the Harlem and the Hudson River
Railroad Depots.
Regular Lauding in New York,
PIER NO. 33 NORTH RIVER,
One Pier above the Erie Railroad.
TICKETS, BERTHS and STATEROOMS secured
at 131 Washington Street ; also
Providence Railroad Station.

May

4.1868-

at

Boston and

J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent.

dint

For Waldoboro\ Damariscotta
And Intermediate Landing*-

ARRANGEMENT.

FOUND AT

Bangor.

EER

-JL-dT.- SUainer C1TV OF RICHMOND,
St gMRWilliaw E. Deuuisou, Master, will
kuilroaii Whirl tom ol Sta'eSl

W. 11ATCH, Ku|M“. inteuclent*
novt2dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5, 1867.

Seamer “lha*. Houghton,” ALDEN WINCHEN
BACH, Master, will leave
ATLANl’IC WHARF. Portland, every WEDNESDAY
morning, at 7 o'clock for Boothhay. Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every SATURDAY, morning at 7

o'clock tor Bootbbay, Hodgdcn’s Mills and Lamariscotta.
RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monday, and Waldoboro every Friday at 7 o’clock A.
M, tor Portland and intermediate landings.
py Freight received at Atlautic Wliart for Waldoboro every Tuesday, and lor Damariscotta every

Friday.

HARRIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
CHAS. McLAUGHLIN & CO.

Enquire of

Or

Apr 18-dlt

HIS

MEDICAL ROOMS, International Steamship Go

he can be consulted privately, and wl’h
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of selt-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Curb in ali. Casks, whether of long
s.anding or recently contracted, entirely removing the
•Iregs oi disease from the system, and making a perfect ami permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earnod reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of Ms skill and su<
to

iho Piblle.

Kvery intelligent and thinking person must knew
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
1 reparatory studies lit lnm for all the duties he mm-1
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the heat in the world,
which are not only nseless, but always injurious.
The untortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, a9 It is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; tc-r
it is a point generally conceded by the best ivpliilogrr
dhers, that the study and management of these cornu

dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in tlieir treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportuney nor time to niakhiniselt acquainted with their pathology, commou y
pursue* one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dsrgerous weapon, the Mercury.

Have Dsiflileice.
All who have committed an excess oi any kind
wht tiier it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year?,
SEEK FOR AK ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervois
Prost ratiou that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fo
low; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Impure

by (Tnbnppy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,— a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure wai
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one r

men with the above disease, some (t
weak and emaciated as though they h»d
the consumption, and by tlieir friends are supposed fe
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and ou.'y
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice In perfect health.

young
are as

sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin millrIsh hue, again changing to a dark ami turbid appeal
ance. There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STACK OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
organs.
full and healthy restoration of the
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
in
a
so
can do
plain manner, a descrij
by writing,
t on of their diseases, and the appropriate remedii s
forwarded
be
will
immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, andwLl
be returned, If desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
*
No. 14 Preble Street.
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Ye.
for
Circular.
W* Send a Stamp

Electic Medical InJIrmary,
TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all Indies,

wl o
DR.
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. !4
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the r

especial accommodation.'
]>r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines arc unrivalled in efficacy ami superior virtue in regulating ai
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases ot ot
struct ions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing In
the least injurious to tl»e health, and may be tak< n
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directioi g,
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
Uul.lKtttd&w.
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

PARLOR SUITS,
l.ounge.,

““

w

boston.

Summer

dti

urinary

*6 00

are

J1-F.

Superintendent.

Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. for
all stations on this line, and for Lewiston and stations on the Androscoggin Road.
Also
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 8.15 P
M, for Bath aud Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8.80 A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skow began every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low’ by this route to Lewiston, Waterviile,
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston for Maine
CentralStatious are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers /rom Bangor, Newport, &c., will purchase tickets to Kendall's Mills only, and af ter t k_
iug the cars on this road the Conductor will
h tickets and make the tare the same thrnlI„.
or
as via the Maine Central
Rockland connect ut Bath j and ^
Stages
fast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival ol train from
Bos on, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor Solon, Anson.
Norridgewoek, Athens and Moose Head Lake at

whom

titled up

ith lino
accommodations lor passengers, making this the
most convenient and comtortable route lor travelers
between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Cabin Passage $4,
Meals extra.
Go° 8 forwarded to and from Montieal, Quebec,
Haliiax. St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their
freight to the S tenners
;u* early as 4 p. m, on the
days they leave Portland.
For Ireight or passu c apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait’s Wbarl, Portland.
AMES, Pier 38 K. R. New York.
May 9-dtf

Winter Arrangement, Nev. II, 1867.

ffMMMB]

Wjr M0M,AY

THURSDAY, aMWp.M.rk'
The Dirigo ami Franconia

«

found, and

Office 3‘i Exchange Nlrcel.

10
15
20

R*ajuer ViriC«

~

follows:—

18G7.

SPRING

Line I

On Hud alier the lstli Inst. (he Jii.f
a,‘d Franconia, will
<.u,l1 ™riln-r notice, mn as loilows:
Loi\o Gaits \Vliar i, I’orihtiil o\erv
and THURSDAY, at 5 P. M„ and lea to

-T.

THREE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov. 11, 1867.
■Kwmuw I
run as

Company.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

RAILWAY I

CANADA.

will

<jtf

apr28<Itt

TRUNK

Omm^pimins

1868.

Maine Steamship

Eastport, Calais St. John.
Di^by, Windsor

Mpring

TWO TRIPS

WEEK.

PER

and after MONDAY Apiil I3tli,
Steamer NEW
BRUNSWICK,
E. B. Winchester, and the steam!W ENGLAND, Capt. E. Field,
will leave liailroad Wharf, toot ol State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5 o'clock P. M„
lor Eastport ntu st John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on
same days.
Connecting at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BROWN, for St. Andrews. Kobbinston and Calais,
and with N. B. & C. Railway for Woodstock au t

Houlton stations.
Connecting at St. John with E. & N. A. Kai.w:\
for Shcdiac and intermediate statin s; and wit
Steamer EMPRESS tor Digby,Wmu»oraud Halifax
an I with Steamer for Fredericton.
jflfFreight received oudays oi sailing until 4 o'cik
P. M.
A. R. STUBBS
Apl 15dtt
Agent.

15 XII ST O L
1

E

2 S_

NEW

YORK
VIA

—

BRISTOL, R. I.
Only One Hour Thirty
BY RAIL

Minutes

FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.

leave BomIoii and Providence Railroad Nmiiuu daily (Sundays excepted), at 5.30
P. M., connecting with the New and Kleoakt
Steamers ProTidmce, CAPT.SIMMONS.cn Monday*. Wednesday8 and Friday*. Bristol, CAPT.
BRAYTON, ou Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

CARS

days.
rassengers by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE and WASH INGTON can ctunecl with
the New Jersey,Camden aim Auibo;’ Railroad. Bt ggage cheeked through.
Tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at
fice ot the Company,

the

of-

NO, 3 OLD STATE EODSE,
Boston

and at the Station oi
road.

and

Providence Rail-

SHIV ERICH,
Agent.
Jan 17,1818. dly

H. O. BRIGGS,
General Manager

NATHAN

UOOlil),

GEO.

Merchant Tailor,
N

137 J\Iitl<lle Street

o.

(UP STAIRS,\
Having just

returned troiu

Market witli

a

First Class Stock of Cloths!
KOR

Boys’ Hear!

Men’s and
is

ready

to

make them Into Garments of
in the

I« l-> r

all kinds

STYLE !
AND

At the Lowest

Prices.

AH Garments Warranted.

notfce.<

UI

,<)r

others to make done at short

ALL OLD
and

everybody else

are

CUMTO111KHS
invited to call and

see

for

themselves.
...

Aprd 1, 1868. dtt

FOR

NATHAN

N.VIaI

EIGHT HOUSE POWEV
Portable Engine.

ONE

Bed.

and
Bedding,
Manutactared to order at short notice.
N*. 'II Free Mtreet.
Mar 21-dtl

& Halifax,

ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

mid die-Aged DKen.
There are many men of the age of thirty who aie
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, of ten accompanied by a slight smarting or buying sensation, and Weakening the system in a marOn examining
ner the patient cannot account for.
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often \ e

HOUSE,MARKET STREET.

Messrs.OHUROHLL, BROWNS & MANSON

Wo.

March

PORTLAND

more

Portland•

WHITNEY.

Advances made on Hoods to the
Island ol Cuba.

market,
Portland, 16 Deo.

Portland,

■•w Kuy Tbamaiada Can Testify to This

Weed Ntorc

KENDALL A
Portland, Feb 26th, 1868.

The favorite steamer LEWISTON, (’has. Deering, Master, wll
have Rai'road Wharf, fool of Stilt e
evory Turialuy mid Fri-

6 c ham for West Gorham,

at

cess.

OLDEST PLACE OF BUSINESS

STABLE.-

Sacks Red

OILS.

John Crockett’s

130

l

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the
Horse Railroad, respectfully intorms bis friends
and the public generally that he has leased the new
Stable on Plum Street for a term of years,
where he will keep a first-class Boarding and Baitng Stable.

lOO
150
50
100

C2T*Sta^es connect

SiundjUh, Steen Fails. Bali, win, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, fliram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Cinway, Bartlufct, Jackson, Limington. Cornish,PorIff, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eagle,
0m& Limington. Limington. Limerick, Newfield,
Pirsonsfleld andOssipee.
AtSaocarwnpaforboathWindnam, Windham Bill
and Nor*h Wndham. daily.

i'mlou

of

2200

8 train*, will run a* follows:
Passenger trains leave Saco River lor Portland at
5.30 and 9.00 A. M„ and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
tor Saco River 7.15
M., 2.0'' and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leav*. Saco River 6-BO. A M.: Fui (land
12.15 P. M.

WHKRK

-AT

preserving the teeth, hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in lact it cannot be excelled. It acts not onlj as a powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no injurious grit ox acid.
Try it. For sale by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.
October 30. d

YEW

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.

Route.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Next the Preble Heine,

FORE ST.

208

Preparation is recommended by eminent
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being se-

THIS
cond to

W. 1). L11TLE & Co., Agents.
14. dtl

J. W.
will sail lor Halifax

G».f» Wharf,

s XTM MER A R RAN (JE MEN T.

West,

No. 14 Preble Street,

they

Dentifrice

North

Dec

PRIVATE

OIL SOAP, a superior and cheap artiwoolen manufacturers* use.

AUG. P.

Our stock is entirely new, and is selected from the
latest and most lasbionable styles.
We invite persons who intend to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.
0. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland, Me.
September 12. dtt

Sea

and

S.

CAKLOTTA,

To Mt. Desert and Machias,

Railroads,

May 5-d&w3mos
as

THE

By all the
Routes, via. Boston and
W orcester principal
to Albauy and ibe New York
Central Kail way CO Buffalo or Niagara
Falls; thence by the Great Western or Lake
Whore
or via Nc w York City ami
the Frie. Atlantic and Great W'eMeru am)
Pennsylvania Acuiral Railw ays.
ror sale at the Lowest Kates at the
Ouly tuion Ticket Office, No. 40 l.|
Bxcbauge SI.,
Portlaud.

CAN BE

ALSO,

busi-

Fittings,

as

South

hpa^.

from

wuHBian

This Machine is warrantel to execute to the highest degree ot x»erlection all kinds oi Stitching, Hemming, Felling, Tucking, Braiding, Quilting, Gathering and Setcvng, etc., and all kinds of work done
on any other
Machine. It also works a beautiful
Button-hole, embroklers over the edge of fabrics,
works Eye-let holes and makes the over-seaming
stitch, by whieb sl eets and pillow-cases are made as
by hamh feats whieh no other machine can do, hence
as we can do every kind oi sewing all oth rs can da
and several kinds none others can. ours is
ably tar in advance of any other Machine in the market, and is the best to buv.
We have est «hlish d a permanent agency at 135 1-2
Mi die street (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
everybody in the city and vicinity call an I see these
wonderful Machines. Examine into their merits—
see whatbeautilul work they will do—and get a sample ot the work.
The lady in charge of the Machines will take pleasure in showing and explaining tbem to all who may
favor her with a call, and we earnestly invite all to
call and see them in operation before purchasing. A
Sewing Machine is to last a life time, and hence the
one that will do the greatest range of work, and do
it the best, is the one to buy.
We have sold nearly a hundred ot these Machines
in Concord, N. H., and vicinity, and every one speaks
in the highest praise of them. Call and get a circular of recommendations.
All kinds ot silk and cotton thread, and the best
Machine nil tor sale.
Instructions given on the Machine gratuitously to
all who purchase Machines.
All kinds of plain and fancy stitching done to order.
GEO. W. DREW, Agent,
Call and see us.
135 1-2, Middle street, Portland Me.
May 2

Street,

prepared to furnish them
be purchased in Boston.

West,

mm

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

Sewing

and

Machine Combined.

ME.

are now

AT

Portland, Nov 9,

Gratings, Pumps, &c., Arc.,
and

s'oii' YPh

H. BAILS

rrices:

We have connected GAS FIXTURES with
ness of

From Portlaud to
ALL I'OIN I’N

Musier,

direct,

Iiiltiiicl

Tickets

Through
-B«CT3Tggtain

|T

IN.

.,The Steamship
alsgune,

*

EVERY MATIRDA Y, ni 4
•’clack I*. !»l
SLy Returning leave Pryor’s Wlmrf Halifax for
Portland, every Tuesday at 4 o’clock p'm
Cabin passage, with State room, *7.
Meals extra
For lurther informal ion apply to L. in I I incs
Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN POUTEOUS, Agent.
K
May 1C, 18C8. dCm

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ct
one passenger lor every $f>00auditioua value.
C. J. BllYDUES, Managing inrector,

L

PORTLAND,

m,AKfHAKP,

Trnvelera

Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.10 ▲. M.
Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa
2.15 P.M.
terville,&c., at
Local Train from South Paris and in8.00 P. m.
termediate statous, at

MANUFACTURERS. MACHINISTS, and all
rj1 Othose
using or dealing in Oils, 1 oiler the annexed
list at the Lowent Prices.

No. 96 Federal

l>. »«■

To

Trains will arrive

OILS,

Jfctecmcecl

jnd'tiSd&wly

T-

x.

From
From

That has made its advent in this

BLOCK.<ltt

Cjt

'f.unk?SaSc

baggage
above stated.

II.

BROWN’S XF.W

Tickets at Lowest Kates
Via Boston, New York Central, Buthtlo aud Detroit.
“P,'ly at m Cou«"“ st’ 0ra,,,1

Mail Train tor Waterviile, Bangor,
bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.

WEB,

Corner of Erown and Oongrebs Streets,

It AIL WAY

TJt VNK

No

CLIFFORD,
Counsellor
at
1 jaw,

jalb'

Maine

Irorn

7

West, via the

all Poiuts

OBAN 1)

Local Train tor South
tions, at 5,P. M.

Solicitor of Patenla,
Has Removed to

Ilaliiax,

.

A. M.

A
rriB RKlLLj
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
lias removed to 144J Exchange Street, opposite present Post Office.
julyOdtf

a

ALL

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may befcund a
lull assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
jylDdtf

And

_

OF

92 MIDDLE STREET,

W.

T

SS

LESS
RrinninTiaTlian by any other Route,

SO

GRAND

AMERICA0*

THE

L.

REMOVAL!

*

Office, Apr. 30,1868.-:

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,
Has removed to

AND

French.

keeper shall have procured a libefore the 20ih day ot May.
J. S. HE ALL), City Marshal.

owner or

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

in

3

Sperm,

ions, the owner or keeper thereof, or the head ot the
family, or keeper ot the house, store, shop, office, or
other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall
torfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
All persons are hereby notified that I shall cause
all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found at large
within the city, in viola* ion ot the above ordinance,
Marshal's

K

Junction,

cover

constantly on hand and tor sale by
R. REEKING,

8,000

consisting of Ribbonn, from No.
Plain, Roiled and Watered.

BONNET

SEC.

$5?“ Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

Doors,

IN

dog shall be permitted to go at large
or loose, in any street, lane, alley, court or traveled way, or in any inclosed or public place in this
city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or ihe
head of tin family, or the keeper of the house, store,
shop, office, or otner place where such dog is kept or
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two
dollars tor a license for such dog to go at large.
Sec. 7.*—In case any dog shall be found loose or goiug at large, contrary to any of the foregoing provis-

UMBER,
Under

DEALER

1.—No

cense on or

L

CO.,

Ordinance Against Dogs.

unless the

SEE»,_SEEI>

Country Merchants,

done at .hort

notice, by

W.

Mar 21-dtt'

South Side of Commercial Street,

or

Proposals.

Wharf,

Removed to the

And

<e

MERCHANT TAILOR,

DR. JOHNSON’S

Hoyt’s Premium Oak Leather Belts—the most perfect article in the market.
Page’s Patent Lace Leather.
Block’s Belt Studs.
Self Lubricating Steam Engine Packiug, &c, &c.
May 2 eod3in

suit

Under the superintendence of MR. GEO. L. DAMON, junior member of tlie firm, formerly Superintendent of the Tremont Safe and Machine Company, Boston,
lVorka 215 Commercial Mtrect, Portland, Maine.
gy We would refer to the Sales n the First National Bank, Portland Savings Bank, Hon. Geo. W.
Woodman’s Block, and Norway Savings Bank, as
specimens ot our work.
March 2,1867. d3ni

buildings

term of years the

Hobson’s

of

Mead

Goods,

jgp**White Rubber Cloth for family purpo?es.^^S
HEAVY RUBBER APRONS FOR CURRIERS
AN1) BRIl K-MAKERS.
53F’Orders received for all descriptions of Rubber
Goods, and promptly executed

rs

March2S'ei&Cewi"
week
Proposals will be received for
If ENISCII’S Sin t It*
t‘>
that he
at tbe office of Russell Lewis, No 3 Central Wlif,
SEALED
li'f^M‘i'ii|1eiI,{i|ip^u*bc-r is bat’P.v
Mr. BENJAMIN BARfrom 50 to 60 feet in
for 200 merchantable Oak
vl''rr
NET

Rubber

Belling;, Hacking, If o*e,Clothing,Npring;*,
Mat*, Spittoon*, Tubing, Cushion*,
Glove*, with a variety of other

Straw

out Steel

MONDAY next.

Removal.

can

STOCK of

wear.

IN THE WORLD.

THIS

&c.

be°I*“

LARGE

a

the line ot

in the field again, and would announce to liis old
Iriends and the public generally, that he has bought
out the old

city.)

retail

F. LATHER As CO.,
Are ready to offer great bargains tor the TRADE

Money Boxes.

Cream, &c.,

for

New

dtl

BABNtJM

Ice

BARBOUR,

No. 8 Exchange st,

They

STEAM FJRE-FllOOF SAFES!

the way

J. & C. J.

Rubber Good*.

o. R. MILLION,

BEST

Mar 27-atf

a

COBB

H~~REDDYj

IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

For Men’s, Women’s, Misses, Boy’s and Children’s

card matches.
The lull count is equals to about six bunches more
in a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card
Match.
They answer both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black tbe wall wl.en rubbed on it.
arc packed in fine skipping order, in cases
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross oacli. iu 1-4 gross packages.
Tiie above named firm are tbe solo Selling Agents
for the corporation.
E. P, GERRISH,
)
J. S. MARRETT,
Directors.

TI£E

1>INISG-llOOM SUITS,
Together with
Commou Grades ol Work,
At prices to suit the most economical.

Steam and Gas

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

NASH,

Corporation.

Portland,

Fire

LIBRARY, and:

Millinery, Straw Goods, die.

179 Fore Street.

May 2. dff

€ O L II Y

her Rooms, No. 4 Cotton Street, a good assort-

Have,

W.

And having purchased the Stark Mills, are prepared
to fiirnish orders of every description ot Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland. Me.
O. W. COBB.
I F. STURDIVANT.

GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one of the linest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS. CASSIMKRES, &c., that can be found in
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
care and especially adapted to the lashionable
trade,
and at prices that cannot fail to please, anil all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is rcsyecttully solicited. Thankful to friends
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
the same.
M. H. REDDY, Proprietor.
ianOdtf

Furniture I

Gas Fixtures!

May 12. dtf

and just manufactured, and to he

and learn

STOCK

PARLOR,
CHAMBER,

leased for

copartner-

THE

AND

Embracing

to

person or by letter ol
JAMES JOHNSON,

ment of

Goods I

NOTICE.
subscribers having entered into
ship under the firm name of

W

STEAMERS

SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
riMMMD On and aitor Wednesday. March 25,

Mar 27-dtt

OF

at the
HAVING

Copart-

ALBERT WEBB,
W. G. CHADBOURNE,
d&wlm

May 18,1868.

•

First Class

a

carrying

Portland

prepared to offer their friends and

are

in

Adrn’r of said Estate with
oct 22-d&wt f

will annexed.

CALL AND EXAMINE

Nteel

which he has renovated throughout, and ibruished
ior a first class

€0.,

Land for Sale.
of the late Mary S. Lunt’s Estate,
APART
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels

Enquire

THE

on the
nership for tlie purpose of
Corn and Flour business, under the firm nam of
Albert Webb & Co at No. 175 Commercial St.

an

EXTENSIVE

A.t

MILLINERY!

Sold very Cheap for Cash !

the

aw

business'part

has at

Furnishing

our

they

Where

Street,

ter.
This is a very pleasant location and one that should
not be overlooked l»y any gentleman who would like
a country residence within ten minutes ride trom the
of the city. For terms, etc., apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, under Lancaster Hall, or to the
subscriber on the premises,
mavl- dti
THOS L HASKELL.

-AND

(D

MAKKET

Cottage house, contaiuiug
^
large parlor, sitting room, dining
^
room, kitchen. 6tore roo-n, live good
chambers, with plenty of closet
1
_[room, cemented cellar' and large
brick cistern; being the property knowu as the
About two acres ot good land, also
“Dodge Place
barn, carriage house and wood house.
Upon the place are GO Apple and Pear Trees, together with Grape Vines, Currant and (looseberry
Bushes, and and an abundance of hard and soft wa-

Purchasers.

subscribers have this day formed

G.

Building well known
ARCADE,

the

Suburban Residence for Sale

CLOTHING
All

lu

Villa, The grounds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and goosebeiries;
li acre ot strawberries—raised 1.000 quarts
about
this year. The lot embraces nearly lour acres, with
streets GO Icet wide all round it.
The buildings—a
tine house with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with turnaee, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price ot $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on the premises, or ot WHITTEMOKE & STARBIRD, on
Commerc:al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ot Prcole and Congress streets.
Sept 3. dtt

Stroudwater, Westbrook

Gents.

State Street, and eight
and Thomas streets, tor

Per Sale—Oue Mile from Portland.

prices.
to be

HAVE REMOVED TO

At 2d National Bank.

suit

Copartnership.

Healers !

No. 18 Free

W. Jl. STEPHENSON,

by
10, 1868,-tf

imported,

Not ice.

IS

CARPET

TWO

sale
Feb

L !

M A«riIF ACT UR ERS,

near

several styles of Fabrics recently
which are considered very tine
fiEfr'A 11 which will te made up at the very lowest
are

BANK,

0

ing property and paying charges.
May 30-d3fc*

House Lots.

Vests I

to

Found
D ET WEEN Exchange and Temple streets a small
II sum of money which the owner cafl&tiavd by
calling on W. F. HILL, No 97 Federal st, and prov-

__Marcli 18.

AND

Pantaloons

October 1.

LOST AMD FOUND.

A.

Spring Over-Coats.
BUSINESS and DRIBS SUITS,

}

EXCHANGE STREET,
OVER

FOB

Gentlemen’s

ottering to the public the Star Match,
tor them the following advantages to tbe
er, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the

tented November 2G, 1807.
Old Tables recusuioned
with the above New Combination Cushions lor $75
per set. These New' Cushions have proved, by actual use, to excel all other styles ever made.
Tables ot all styles and finish constantly on hand.
Abo. Phelan & Collender’s Combined DINING and

March 31, 1868

the choicest

and most

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.

PHELAN <fc CULLENDER’S NEW IMStone No. 3 Galt Block. WITH
PROVED COMBINATION CUSHIONS, pa-

J.

with

Star Match

«J. E. CAME & CO.,

FEET,

weal justate ior sale.
THE subscriber offers for sale two new houses,
X built in tlie most substantial manner and in
modern style. These houses an* near the corner ot
Congress and North streets, two stories high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unlading supply ot hard and soil water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent readily at large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Corner ol Congress and North sts.
GEORGE HEARN.
Portland, March 25,1868.-dtf

A line

Street,

TABLES, IN

MANUFACTURED

LKT.

LET !

supplied himself
desirable
HAS

It is sold by all wholesale anti retail dealers in
drugs and medicines througheut the United States
and by
TVRNRK & CO., Kole Proprietors.

SALE

Possession given April 1st. Enquire of
marSIdtt
CIIAKLKS PGRBT.

No. 137 Middle

PERFECT SAFETY.
it has long been in constant use by many of our
MUST EMINENT PHYSICIANS,

of

For Sale or to Let.
first-class, three-story brick house,with freeTHE
stone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange
street,
Spanish Consulate’s, between 10 A. M. ami 3P.M.

and

ing—affecting the entire system,its use fora few days,
or a few weeks at the uttno8t.nlwavs affords the most
astonishing relief, anil very rarely fails to produce a
complete an*i permanent cure.
I^TIt contains no drugs or other materials in the
slightest degree injurious, even to the most delicate
system, ana can always to be used with

over

No. 99 Middle Street.

of Chronic Neural ia

cases

A
and lortythree acr. s land, in Falmouth, (lore side), seven
miles from Pnrthn 1 ..i.
next to lie Methodist Meeting House.
Buildings
all in complete repair, having been recently painted
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay.
Plentv
of wood and water.
This is one of the most pleasant places in this vicinity. It commands a fine view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay upon the
other, and is on the main stage road to Yarmouth.—
Will be sold low to a cash customer. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
mar3ldtt
Real Estate Agsnt.

on Congress near
lots on Emery, Lewis

A.

WALTER COREY & CO,

ing House

'“Y

O^V

REM

lor

On Back Cove Road.

AND

derangements—of many years stand-

nervous

Spring,

Tailor,

Merchant

Nervous Disease

or

of

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

Pills.

Wonderful Remedial Agent.

McCarthy’s Block,
A Storo No. 181 Fore Street,
recently occupied by
Charles McCarthy,

two or three

No other form of Neuralgia
has failed to yield to this

entirely

In Thomas

USCAJL-

Opening

Among these

Its Effects art

than

thirty-two

On the

Kesidenee
Sale.
good 1£storydwell-

ou

1THE

AND

NERVOU8

Has removed to No. 24 Exchange st., Thomas Buildapr 23
d6w
ing, over Merchants Exchange.

name

Summer term of this Institution will commence May 25, and comiuue 10 weeks.
Particular attention given to each Student.
The evening school, connected with ihe above, will
l»c open May 18, when instruction will be given in
Book-keeping, Writing &c., Terms ot evening
school $2.00 per month. For further particulars,
address
P. J. LARRABEE, A. B. Prin.
Box 933.
May 13 dlw then eodtf

AS

Country

beautiful residence

CLOTHS S

FOB

an

Seaside

occupied by Rev. W. P.
situated in Westbrook,
THEMerrill,known
the Back
Academy. Cove
of the Machigonne
road,
by the

Portland

JLND

It is

(m

EATON BROTHERS.

CERTAIN,

ralgia Facialis, often effecting a perfect cure in less
than twenty- four :hours, from the use ot no more

The h >tel in Portland, on the corner of
ami India streets, known as the St.
Lawrence House, having been
reconstructed and enlarged, and furnished
with all the modern improvements, win be
ready t> lease by June first. Sal t hotel contdns
sleeping rooms, la*-ge and pleasant
Office, Parlors,Src. Is within less than two minute*
walk of the Graml Trunk Depot,Liverpool
Steamers,
Boston Steamers am! Halifax Steamers, and the
Horse Cars piss its entrance. The location is
very
desi able in every way for the accommodation of
trave'ers and city boarder*. The lessee will have to
funrsh the house. Proposals for lease will be received any time within two weeks from date. Address or apply to
E. GILLESPIE,
on the premises, or at 44 Atlantic St.
Im;k.
mavlll-dtf
Portland, May Is,

aud ‘18 feet

PUPILS

ant home.
They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them ihe aid and direction necessary
to a rapid advancement in their studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address

Great English Remedy

To Let.
story brick Store, No. 50

A HALL 43 BY 73

(Established 1856 )
received into the family of the Principals where they enjoy the privileges of a pleasare

~~~

DISEASES.

TO

Norridgewoclt, Maine.

No. 54&5S Middle Street.

Board
good
ANI)
ami their wives

Day School,

&

Family

property known as the “Ford
A.
Stand,” consisting of a large 2 story
t» < ayhouse, recently put in complete re.? >.-iii jag
pair and made convenient tor twe
tenements: good porch ami ban
and a large shop suitable tor any fcii d of a mechanic.
Cistern on the premises of 75 hogsheads; tine yard
in front and very tine garden.
A. W, ANDERSON.
Gray, March 28, 1868.
mar31-dtf

April 4-eodtf

To Let.
AS ANT Rooms, with Board, for
PDF
and their wives
Enquire at No.

May 29- d3t*

TO

SCHOOLS.
KATOiV

NEURALGIA,
ALL

Or

Office 166 Fore St., Portland.

mayIGtt

good six and on e-lialf Octavo PiauoForte, round corners and Rosewood Case
W. H JERRIS.
XL Apply to

FOR

James Low.
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb
R L. Taylor,

^FebJ^—dlmj^idtQjauPCS&wG^^^

Boarders Wanted.

A

apr25dtf

Fred'k Chauncey,

Jfoliti W. tUmitfer,

three gentlemen can be accommodated
and board in a private family opposite the Park.
Address
A. P. REED,
Post Office Box 1953.

Piano-Forte to Let.

Enquire

Fletcher Westray,
Robt. B Minturii, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,

or

Speedy Ottie

McDonald

Benj. Babjoek,

The

_<

•

Paul Spoflbrd,
Sheppard G.mby.
Rol.’t C. Fergus®on.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moore,2d Vice-Prest
tf. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.
J, H. Chapman,Secretary.

rooms

For Sale at Gray Corner.

Cornelius GrinnelI,

C. A. Hand.
R. J. Howland,

Applications lor Insurance made to

AMBERS corner of Cumberland and Auderstreets, conaining eight rooms, will be rentfamily without small children.
Apply to RICH’S Printing Office, cor. Exchange
and Fore streets.
may27d3t

FRONT O'F FI OK in

Jos. Gail lard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgv,

Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot.
Wm. E. Dodge,
Frai cis Skiddy,
David Lane,
James Bryce.
Charles I*. Burdetf,
Daniel S. Miller,

A

son
a

(Middle

THE

Perkins,'

Dennis

Real Estate Agent, Portland.

Land lor Sale.
valuable lot of land on Middle Street, bounded by Franklin and Fore Streets, being the
southerly corner. It will be sold on favorable terms.
WM. H. JERRIS.
Apply to
Real Estate Agent.
apr!8dtf

Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,

Royal Phelps,

Boarders Wanted.

Reference required.

mayl3-dtf

Wm. Sturgis,

Clias. H. Russell.
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

PLEASANT suit of rooms and single room suitable lor families or Gent and wife at No. 37
High St.
may 21-dtf

J
C1H
ed to

Apply
May 21-dtt

373,374

$ 13,108,177

!

from tbe city through the hot weather, or
the whole ot the Summer months,
desire I. Parents wishing to travel, and desirous
to leave their children in safe hands, can leave them
with us with safety. Every care will be taken of
them, and they cau be learning lessons in all the
common branches if desired by their parents.
A
good Piano in the house, and a Music Teacher also.
Applications to be made soon to
MRS. O. F. M1LLETT,
may27dlm
Norway, Me.

TWO
with

Roof House, near the
seventeen nicely finished
rooms, hot ami cold water, and all the modcrn im} rovcments, together with a good
uli*
astablo and fine garden spot.
No pains or
expense has been spared in tbe getting up
ot this house, cither in workmanship or materials.—
The lot contains about 6000 square feet. It will be
sold on very easy terms of payment. Apply to
W. H. JERRIS,

3,604,*>’68

Henry Coit,
Wm.C. Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis,

Boarding

House to Let.

W. J.

and other securities,
Cash in Bank

.Jr.,

LAWYER,

customers

French

new

Insane Asylum.
Dr. S. D. Brooks State Farm “School Mansion.”
J. C. Parsons, Agt Parson’s Paper Co., Holyoke.
I. F. Conkey, Auiherst.
W. H. Almy, Norwich, Conn.
•^“Orders solicite 1 and promptly attended to.
K. E. Cooper,
S. Stanton.
Portland, May 27, 1868.
may20dt!

may 15-d3w

ft E m o v a l
W.
THOMAS,

Park, containing

United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864.485
Loans secured by stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
Jeal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,

eure

»The

3

A

Thirteen

over

SALE.

Glass House for Sale.

First

Dividend of 30 per cent, for 1867.

The company has Af*f>cti»,
Million Dollar**, viz:

Charles Dennis,
W. II. H. Moore,

CAHPEDIAM I

lour story Brick Hou«e No 34 in the
Park street Block, will be let tor one year to a
tenant with a small family.
Possession given
1st. Apply to L, D. SHKPLEY, 88 Middle st.
May 30-dlw

SL/r

The whole profits ol the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiterminated during Ihe year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.

_through

Morton’s
Furnished House to Let.

Risks.

ums

as

TO LET.

May 27

•lAKUAKV,
Insures against Marine and Inland Navi-

Having purchased the very convenient
and pleasant residence former’y occupied
hy^Sylvanus Cobb, Jr., will take boarders

at

K‘Hatteras.”

•

1868.

buildings lor:
Gov. Eliphlet Trask, Springfield, Mass.
M. & E. S. Chapin, Massasoit House.
Drs. Munday and Denurston, (Water Curerg)
Northampton, Mass.

have Plumbed

TO

charge.

no

been engage ! in the
Plumbing business in
Massachusetts during the past twenty years,
to co
work in all its
Plumbing
branches.
Buildings fitted up for hot or cold water in the city
or country with neatness and dispatch.
Lead Pipe, Pumps, Marble Wash Stand Tops, and
all plumbing materials constantly on hand.
We refer to a few of the many persons whom we

prepared

-AND-

A NEW 2J story wooden house containing 13
£X rooms with plenty closets and store room; nice
cellar with cement floor. Well of pure wa er. Cement cistern, capacity 40 hhds. Gas in every room.
Heated with Furnace. A good coal and wood house
connected.
Every part is well built and finished
throughout.. The lot contains nearly four thousand
square icet, graded and prepared for a garden. This
is one of the best and prettiest medium class bouses
now offered in this city, ami is sold tor no fault.
For
further particulars enquire at the house, or at No,
154 Middle Street.
May 20, 1868. dtf

Company,

Having

Cotton St.* near Commercial.
BSF^By careful attention to business he hopes to
merit a share ol'public patronage. All work war-

satisfactory or

COOPER and S. STANTON have this day
a copartnership for the purpose of carthe Plumbing business under the firm name

on

we are

No. 1

ranted

!TIail Steamship Line

Cl3r*Mark well the number.

And
Ship-Smith*
&F* Carriage and Sleigh Ironing and Hepairing.
REMOVED

DIRECT

TO ALL PARTS OF THK

Western

Blacksmith, Horse-Shoer, Jobber,

House and Lot No. lO Dow Street.

WullSl.cor. William, NEW YORK,

51

John D. Jones,

Block.leb!7dtf

Wanted to Charter.

ant with

Mutual Insurance

O. F. I1IILLETT

inns.

SALE.
th

on

STREET,

SHEPARD YOUNG,

HAS

THROUGH TICKMT8

R. e. cooper & co.,
At lop
Federal Street,
PORTLAND. ME.

OVTT.

M

R E

Copartnership Notice.
•

Falmouth Hotel.

Furniture

westerly corner ot Middle
and Exchange streets, measuring about 8*2 feet
Middle and 128 feet on Exchange streets, known
lot of land

FOK

AND ROOMS.

May

jail 1511

trustees:

TO

Men for all situations supplied to Employers gratis!
50 Grill* Wauled every day ! 400 Ai;ent<«
Wanted to canvass lor new articles.
The best place in New England to apply for held
or situations is at the

you find the

Street,

FOR

Under the
27-dtf

RAILROADS.

RE.
iormed

DEALER,

114 MIDDLE

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

rying

Has removed to

favorable

the Fox lot.
Also tlie lot on the southerly corner of Exchange
and Federal streets, measuring about 100 feet on Exchange and 1G5 teet on Federal streets.
Also the brick store No 192 Fore street, head of
Central Wharf, and now occupied by Rulus Stanley
& Son.
Enquire of
A
I,. POX.
may 25d2w

Itnymoud’s Village.
Central House. W. H. Smith Proprietor.

o-

all ages and countries. Women as well as Men. A
handsome octavo book ot over 6f,0 pages, illustra!ed
with 12 beautiful Steel Engravings. No competition.
Agents say it sells taster than any book they ever
sold. Terms liberal. Send tor descriptive circular.
A. S. HALE & CO., Hartford, Conn.
April 23. d&w8w 18

MThe

Perry,

prietor.
C'TY H tel, Corner < f Congress and Green street,
John P. Davis & Co.
Preble House, Congress St. S. B. Krogman, Proprietor.
Portland House, 71 Green St. R. Potter, Prop’r.
St Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. Ta\lor, Proprii-tor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
N. J. Davis, Proprieior
Walker House, Opposite Boslon Depot, Adams &
Paul, Proprietors.

PARTON,tlie “Prince
BiographBYers,” containing
I.veso' distinguished persons of

1.

Province.,

Exchange

gation
Portland.
117 Federal Street, J. G.

Agents Wanted

ST I 1,1.

30

ATI .ANTIC

American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
Commercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
H. O. (’rain, Proprietor.
Cumberland House, Green St. J.O. Kidder. Pro-

For "PEOPLE'S BOOK OF BI0JBAPHY-”

“WK

No.

Hill & Co.

J. B.

Brown

BOARD

Between Oak and Grreen

Hrili.h

and the

THE

mayl6-I&wlm

CtfkGRESS

Maine

on
as

prietor.

to $2. 0 per
month, cvervwhere, male and female, to

A.

General /VgenlH
K«

on

street. Size ot lot 5flx9 » feet. The house »b fitted
tor two famil'es, has 1G rooms, abundance of closet
room, brick cistern; heated by a furnace in lirst and
second stories; gas fixtures in each room; bet and
cold water in he kitchen and bathing room; water
closet, wood houses connected with house; flower
garden, bearing grape vines, &c.
JOHN T. HULL.
may 27-eod 3w

PLUMMER & SONS,

Railway

IVorwny.
Elm House, Main St.
W. W. Whitmarsb, Pro-

1JMRST

Wanted

The subscriber offers for sale

[ ji terras, the pleasant and desirable residence No.
JluHlLl2 Monument on the corner of St. Lawrence

PORTLAWI).

Aumou.
& Hilton, Proprietors.

lVortli
Somerset

Wanted I

sure

B.

Norridgewock.
Danforth House, D. Danforth. Proprietor.

CLASS COAT MAKERS, at 3 Free Street.
A. E. WEBB.
May 16-dtl

351 1-2

pel St.,

SHOE

W.

OO.

Elm House, Nathan Church & Son«, Proprietors

Good wages will be paid to
one well recommended.
Apply to
STEWARD OF UNION CLUB.
May 19 dtf

JAMES

$18,000,000

Over

Naplev.

private family.

B^^Be

Cli:

Proprietors.

Cook Wanted!

Book

Desirable House for Sale.

I.ewinton.

House,

Lewiston

class'

tactnred, jggga-t

Assets

Uiificld.
Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Pivpiietor.

5 rooms for a family
anti Wile with no
children. Price tVom $150 to $175 per year
AdH. H. HESALTINE,
dress
22-dlw*
Portland
P.
O.
May

IN

THE

and most Reliable Com-

April 23.

Clark’s J>ini o Hall, Grand Trunk
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

A CONVENIENT
consisting of Ge* tleman

a

One of the Oldest, Largest
panies in the country.

thoroughly

L.

GOWEL,JL,

of

valuable lot of Land on the north east come
ol Congress and Pearl Streets, opposite the Park.
Lot 45 leeton Congress, 91 feet on Pearl street, for
terms, «S’c, inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange street.
may30-d3w

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Office

Daorillr Juutiiou.

May 29-dlw*

FIRST

Company,

KIT Dividends for Twenty Years have averaged
than 50 per cent.

Bethel.

comer

Lot lor Sale.

more

a silnution in an insurance r.flice or wholesale bouse
ReferHas lead considerable business experience.
Address YV. K. L., Press
ence furnished if required.

rent of 4

Mutual Life Insurance

Bryant’s Pond House—N. B. Crockett, Proprie-

Situation Wanted.
YOUNG M AN is desirous ol obtaining

Situation

Brothers

Policy

Accumulated

u Hotel, deor caterer
situation. Apply to J< >SEP11 GRAFFAN at
mav2t
d2w
the Prpble House.

Office.

see that her l*ather and
ouce and secure a
in the

Poutl.

a

A

SWe

SISTER

SHOULD
go at

Square,

Bryant’s

Situation Waited.
sires

EVERY

CONNECTICUT
t o n.

h

proprietors.

Nurse Wanted!
experienced. capable woman t

AN

o

me,

offer tor sale the two houses in the block
the north-west corner of Spring and Brackett sts. This block has been
remodtled; gas introduced. Each house contains eight
rooms; hard and soft water; cemented cellar. Th's
location is one of the most desirable in the city; the
horse cars run by the door fo all parts of the citv.
GEO. R. 1>AVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morion Block.
May 30-dlw

bear of

splendid chance ter a good business pa> mg 500
per cent, pro lit, by applying to A. J. COX »Y CO.,
General Business Agents, 351 j Congiess st. may27it
a

occupied by

Spring

on

and Vine streets,

Corner of Front

Business Chance.
with from *150 to *”00 tasli,

MAN

A

Baugor.
Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.
Rath

gtm-ral wrvaiit. i« »
private family. Enquire at SO Forest. niy30d3t
a

of May and

Two Desirable Residences for Sale.

family.

Penobscot

near the corner
ike one

M Q V A

RE

Oxford and Myrtle Streets. Each home contains
thirteen or fourteen rooms, finished for one or two
families Prices moderate. Terms easy.
M. G. PALMER.
May 29eodtf

Augusta.
Augusta House, State St. J. H. Kling, Proprietor^

ry-Good reference required.
Apply at the COUNTING ROOM OF THE DAILY

A GIRL,

house

THE
Streets, anil

Auburn.

E m House, Coml. St. W. S. Young, Proprietor.

GOOD GIRL WANTED to do general house-

REMOVALS.

Houses tor Hale.
new

Girl Wanted.
a

REAL ESTATE.

Directory.

or

A work in

INSURANCE.

«.
o

H. PH I

Commercial St.,

Portland, Aug 2»,-dt

loot ot P»i k St.

